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Georgetown, Ky., July lti.—In the trial
of former Secretary of State Caleb Powers, charged with being acoessoiy to the
Goebel murder, today, a letter alleged to
be signed by Caleb Powers
was intro-
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DIPLOMATIC APPOINTMENTS.

Washington, July 10.—The following
have boon
made by
the
appointments
Prisldent to take effect September 1,
ltxx):
II. Perclval Dodge of
Massachusetts,
second secretary of the embassy of
the
United States at Berlin, Germany.
Samuel Morrill of Massachusetts, third
secretary of the am bass y of the United
States at Berlin, Germany.
Arthur Bailey Blanchard of Louisiana,
third secretary of the embassy
of
the
United States at Paris, France.
INVESTIGATING KNIGHT DIKE.
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the

improved prospects,

THE WEATHER.

expounding his well known views as to
how business ought to be oonducted.
Already there are some indications of a
food famine on the grounds. The attendance entire exceeded the expectations of
Hundreds of delegates, afthe caterers.

for an hour or more In
the
were informed
that
The place
the supplies were exhausted.
is miles away from the ordinary restaurants. Dr. Lorimer, in the course of his
address this afternoon, urged Christian
endeavorers to raise the cry of “brotherconnection
hood and no vengeance’5 In
with the Chinese situation.
Dr. E. D. B. Eddy of Auburn, N. Y.,
Boston, July 10.—Local forecast for
led a meeting this evening and will conBoston and vicinity Tuesday:
Fair
duct a misslonax-y conference Wednesday
at which
followed by local thunder
Ambassador weather
United
Suites
Choate will speak.
storms in tho afternoon or night; conKev. Clarence Ehereon and Kev. Robert
Pierce of Pennsylvania were tho princi- tinued warm, light to fresh southwest
at the junior endeavor meet- winds.
pal speakers
ing which was at tended by Mrs. Chester,
Wednesday, fair and cooler.
wife of Captain Chester,
commander of
Forecast for Tuesday and Wednesday
the United States battleship
Kentucky.
Canon Richards of Can,'Ida was the lead
Mai no:
for
Showers Tuesday and
ing speaker at the missionary meeting
ter

waiting

dining hall today,

Wednesday;

fresh southeasteily winds.

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
The local
Portland, July 1G, 1900.
weather bureau records tho following:
—

m.—Barometer. 29.902; thermometer, 74.0; dew point, 02; rel. humidity, 66.
direction of tho wind, SE; velocity of
tho wind, 3; state of weather, oloar.
8 p. m.—Barometer. 29.865; thermometer, 69.; dew point, 66; rel. humidity, 94 ;
direction of tho wind, SE; velocity of tho
wind, 4; state of weather, cloudy.
Maximum temperature. 81; minimum
temperature, 61; mean temperature, 72
maximum wind velocity, 16 NW; precipi8

MEDECINE OF FRANCE
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tation—24

lioitrfe,

.16.

WEATHER OBSERVATIONS.
The agricultural department
weather
bureau for yesterday, July 16, taken at 8
p. m., meridan time, the observation for
bis section being given in this order;
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ngton,
degrees,
bany, 86, SW. n ddy;
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atn; Huron, Dak., 68, N, clear; Bisnarck, —, —,
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rlllo

aim

Waitt and Bond’s

BLACKSTONE
This

Root

Secretary
Will Ro

1

STARTS

INGTON.

Enough.

und the Kusslans from the east.
government is still not at war with the
The Americans suffered terribly.
or Chinn
The big hapjwnAs the Associated Press representative government
left the field.
the chief surgeon of the ings at Tien Tsin coming on the
top of
Ninth Infantry said a conservative esti- the stories of the last struggle
at Pekin
mate was that 26 per cent of the Amerlhave not affected the attitude of the adcans were hit.
United
Colonel Emerson Liscum is reported to ministration on this point, the
have been mortally wounded, as he was States and China are technically at peace.
walking In front of troops. Major Kegan 1 But this statement should
not be acand Captains Buckmiller,
Wilcox
und
as indicating a purpose on the part
cepted
are
the
wounded.
Noyes
among
The marine losses
Include
Captain of the United States government to hold
Davis, killed, and Butler, Leonard anil Its hand in the administration of swift
1
several others wounded.
and adequate punishement upon
the
Officers declared that It was hotter than
Chinese, without rcg.ird to station, who
Santiago.
When the correspondent left the Ameri- may lie responsible for the outrages of the
cans were lying in the plain
lietween the past few weeks.
it means simply that
wall and the river under an enfilading and
the government of the United States feels
a direct fire.
It was equally difficult for them to ud- that It can best achieve that purpose by
vance or
retire.
regarding the status ollicially as one of
The correspondent counted three hunpeace. To hold otherwise would seriously
dred wounded men of all nationalities. A
the government in its efforts to
cripple
Russian colonel
oi artillery
was also
the
killed.
I obtain satisfaction for the outrages
The despatch adds (hat the Chinamen Americans in China have suffered.
We
fought with great desperation and that should tind closed the ports of
China,
their niarki.tam-iiip was
accurate
and
which are now open to us and all sorts of
ileudly.
KEMEY CONFIRMS IT.
impediments would be encountered that

plfflnarck
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the administration s view, a declaration
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House appropriations committee is
authority for the statement that money in
plenty Is at the disposal of the President
to meet the present emergency and that
there Is no necessity for a called session
of Congress on that score.
The day was the most exciting Wash*has known
since the battle of
ington
At the very beginning came
Santiago.
Admiral Kemey:s cablegram announcing

17941--PORTIA
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the defeat of the allied

forces
at
Tien
Tsin and then came the vivid Associated
Press account of tho fight.
A special
cabinet meeting was held
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luiin
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immuun

pivo'UU
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to be In town. Great reluctance
manifested on the part o£ the participants to answer questions as to the
nature of the deliberations, The best in-

happened

was

dication of its nature was the departure
of
for tipi Whloe ilouse
.Secretary Hay
Ho hail
immediately after tho meeting.
long talk with President
McKinley
over the long distance telephone
and it
a

the President
had decided that it, would be host for him
to come back from Canton to tho national
soon

became

capital.

known

that

talked
over the
The cabinet officers
the troops In
of reinforcing
China. There was no disposition shown
tho only questo withhold those troops;
tion was as to the amount of additional
force available.
begin.
will attend a cabinet meeting in Washso It
That was a technical question,
CHINESE FOUGHT FIERCELY.
in
a
lew
was left to the war department olliclals
ington and holies to return
London, July 16 —The Evening Nows to
The
laid
down was
only point
decide^
days.
prints a despatch dated at Shanghai to- that
the government would send forward
No extra session of Congress has yet day, giving detailed account of the allied
all tho Hoops that could be spared at this
not attack on the nativo city of Tien Tsln, time.
been determined upon and it has
One proposition discussed b> the
as reported in the
despatch to the Asso- cabinet appeared
to have a very practical
been decided to issue a call for troops for ciated
Press, dated at Tien Tsln, July 18,
about It. Technical men had made
service in Cliina.
via Cheloo, July 15, und Shanghai, July aspect
tho
to
further conduct of the
objection
President McKinley was greatly dis- 10
Chinese campaign with an international
to the Evening News desAccording
force without some working understandtressed over the reported losses to Ameripatch the allies were repulsed and coming as to the duties of each of the pow9rs
can arms.
pelled to retreat with a loss of more than
It was suggested that an
a hundred
killed, the British losing 49 represented.
International conference bo called hastily
and the Japanese CO.
The Americans
at one of the capitals—London, Berlin,
GERMANY INDIGNANT.
and Russians, it is added, also suffered
Paris or Washington—to define the part
Among the Americans killed to be taken
heavily.
by each power and the quota
Was liecelved
How News of Massacre
were Col. French of the 96th infantry,
of troops to be furnished bp It and to arand Col. Liscum of the 9th infantry.
by German Press.
for
the
selection or a commanderrange
NO DANGER AT PAO TING FU.
in-chief of the allied forces. »*'This sug10.—The
news
Berlin, July
regarding
gestion did not meet with a favorable reBoston, July 16—The Amenoan board ception.
the massacre at Pekin has been received
It was felt by the cabinet that
of
commissioners for foreigu missions
should
send what
press with unanimous ex- has received a cablegram in cipher from the United States
by German
force it could dispose of to China as far
pression of deepest sorrow and indigna- Key. Henry D. Porter, D. D at Che as sjemed necessary
and should not make
Foo, dated July 11, which says that in- any
tion.
agreement with other powers as to
formation was received from Pekin the
g All the papers insist upon the absolute 45 h of July and Mr. Porter thcngRt the tho nilmber. This decision involves the
of the force of troops destined for
necessity henceforth of porfect harmony missionaries were safo up to tho time of increase
Tho responsible oljicials evaded
China.
On June 95 tho
between the powers.
sending tne despatch.
any specific statement as to the extent of
of Germans massacred at position was reported not dangerous at
The
this increasa; it wns, however, gathered
Pao Ting Fu.
that the reinforcements would b© limited
Pekin is said to be £8, Including the deOf
only by the ability of the government) to
marines, tfrofeSfiOrS, fcUahJtachment
’10 W N DESTROYED.
and Von
spare troops from those commands now
Colmami,
man,
Broun of Pekin university, several GerDallas, Texas, July 1G.—Peoria, a town in the United States apd Cuba.
Tfte estimates varied as to how many
man officials
belonging to the Chinese sixty miles southwest of Dallas, was deMrs, John could be spax-ed, but the general opinion
several
merchants, and the stroyed by a tornado today.
customs,
members of the legation with Baroness Nelson and her two children were fatally was that somewhere between four thouhurt. Two churches and several dwelling sand apl
eight thousand men could be
Von Ketteler.
Dr. Mumni Von Sqhwarzensfcein arrived houses were destroyed together with an shipptHl to the East from Cuba, and the
United btatoe In addition to tho troops
this evening. He Will receive instructions immense amount Of farm property.
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side of the Commons that the next vote !
account of the military under takings
in South Africa and China will be startling in amount. Telegrams from Shanghai and Che Foo indicate an increasingly
It Is alleged
serious
state
of affairs.
at Shanghai
that the foreign consuls
have cabled their
governments that
need of more warships
there Is urgent
Washington, July 16 —The navy deto proteot that pori, owing to the menacofficial
pnr tmen* this morning received
ing attitude of the Chinese and the confirmation
from Admiral Kemey of the
temptation to loot the vast stores of reverse of
al
lied
the
forces
at
Tien Tsln
merchandise recently accumulated there.
It seems that the Chinese have already on the morning of the 13th, The despatch
is
dated
Che
and
July
16,
Foo,
says;
threatened to lire the great oil tanks on
“Reported that allied forces attacked
the Pao Tung side of the city.
From Che Foo oomes the report that native city morning 18th ; Kusslans right,
the entire adult male population of the with 1 t'l infantry and marines on the left
Russians one
three provinces of Chi Ll, Shan Si and Losses allied forces large.
hundred; including artillery colonel;
Shang Tung, are massed to defend Pe- American
ov< r 81; British
over
40;
that the powers
kin in the
conviction
French
There is little doubt that a Japanese 58, including colonel;
mean war.
25
9th
Col.
Liscum,
infantry, killed; alfurther cheok of the allies at Tien Tsin
would be the signal for a general anti- so Captain Davis, marine corps. Captain
Butler
and
Leonard
Lemly, Lleute.
foreign rising throughout China.
The Japanese officers are still confident wounded. At seven, evening, nlllcd aton native city was
tack
repulsed with
of their ability to reach Pekin before tho
Returns not yet complete;
roads become impassable; but the Europ- great loss.
details
not
confirmed.
yet
ean commanders believe an advance will
“Kemey.”
be impossible before September.
CA BINET COUNCIL CALLED.
Fighting is said to be imminent at
the Boxers are
where
New Chwang,
Washington, July .10.—Secretary Hay
threatening the foreign settlement. Per- called a cabinet council this
morning to
haps the most serious among the many re- consider the Chinese
situation.
Few
ports from Shanghai is the rumor that cabinet officers are in the city and the
sinoe the massacre at Pekin, five Chinese
attendants were
Secretaries
only
Hay,
regiments have bo?n ordered south with ivuuu,
uiju
instructions to make Chlng Hang Po, at
At the conclusion of the cabinet council
the head of the grand canal, the object it
was stated that no line of uotion had
of the southern extension of
the been determined
point
upon, that the meeting
The Times says it is
Boxer movement.
was not called to formulate any plun, but
taken for erranted in diplomatic circles
simply to talk over the situation.
that when the Chinese crisis is settled,
It is thought that
a
communication
Groat Britain will retain the
right to was drafted for transmission to 'the Presi
nominate the
inspector or Chinese cus- dent at Canton.
toms.
After the meeting Secretary Root Imwith
mediately wont Into consultation
Adjutant Corbin. He refused to discuss
FOR WASH
the situation.
Consul General Goodnow cabled] to the
President McKinley Left Canton Lost
state department from Shanghai, under
Night
today’s date, that thero is nothing more
to report since his cablegram of the 18th
Canton, July 1G.—President McKinley Inst. Thai despatch reported the attack
on the legations at Pekin
was about to
left this city for Washington tonight. He
on

diminution ol relief is possible.

Wlnthrop, July 16.—The farm buildings
of Willard Maxwell were struck by lightning today and burned, causing a loss of
three thousand dollars;
insurance
two
thousand dollars.

South Berwick, July 10—Another intonight
vestigation into the burning of the farm
buildings of Florence J. Knight, July ],
TO SUCCEED CHANDLER,
was held here today by Sfcafcj Insurance
Commissioner 8. W. Carr of
G >noord, N. H., July 16.—Seven canAugusta,
assisted by County Attorney Matthews didates for the United States Senate had
and the board of selectmen
Several new headquarters
open here tonight during
witnesses teslilied but nothing of import- tho meeting of
the Republican state
ance developed.
for tho purpose of naming
committee

*THE ACADEMIC

hush

FIRE AT WINTHROP.

appeared on the platform. Mr. Sheldon spoke on “Commercial Problems,

Exchange Street.

nothing

were fatal.
on the relief

F. E. Clark, the founder and president of
the Young People's society of Christian

ANDERSON, ADAMS & CO.,

hoping that the report was no true, Mr.
William St. John Brodrlek,
parliamenthe foreign office, had
tary secretary to

and
689d
The total number of deaths
works was 5670.
Tho Viesroy of India, Baron Curzon,
telegraphs

World’s Christian Endeavor convention
on the Alexandra Palace grounds.
Meetings were held simultaneously In the

Most Exciting Day Since Santiago at

aP line gun Are upon this attackers.
Washington, July 16.—The decision of
The Americans, Japaneso, British and the administration at tho end of a most
French troops are attacking from this eventful day; Is, that the Unlt^l States

In the House
Pekin from any source.
of Commons last evening, beyond
an
admission that there was no ground for

London, July 16.—About twenty thouJuly 7, of whloh 6074 were fatal
sand people
participated today in the ing
in native states, Vba& cases of which

he

31

at

London, July 10.—The governor of
Bombay reports 9908 cast's of cholera in
the famine districts during the week end-

speakers included Kev. Charles M.
Sheldon of Topeka, Kas., and Kev. Dr.
George C. Lorimer of Boston. “Father”

jlyTdtiisp

Fire

speciul legislative authority

The

539 CONGRESS ST.

Insurance

Thursday for the North. The steamer
tiles the American tlag
by virtue of

July 17—3 63 n. m.—Up to
London,
this hour there has been no further news
received regarding the reported massaore

CHOLERA IN INDIA.

theatre, concert hall and large marquees.

CENTER & MCDOWELL,

nig

Thrutuml
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plain, serviciautc, wearing siu.es.
.lust
right for general wear on a vacation.

Meeting.

n

Savoy this afternoon. The British and
American colors were intertwined.
A
model of the hospital ship of llowers was
on the table.
The guests included U. S. Ambassador
C hoate and Mrs. Choate, Lady Randolph
Churchill, her bethrothed Lieut. Cornwallis West, and all the ladies
of
the
Maine committee.

Tho animals were swept away,
however, in a noble effort to stem the
swift current and all were drowned,
horses.

This Decided at Cabinet

lied troops were attempting to storm the
wall of the city.
The
attack begun at
daylight. Its success Is doubtful.
The Chinese on the walls are estimate I

subject came up. A few members doffed
there was no
their hats, but otherwise
No question was put to
demonstration.
Lord Salisbury in the House of Lords,
probably by a pre-conoerted arrangement,
that at the present
it being considered
THE “MAINE" BANQUET.
stato of affair it would b» embarrassing
London, July 16.—The much talked of to foroe the premier to make a statement.
on the
“Maine” banquet was
ministerial
the It was whispered
given at

streets and were swept

War.

Tien Tsln, July 13, via Chefoo, July 16
and Shunghal, July 10.
(Copyright by
Associated Press, BOO)—At two
o'clock
this afternoon seven thousand of the al-

With

ol Congress.
Mrs. Peary and
six year old daughter
Marie are the only
parties going north
with the Winward.
Mrs. Peary expects
to find her husband, or Instructions from
him at Etab, North Greenland.
From
there she will proceed fifty miles to Cape
Durval where Dr. Steyn’s party were lert
last fall.
Aire. Peary figures on
being back by
This is her third trip to the
September.
north and her daughter's second
trip.
The Windward carries supplies for two
boats for
years, scientific Instruments,
Arctic use, etc.

away. Many were saved by catching hold
of pieces of timber and navigating them.

rHE

COP

the

Fighting

Which

on

village

banks and rush through Coleman, a vilthousand
Inhabilage of less than one
tants.
Citizens roused from their
slumbers

long journeys;

hut the prices
ways short.

the

it is feared that many more lives were
lost in the valley below Coleman.
The
cloud burst followed three days rain fall
and caused Fords Creek
to burst
Its

to the three dollar

kind.

of

No

Ordered to China.
Terrible

Sydney, C. B., July 16.—The Peary
Arctloe relief steamer Windward whloh is
here taking supplies and coal, will sail

lost In a cloud burst here
today.
Ten bodies have been recovered but only
two were IdentiUid.
They are Joseph

is

:

conservatively

livos

were

even

Thurday

There

already under orders.
A statement prepared by Adjutant Ueneral Corbin slums
that there are now a grand total of 10,0(16
ollicers and men In China, en route to
China, en route to Nagasaki
or
under
orders for Nagasaki. This table of coures
includes the
ill-fated
ninth Infantry,
which may not be
In
condition
for
further service.
Ueneral Wood's last reports Indicate that owing to the tranquility prevailing In Cuba, it will be entirely safe to decrease the military force
there quite largely. Hut even with the
Cuban troops it will be necessary to divest the home posts of garrisons and save
in the case of heavy artillery
organizations at sen cost points. About all
the
troops wit hin the borders of the United
States thnt would bo available ror Chinese set vice under a call, are these
regimens:
The second, llfth, seventh, eighth
uml tenth cavalry regiments Intact, one
squadron each of the first and
sixth
cavalry, the lirst, tenth and eleventh
of
regiments
infantry complete; one battalion each of the second, llfth, seventh,
fourteenth, eighteenth, twenty-third and
twenty-llfth infantry regiments, and
three companies of
the i>4th
Infantry.
This available foroo
of cavalry and Infantry, aggregates about nine 'thousand
men.
Some artillery undoubtedly would
be sent, and those are light batteries K,
of the first artillery, A and F, of the second C, and F of the third,
H
of the
fourth; D, ol the fifth and C and M, of
tha seventh available.
There are besides
companies C and D of the engineers and
four companies of the signal corps.
Secretary Hoot was reluctant to admit
that there was any neoesslty for more
Amerlcn troops In China and at the close
of the clay he said that thus far he had
issued no orders for reinforcements. Continuing he said the regiments already
slated for Chinese service amouned to 10,(>G5 men of all arms. Secretary Hoot said

ALLIES DEFEATED.

Explorer’* Family.

TRUNKS

handsomely

North

Officially

today:

RELIEF STEAMER.
For

PRICE THREE GENTS.
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not sought a mandate
“Japan has
from the powers and will not accept the
rolo of mandatory unless requested to do
so by
all
In the event of accepting
Japan would not ask territory as compensation.”
The official in question said that he
accepted the report of the massacre as
well founded and gave his reasons.
Referring to the force Japan now has In
China, he said that the Mikado's troops
there already numbered 23,000, but thut
these were Insufficient
for an effective
advance upon Pekin as no fewer
than
100,000 men would be necessary, especIn
view of the absolute need of keepially
,
ing open communications with the coast.

Ordered South.
Will

1900.

“The Pekin massacre does not render
It necessary for the powers to abandon
the position that they are not at war
with China.
The powers will continue
to claim that their action there Is In behalf of tho deposed government and only
against rebels and usurpers.’’
A member of the Japanese embassy said

Ships.

Barboursvllle,

Powers’ home, were put In evidence and
identified by the managements
of
the
Barboursville telegraph ollioe.
The first
telegrams read were from Powers to the
various captains alleged
to
hate been
oharged with getting up the excursion of
mountainmen to Frankfort.
Most of
them read r
“How many cap you insure from your
community Wire Immediately.
“O. Powers.”
(Signed)
The defense filed a formal objection to
their competency as evidence.
The witness, Mrs. Anderson, declared some one
had tumpered with many of the messages
on file In her ollioe for January and February.
Col. Jack Chinn, who was with Goebel
when the shooting occurred, said the first
shot seemed to come from a window in
the secretary of state's ollioe, The others
wen* muffled and the witness could
not
tell where they came from,
lie said ho
saw a window la Powers’
offleo slightly
raised. Chinn identified Goebel's clothes.
Cross-examination did not reveal
anything new.
Finley Anderson was then
put on the stand, but did not conclude
his testimony.

__________

OVE^MEs'^r^

Consuls Ask

anl others to start, but they are all right
now and this thing will soon end.”

Telegrams

Acts gently

ternoon

duced In which this expression appeared:
“I have hud a hard time getting Taylor

17,

from the foreign office
nml
start for
China Saturday
accompanied by Gm.
Yon Der Unltz.
With reference to the
contradictory
statements as to alleged agreements t>etween various powers concerning the future of China, a foreign officer said today
that nothing like a dellnlte agreement,
either oral or written, existed between
Germany and Russia, but thut such an
agreement does exist between Russia
and Great Britain,
assigning to each
other a distinct sphere.
The Chinese expeditionary corps will
not leave until Emperor William returns
from Norway as he Intends to inspect the
farecorps personally and to bid them
wall.
A
military contributor to the
Berliner Tugeblatt computes the Chinese
forces who are well drilled and armed
with
Mausers at 80,900, Lord Gough,
secretary of tho British embassy, made
the following statetnent to the correspondent of the Associated Press this af-

Concord,.

at

JULY

MORNING,

dates for nominative .conventions. They
Senator William
were
E.
Chandler,
Congressmen Sulloway mid Clarke, oxHenator ISlalr, Hon. Henry E. Burneum
of Manchester, lion. William B. tjulnby
of Lukeport and lion. Henry M. Baker
of Bow.
The date for the state convention was set for Tuesday, September 11,
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possibility

Burbank, Douglass & Go.
•-«

REPUBLICANS

THE

of the city are striving to organize a sound
Isn't, this a llt'le Incongruous
money club.
since Imperialism is itbe chief issue.
Metier
organize a club to tench all young politicians
what is jbest to use in kindling Area and for
Of course, BKNs ON’S ALsummer cooking.
WAYS HI*'Al)Y CHARCOAL can't be boat.
MIG MAGS 10O. ALL GltOCKHS.
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(TALK

FAR SIGHTED PEOPLE.
What

doesn’t
does It mean? It
that they see farther than anybody else, It means that It is hard
work to adjust the eyes for objects
at close range. Heading, writing and
sewing tire the eyes. The closer the
mean

the greater the strain.
The
type blurs and runs together, the
eyes ache, burn ani watsr. It is a
work

relief

to

length

or

hold

off into the
to close
more

the

lay

to

distance.

and

rub

far-sighted

at arm’s
and look

paper
down

it

It rests them

them.

eyes than

There are
all other

kinds of eyes

combined.

Lenses

complete

I

the

a

oure.

have

are

right

kind of lenses.

A. M.

WENTWORTH,

Practical

Optician,

040 1-3 Congress St*

Office Hours,—$ 1 iLS

that in view of the small standing army
of the United States, this ten thousand
men represented more than the United
States pro rata share of the international
force which Is to operate against Pekin.
The situation has changed so
rapidly
from day to day as to alter the estimate of
the foreign commanders several times. It
that
the estimate of troops
is possible
needed for Chinese service will be again
increased. If so the United States will respond. We might possibly gather between
thousand additional
four
three
and
This, however, would be the
troops.
limit unless the war department disregarded a recommendation of General Mcthe
Arthur and drew stiil further on
available troops in the Philippines.
General Miles was called upon by Secretary Root during tne afternoon to counsel
with him as to th9 projected troop movements, He favors the prompt despatch of
a large force to China.
been
has
A good deal of annoyance
caused here by the complete misunderstanding that has been conveyel to the
Europeans as to the attitude of the
United Statss government regarding the
settlement of the Chinese troubles. This
government, it can be stated authoratively,never has thought of compromising for
money or any other form of indemnity.
insist on justioe
The government will
and retribution, according to the highest
authorities.

BLOW ON TILE HEART.

Erne Defeated in Three
Rounds.
**

McGovern

o

July 16.—The

cLiti'j rl nnci t»4-vw

a

molfinc

quarterOTnntT

cf-

fort to provide adequate transportation
It has four
for the Chinese contingent.
hundred mules en route to Seattle. Two
complete pack trains of one hundred
mules each already have been started for
Nagasaki. The United States is the only
power there represented which makes use
of pack trains. A high official of the department said today that with the fleet of
transports now available it would not be
possible to land the last of the ten thousand troops in question at Nagasaki befirst
fore the last of September or the
week in October.

CONTINUE TO

CONQUER.

American Athletes in

Paris Win More

Event!.

Paris, July 16.—Twenty-one championship contests in connection with the exposition have been decided during the
last three days and America can boast of
winning sixteen and of securing thirteen
seconds and twelve-thirds.
Nine events took place today in which
the Americans placed six firsts, six seconds and seven thirds
to their
credit.
They captured the 200 metres hurdle race,
the standing high jump, the three standing jumps, the long j imp, the hop, step
and jump, the hammer throwing and the
{standing long jump; and they did it easily. In fact the facility with which the
American athletes carried off prizes finally grew monotonous.
Three events were won by foreigners
One, the tug of war, was not contested
In the »00 metres
for by the Americans.
flat race, which was won by an Englishthe
Americans
took second
man, Tysoe,
and third places. In the remaining race,
the four thousand metres
steeplechase
they failed to get a place, Englishmen
all
three.
taking
ARE PROBABLY MISSIONARIES.

Toronto, Ont., July 16.—A
despatch
from London saying that twenty Canadians had been plundered
near Nan Yan
Eu, China, was shown to the Rev. Mr.
McKay, secretary of the Presbyterian
mission board who says that the party
might p ssibly consist of the Presbyterian
missionaries who are making
for
the
coast, only there are not so
many as
twenty people in their missions there.
It is now some time since anything authentic has been received regarding the
Canadian Presbyterian missionaries.
THERE MAY BE NO CHINA.

Washington, July 16.—A rumor has
gained circulation that W. W. Rockhill
be named as the

would

United

States

It is probable
representative to China.
that such a step would be deferred until
the last doubt as to the fate of the ministers at Pekin wag dispelled.
Mr. Rockhill was formerly chief of the state department and is at present chief of the
Pan American bureau.
EIGHTY

THOUSAND

MEN

RE-

QUIRED.
Washington,

July 16.—Sixty thousand
the march to Pekin and twenty
thousand more to keep open lines of communication, is the estimate of the number of troops that will be required in the
Chinese campaign.
This government
will on this basis furnish
between
ten
thousand and twelve thousand
soldiers.
orders
the
Today’s
contemplate
sending
of a siege battery of artillery now at Fort
Riley, Kansas.
men for

BRYAN SEES POPULISTS.
G Lincoln, July 16.—William J. Bryan
met a delegation of Populists from Kansas today who called to invite him
to b8
present at the fusion state convention.
Mr. Bryan gave a definite answei*,
but
would not make it public.
It is thought
he was obliged to decline.
Mr. Bryan will be present at the G. A.
R. encampment at Chicago, if he can attend.

The safest
and surest cure
known for Biliousness
Gin
and Sick Headache and for ™
Constipation, all Liver and Bowel
Complaints, is

p?7

cjl*

ONE •PILL IS A DOSE
make new, rich blood, prevent
They
and cure Skin Eruptions and BtemEnclosed la glass vials.
t ashes.
Postpaid —85 vents a bottle |
$1.00 1'or six.

& COMPANY,
j^l.8JOHNSON
uCjg. Boston. Mass.

Fighter Agaiust

Plitllies

Kasily Prom

Won

Yesterday.

Battle.

Philadelphia, Pa., July 16.—Pitcher
Donohue was unable to puzzle Boston
today and the visitors * won from PhilaThe game
delphia without difficulty.
was interesting as both teams played well
were
In the field. The locals, however,
weak at the
bat. x Attendance 3,408.

Boxer

With Usual Results.

Washington,

Washington,

FOUND PITCHER DONOHUE.

14,000 People Saw the

MILES CONFERS WITH ROOT.

July 10.—General Miles
had a long conference this afternoon wifely
the secretary of war concerning the dispatches of reinforcements to China. It is
Miles very
that
General
understood
strongly urged that the troops be immediately withdrawn from the Philippines
so that a large army could be thrown into
China within comparatively few days.
The troops in the Philippines could make
the trip across to China in about a week,
while the despatch of troops from this
country will take considerably more than
a month and the men can hardly be on
the field until September. Notwithstanding General Miles' recommendation, the
apparent policy is to forward the troops
to China from
this country and Cuba as
fast as they can b9 assembled.
that
General Miles has recommended
Major General Bates who commanded a
brigade with credit in Cuba, be placed in
command.
He is now in the Philippines
The disposition is toward sending an offiGeneral Milas is
cer from this country.
frequently referred to as likely to assume
command of the American forces in the
Orient himself.
TROOPS WILL ARRIVE LATE.

Weight

Fights Light
Champion.

Bostons

It Was
|

the head, he sent Erne to the floor where
the light weight champion stayed for
Erne’s
nine seconds. When he got up
face was covered with blood, but Terry
The Brooklyn terror
was remorseless.
pounced on his opponent and rained lefts
and rights on the head, face and neck,
while Erne
was unable to send back a
decent counter. Terry kept forcing and
landed another hard stab over the heart
and with right and left to head, downed
the Buffalo boy once more.
Again Erne
took
nine seconds of the count, hut he
came up groggy and
practically unable
to defend himself. Terry made another
one of his rushes,
but before he could
put a finishing blow, Erne’s seconds
the
threW
up
sponge and saved their
Time of
man
from
being knocked.
round, 2.18.

Score:
0
01000000

4—8
0—1

0002020

Boston,

Philadelphia,

ErHits, Boston, 17; Philadelphia, 6.
Boston, 0; Philadelphia, 2. Batteries, Nichols and Sullivan; Donohue
and Douglas,
At Chicago—Pittsburg, 7; Chicago, 3.
At New York—Brooklyn, 5; New York,
rors,

York, July 16.—In the presenoe
of 14,000 persons in the Madison Square
Garden
Terry McGovern of
tonight,
Brooklyn defeated Frank Erne of Buffathe lightweight
champion of the
lo,
world, and demonstrated inside of three
rounds, the superiority of a fighter to a
New

7.

At Cleveland—No game, wet grounds.
NATIONAL LEAGUE STANDING.
Lost. Per.Ct.
Club.Won.

boxer. It was a hurricane light from bell
to bell.
in on Erne at the
McGovern rushed
very beginning and sent left and right in
Erne's
cleverness
succession.
quick
him
availed
nothing against the bull

25
33
33
33
36
36
37
42

43
39
37
37
35
31
30
23

Brooklyn,

Pittsburg,
Philadelphia,
Chicago,

.632
.542
529
.529
.493
.463
.448
.354

Cincinnati,
St. Louis.
his
usual
trained
below
rushes.
Boston,
£He
dog
fight, as he had agreed to meet McGov- New York,
A CHALLENGE.
ern at 128 pounds, which is five pounds
In doing
below the light weight limit
The Young South Portlands challenge
this many persons believed that the strain
proved too much for the Buffalo lad and
who is rugged and
that
McGovern,
tenacious, was enabled to beat him down,
Tonight Erne said that he only weighed
10A 1 _9.

was

nminrlc

in

excellent

Haal«r»aH

condition

BALL NOTES.

F.Vha

and was

firemen

The

as

like

would

to arrange

a

Terry, on the contrary series of games of ball with the police,
121 pounds,
about his best weight,
the first game to take place Saturday,

strong
was

hnf. ha

the Emerald base
ball nine of Portland
for a game on the John Day grounds,
Wednesday next at 2.30 p. m. Address
Walter Moore, secretary.

as ever,

and he was never in better condition in
his life.
In the first round when Erne knocked
McGovern with a blow on the head and
the little fellow took the count before
he got up, the Erne rooters believed that
their man would win.
McGovern got up, however, with a grin
on his face and sailed with terrific force
and played sad havoc with Erne’s bxly.
In the second round Erne broke ground
several
times, but always came back
with a dangerous left or right to Terry's
head.
The fighting wa3 so fast that it
was
impossible to keeD track of the
blows, but Terry landed three blows to
Erne's two.
In clinches, which were
frequent in the round, both men were
was
guilty of holding and McGovern
cautioned
by the referee. Towards the
close of the round, Terry put a hard one
over Erne’s heart and a stiff right on the
body which weakened Erne.
In the third round, which proved to
faster
than
bs the last, Terry fought
When he lloored Erne for the first
ever.
time, it looked as if the latter would not
be able to resume^hostilities, but he arose
to his feet fairly strong and tried to offset
It was a futile
McGovern’s advantage.
attempt, however, as McGovern lloored
him onoe more with a blow on the jaw
and a left over the heart.
Erne got up
on his knees and tried hard to regain his
feet.
Ily an almost superhuman effort
was now evident
he stood up, but it
that he was a beaten man and McGovern started in to finish him.
With a couple of blows the little fellow paved a
a
from
knockout
way
swing, but Erne’s
seconds threw up the sponge and saved
the Swiss boxer from a knockout.
In
the
early betting McGovern was an
he
even
but
was
soon
money
chance,
made a favorite, 100 to 70.

W. H.

the 21st, on the Deering grounds.

Silva, captain.
THREW ROCK AT TRAIN.

Biddeford, July 16.—A tramp who
gave his name as George White was arrested in Wells Saturday afternoon by
Deputy Sheriff Rankiu for throwing
rocks at the trains

ou

the

Boston

&

Maine.
the

afternoon

Saturday

train that leaves Biddeford

running along

at

passenger
at 1.02 was
about

high speed

a

mile west of the station at Wells when a
tramp was passed. As the train went

by him the tramp picked up a large rock
weighing about three pounds and burled
it at one of the cars.

through

crashed

The rock

of the windows with terrific
struck a lady, Miss Annie

one

force and

Lewis of Waltham, Mass., on the head,
inflicting a bad scalp wound, the effects
of which
As

nearly

soon as

caused unconsciousness.

the

train

reached

North

Berwick, however, the conductor

tele-

back to the station at Wells and
the operator there notified Sheriff Ran-

graphed

kin of the affair.
The sheriff had no

ing his
Wells.

man

and he

difficulty

was

taken

in

arrest-

back

to

_

HEAD OF FAMOUS FAMILY.

Ellsworth, July 16.—Wyer G. Sargent
Hound 1—Terry rushed in and planted of
Sargentville, died today at his home
a
lel’t hook on Erne s face.
He tried
in that town, aged 90 years. He was the
Both fiddled and
again but was short.
Terry jumped in and sent left and right head of the Sargent family, long promiErne
his left and nent in town, county and state affairs.
to head.
stabbed
crossed his head and they mixed it up He had
offices and
held
many town
at close range
and exchanged lefts and
his district in the state legisrights on head and body.
Terry sent represented
several terms, as his son Henry
left to head and Erne crossed his right lature
to McGovern, flooring him.
McGovern W., and grandson Arthur H.r have also
took the count resting on one knee, and
The town of Sargentville was
done.
was
up then swinging left and right to
head.
The fig hting was now fast and named for him.
After a
furious, Erne’s nose bleeding.
FIGHT IN PRIVATE.
rattling mix up Terry hooked his left to
body with terrific force, shaking up Erne
Worcester, Mass., July 16. —Matt Rea-

from
his heels to his head. The bell
found them in a hot rally.
gan of New York and "Clint,” an uuRound 2—Terry rushed in sending both ivuuoii met ucio
au
piiTuiuj
hands to the head. Erne sending his left
After
to face.
Both landed right on head and 140 pounds, for’ $1,000 a side.
went to clinch, coming out on the breakeight rounds Reagan was knocked out.
away.
Terry hooked his right to the The men were matched at once again
head. Erne countering with left. Terry
rushed in again and was cautioned fox- for $2,500 a side within three weeks.
Erne
holding.
swung a hard right on
BOLT FROM CLOUDLESS SKY.
Terry’s head.
Terry sent his right to
the body and Erne made a wild swing
July 16.—An electric bolt
Farmington,
which missed the mark.
an
here this afternoon from
Both were fighting at a teri-ific pace and descended
the blows came as fast as hailstones in almost cloudless
sky, knocking down
a
July storm.
Terry is jabbing and several people, although no one was
hooking lefts and rights to Erne’s body,
The same bolt struck
while Erne is punching him on the face. seriously injured.
Terry takes his medicine with a grin a stable, causing slight loss from the lire
and still keeps hammer on the body. At which resulted.
the bell Erne shows signs of weakness,
while Terry was strong and rugged.
GLOBE BANK NOTES.
Round
3.—'Terry rushed, but missed
Boston,
July 16.—Bank Examiner
a left
hook, then he sent a left and
legal steps to collect
Erne countered on Wing will take
right to the chest.
held
the defunct Globe National
notes
by
the neck
with his left.
Terry put a
bank, he says, and if necessary, the perstraight left on the face and a hard
right on the body. Then he sent another sons who have not settled will be forced
Before the affairs of
into
bankruptcy.
left
to the face and breaking from a
the bank can be cleared up there
are
clinch, Terry sent his left to his face.
months’ work ahead.
The prosTerry forced the fighting, batterin g several
Erne all over the ring.
With a terrific pect for another considerable dividend is
punch over the heartjind a left swing on considered good, however.
ut

THE DRUMMER HAS ARRIVED.

(From the Hawaiian Star.)

Grain-O is

stimuIt is a
effects are

not a

lant, like coffee.
tonic and its

permanent.
A successful substitute
for coffee, because it has
the coffee- flavor that almost
everybody likes.
Lots of coffee substitutes in the market, but
only one food drink—

Grain-O.

Afl grocer*; JBo. and 850,

|

Honolulu is beginning to be invaded
by the American drummer as it has never
been before.
The first to arrive under the new conditions was a Chicago
soap and perfume man, who gave the
Hawaiian hotel clerk quite a shock. He
landed from the steamer in all the glory
that characterizes an up-to-date traveling
man and headed for the
Arhostelry.
one
of
his
first
reriving there,
quests was to be shown the “sample
room.” But there wasn’t any.
Honolulu has never achieved the distinction of
having one. In American cities the big
hotels have to have a sample room, where
the drummers may keep their big stock
of samples, but while Hawaii had a tax
of $5000 on every one who tried to sell
goods here no sample room was needed.
Firms that wanted to give their men $5,000
as a starter to buy the privilege of
doing
Hawaiian business were not very numerous.
Lucas
fixed
Manager
up quartern to
be used for a sample room for the soap
man, and he is now casting about for a
place that can be permanently devoted to
the purpose.

JAY

MUSIC AND

COOKE.

Times Yet Alive.
S4ory

ofa Remarkable

Financial Career

Recalled.

The Fadettes are now offering for the
public enjoyment some very flne pro-

_

speculations.
After the panic following the failure

died away Mr. Cooke started in to aid
the receivers of his linn'in settling its
affairs. This work required five years,
At the end of that time he was again on
the road to wealth, and soon accumulated a second fortune. He began the
payment of the creditors of the old linn,
and in 1890 the last outstanding obligation of the house was settled in full. Mr.
Cooke later on invested in mining property in Montana and Idaho, out of which
he has cleared millions of dollars, He
owns vast tracts of farming lands in Oregon and Southern California, mining
territory in Utah, and is interested, besides, in half a dozen or more railroads.
Today he is probably nearly as wealthy
as ever in his life.
BROUGHT N O NEWS.

Washington, July

the

16.—M. Thiebault, of
French embassy, called at the State

Department today, seeking Information,
but bringing nothing additional as to
the Chinese situation. Many foreign repre-

sentatives called and left their cards at
the War Departments a am ark of respect
and condolence ^ on learning of Coi. Liscum’s death.

Soug£ 1
March,—Manhattan Beach,
Babbie waltzes, from The Little MinFursi
ister,
Echoes from the Metropolitan Opera
House, arr. by Tobaui
The Briar Rose,
Bailej
a.
b. Weary
Haggles, Dance of the
Tobias
Hoboes,
Foi-est Dreams (duet for clarinet and

liudige:

Misses Dunn and Cunningham
Medley of Popular Songs—The Winner,
arr. by Mackie
The duet for clarinet and horn wai >
admirable, both the ladies being nocom
plished players, and in this selection giv
ing great pleasure to the large audience
The
Babbie waltzes
attendance.
in
which were heard here recently as incidental music during the performance o:
which lin
“The Little Minister”, and
gered long in the memory of all present
Those who did no
were finely rendered.
hear this
programme yesterday should

certainly do
A

so

A
STRANGER
LAND.

TRADE.

Berlin, July 16-,—Reports receireed
from various points say that the trouble
in
China Is seriously affeoting the German textile trade in Gladabach, Bocholt
and Kaiserslautern,where altogether 2.80{ 1
men are blocked out.

pound.

Uterine and ovariaf J

troubles, kidney trophies,
un-

usual dlsoharges, backaches and painful periods }
—these are the Ills that
hang on and wreck health f
and happiness and dis•

j^Lydla^E^^^k^m^Vegct^Ic^Compound

STRANGE

■

has a wonderful recortt J
of absolute cures of thest
a
constant f1
troubles
series of successes foi
—

last evening ver;
At the Gem theatre
appropriately did Frank L. Callahan se
“Indian Wa ?
lect as the overture an
Dance,” for the play presented centere* i

\

»

thirty years»- Thousands f
of women vouch for this*
about the complications which arose fron 1
Their letters constantly F
one untutored savage and two imitations
in this paper»
The story of “A Stranger in a Strang* ; appear
Land” has already been told and the pro
Unction was the first outside of the orisrinal which was a metropolitan success a
the Manhattan theatre in New York las ;
The fun is fast and furious fron t
season.
start to finish, and the play proved to be
the most potent producer of mirth thai ;
has yet been given at this very populai
resort.
When Mr. George Osborne, the origina
Indian chief, first appeared it seemed as
if one could almost smell the tepee so perfect was his make up aud in his action lit
got right under the skin of the character.
Every grunt was true to life, while nothing was lacking in motions and facial exHis
portrayal showed the
pressions.
weaker side of the Indian character, for
he was determined to steal everything In
which came near
sight even to poison
ending his career. The part sustained by
Mr. Eddinger was a very laborious one ahe is ttie central figure in
the action.
That he met every requirement
of
his
role will be no surprise to his many admirers. The new comer.
Mr. William
Stuart, who impersonated Arthur Howe,
made a very favorable impression
and
did excellent work as the
“Chum of
who
was
Willis
Jack,’’
played by
Granger, who appeared to excellent advantage. Mr. Bennett made a very satisas
factory Dr. Boiles and Bart* n Drew
the detective and George (Wborne, Jr., as
the servant, were in every way satisfacThe

female roles were exceptionally
well sustained. Miss Carrie Clarke Ward
is bound to grow in popular favor as she
becomes known, while Miss Teresa Maxwell, Miss Myrtle May and Miss Eugenia
Hayden won for themselves additional
honors by their individual characterization.
The play was most
exquisitely set in
keeping with Mr. Eberle’s high reputation, and all in all the production is the
most successful offering of the season at
the Gem theatre, and was most heartily
received last evening by
a
large first

night audience.
M’CUL.LUM’S THEATRE.
“The English Rose,” a romantic Irish
drama was successfully produced at McCullum’s theatre last night before a large
audience whose pleasure with the performance was 60 great that every member
of the company was called before the curtain after the second and tnird acts and

Three Oflictrt Who

nre

With

Fighting

Force in Tien Tstn.

cheered.
Stephen Wright apwith the company for the first
time this season and was greeted with a
storm of applause upon his first entrance
f hnf. ohnuruH

nnlnciunlrr

ftiof tbi'a

on1n«->

(lid artist stands high in the estimation
of local theatre goers.
Manager McCullum has staged and costumed the play in
the n\f>st magnificent manner. The company acquit themselves with great credit.
Robert Gaillard portrays the character of
the rum crazed peasant in the most effective manner. Mabel Taliaferro, also apas
pears to the best advantage
Patsy

T

G

L'nUl.l-

w.

nob rts.
B.

a

Damanscotta—M.

11.

Gardiner—Bussell

Bros.

Bryant, 23T Sterei

Gamage.

East Deering—G. *■ Dav is.
Fairfield—E. H. Evans.
Farmington—11. 1*. While A Oo.
Freeport—A. W. Mitchell,
Frye our g—A. C. Frye.
Fryeburg—J. T, Wbttnsont

Pearl on the tambos
J
Among the most pleasing features o M
Mr
solo
the
bass
the first part was
by
Smith, entitled
Asleep in the Deep.’ |
Mr. Harrison’s rendering of “She Wil 1
Never Grow Old To Me,’’ Mr. Weston’ 3
“Love Will Find a Way.’
singing of
Mr. St. Amowo, who sang a new ballac
entitled “The Songs I Sang For You.’ [
The
coon
classic, “Chicken on the 1
Brain,” was well sung by Fred Russel
and Frank McNish made a big hit witr
and
dance.\ In the
a new
song
|
olio were several
good turns. The Bea
Wed
con Quartette,
Messrs. Harrison,
way, Keagan and St. Amour offered sev
eral selections that were heartily encored
Frank McNish's act was much enjoyed
Pearl
Marion
and
Introduced a good
hat
acrobatic
comedy
act, and the
manipulation of Mr. Marion was a clever
performance. Fred Russell presented a
clever
monologue and made a big hit.
The MatusJ Royal Hungarian Orchestra
j
rendered a splendid concert.
I

PORTLAND MEN THERE.

i,

Leering Center—J.
av-

On the ends nr 5
tor again this spason.
the famous old tim 3
Frank
McNish,
minstrel, and Herman Marion playini
the bones, and Fred Russell and Bill; 7

Landing—S. W. Fifleld,
Gorham— L. J. Lerniond.
N. H.—S. M. Leavitt A 9on
Gore—F. E. Russell.
KuiglitYilie—L. B. Bradford.
KuigiltViUe—G. E. BlHh.
Kennebunk—J. H. otts.
Kennenunaport—G. E. Millar.
Livermore Falls—C. Newman.
Lewiston—Chandler A Wmsiuov
Long Island—S. 11. Marston.
Limerick—S. A. C. Grant.
Lisboa—C. H. Foster.
Lioson Falls—a. M. Gerry.
Mechanic F'alls—Merrill A Denning,
No. Deerma— v. L. .voyea.
»^o. | Walei boro—j 11. Chase.
So ’Haven—C. S staid—
North Su'atiora. Nr*.—J. G Hutahlni,
Crffe u’8

F Stone,vuiiaii>'< <s Knnoali,
A. O. Moves
N. Conwav—C. 11. Wh'takec.
Old Orchard—J nr. L> acammon.
Oxford—C. F. Starniro.
Philipps—W. A. D Cragiu.
Bicnmoud—A. L. Preoie.
Rumiord F’alls—F. J. llolfe.
Book land—Dunu & Carr.
Art A Aall FaperOo
•*
A. J. Huston.
Sanford—Trafton Bros,
bkowliegan— II. C. Graves
South Portland—J. F. Merritnan.
ii. Bicker A Sou, So.
Vv. H. Morrison,
Louth Windham—j. Vv. Bead.
SouLh Pain—A. 1>. Sturteraut.
*
South Paris—F'. A. Sliurtloff A C(fc
South Waterboro—G. c. Downs.
Saco—VV, J.. Streeter.
Saco- -H. K. Kendricks A Co.
E. L. Preble.
bouiL Bristol—N. W. Gamage.
ThomasU'd—K. vV. Walsh.
Viual llaven—A. B. VloaL

Norwav—F

PolMi

Tg

Waidoboro—Gee. Bliss.

WestJParls—S. T.
At Tien Tsin there are three men who
are well known
in Portland who have
been participating in the
undoubtedly
has been in progress
fighting which
there during tho past few days. So far
none of these men have been report 3d as
First Lieutenant Wilbeing wounded.
liam H. Clifford of F Co., 1st Battalion
of Marines, went to Tien Tsin in command of his company from
the Cavite
station. The mnrineq have been reported
to be in the thick ol it and have been
making a fine record for this valuable
branch of the service.
Another Portland
man Is
Frank Lang, a second lieutenant
in the 9th Infantry, the colonel of which
and several officers have been reported as
Another
being killed or wounded.
officer
with
the 9th,
who has many
friends here is Capt, Mark Hersey, for a
instructor at the
long time military

University

loudly

peared

__:

Deering—t

■

tory.

of Maine.
xv

x imu

WM. M. MARKS,

Book, Card
AND-

PRINTER,

JOB

Co. B, 1st Regiment of Infantry, N. G.
H. M
was Inspected last evening at the
Armory by Brigadier General Hoyt, Inspector general. Capfc. Pa rker turned, out
more
men for inspection than any national guard company in Portland this
of the First
year, with the exception
Division of Naval Reserves, He had out
40 man out of 43, with four discharged
papers in the hands of the Adjutant General.
The
company was thoroughly
drilled by C-apt. Parker and his lieutenants and by all of its sergeants and made
an excellent recor d.

EXCHANGE,

PRINTERS’

07

1-2

Exchange

St.,

PRINTING

FINE JOB
xvl_/»

White.

Wiscassett—Gibbs & Kumllett.
WatervtUe—W. D. Spalding.
Westbrook—W. B. Booth by.
Woodfords—Chairman A Wyman.
Tarmouthville—A. J B. MltchelL

All orders oy mall
attended to.

or

PortlanJ

A SPECIALTY.

telephone

prompd)

sepmoedti

CLINTON LIBRARY.
Drdlcntlon

on

August

Structure Presented

15

of

the

?1»'

by W, W. Bi»w«

Clinton, July 16.—This town will be in
The tot'
gala day attire, August 15.
will mark an unusually Interesting event
in the history of the community, for it
will be the day of the
dedication of the
magnificent library building erected by
William W. Brown one of Portland’s well

Blake, the stable boy, and by her clever
performance shows that she is a child reCANNING FACTORY BU RNED.
markably endowed with dramatic talent.
Mr. Robert Wayne acted the heroic role
Norway, July 10.—The corn canning and favorably known lumber merchants,
of Harry O'Mailly with an
earnestness plant here, owned by H. F. Webb com- and to be presented the town in which he
and grace that won admiration. Earle pany of Portland was burned during the pa-sed his boyhood days.
Bast Friday evening Mr. Brown was In
Ryder played Father Michael with digni- night. The company had made preparathis place and met
prominent citizens
ty and force and John Armstrong gave a tions to can the yield of !XX) acres. The
active in
well studied and artistic performance as buildings, which
formulating and
were of wood,
con- who will be
Sir Phillip Kingston.
Stephen Wright tained considerable machinery. The loss carrying out the plans for the day, and
impersonated Knight O’Mailley and gave is placed at $15,(XX) and is partially cov- the programmes so tar as arranged follows:
to the character his best efforts, making
ered by insurance.
A party of about twenty including the}
it one of the enjoyable personages of the
Hon. John B. Madigan and wife of donor, will leave Portland by special
play. Thomas Reynolds was amusing as
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Cornish ! arriving here about 10.50 o’clock and upthe Irish sergeant of police
and
Lynn Houlton,
on the arrival of train, all interested will
State
Railroad CommisPratt was an effective villain. Mr. Mar- of Augusta,
gather at the town hall where the exertin, Mr. Woodhall, Mr. Lang and Mr. sioner Peaks and State Bank Examiner cises will be held. Herbert N. Brown,W>
of the donor, will preside, and following
Miss Timberlake, are among the guests at the
Kappler did well in small parts.
a prayer and
orchesmusic
the
by
“the Congress Square hotel.
Augusta True as Eth< I Kingston,
tra.
W. \V. Brown,
will present tb*
Chief
Justice Wiswell, Gen. Charles 1
English rose,”
gave an impersonation
to
the
Horary building
town, giving*
Hamlin of Bangor, who
is
official re- deed of the property, a bill of sale of the
marked by a naturalness of
expression
and action that was delightfully interest- porter of decisions of the law court, and books, his check for $5000, and an Insurance policy on the building for a period
ing, and Beatrice Ingram made her usual Gen. F. L. Hoyt of Lewi3ton, are at the of five
hit as Louisa Ferguson.
Miss Burnett
Miss Mason also gave very satisfactory performances. It is the best production of the season as a whole, and will no
doubt prove a great popular suocess. Per
formanoes will be given every afternoon

and

and evening.

RIVERTON PARK.
AFFECTS TEXTILE

The derangements oi
f
the female organism that
breed all kinds of trouble 1
and which ordinary prac*
tloe does not cure, are thi
very things that give way
promptly to Lydia £• Pink•
ham’s
Vegetable Oom•

ulcerations, tumors,

period^

J 09 Congress stmt
E. W. Roberts.
*
247
A. B. Merrill.
•*
620
IN’. G. Fosaeilden,
604
W.H. Jewett.
*
I, A. Llbbev. 670
Sprague. & McKlm, 405 Congress street
931A
Congress street
Chaa Asliton.
B. L, Dounell 136 Congress street
j. 11. Souviuey. 79» Congress street
N. E. Haccli, 2 Exchange street,
W. J. Dennis, 419 Commercial street
c'. 8. Cole, Cor. Boy cl and Oxford street
J. W. Peterson, 177 Middle street
.J. W. Peterson, 4fit» Congress street.
T. A. .Smyth, 70 Exchange street
,t. W Westinan 95 Conuneroiai street
Join H. Allen, 381 vit Congress street
I)6i\Det& Co, 045 Congress suoet
G. 8. Hodgson, 96Ya Portland street
E. L. Brackett. Peaus Island.
A. W. M ill, 459 Congress St.
H. M. Butler, G8 Pine street
J. 11. Vickery, 221 Spring street.
H. D. McKenzie,
cor. Spring and pi«,k
A. J. Barter, 60 Portland Pier.
G. A. Eastman. 8 Custom House Wban,
John Cox. 23 Monument square,
J. F. Hutchinson. 12 Elm street,
J. j. Thuss. 61 India street
C. H. Htowell, 39 Preble sU'eet
C. F. Slmonds. 67 India street
Also at tne news stands In the Falmouth
I’rebJe, Congress Square, United states iv
West End hotels, and Grand Trunk ami Unto,
Depots. It can also be obtaiued ol CWihdi
Bros., Agents on all trains of the Maine Pen
tral. Grand Trunk and Portland & Hoohest*railroads and of agents ou any of tlie Boil
Trains.
The Pkebs can also be found at the followi
i
places:
Auoura—S. A. Polluter.
F.
Pierce^
Augusta—J
Aured—J. M. Akers.
Ballev’s Island—D. P. Sennett
Bath—Johu.O. Shaw.
Berlin Falls, N. H.—C. S. Olarfc
Biddeford—A. M. Burnham.
Bridgton—A. W. Ingalls.
Brunswick—F. P. Shaw.
Bangor- J. D.Glyim.
Boothbav Harbor—C. 1*. KcnnUtoa.
Brown Held-Jay L. Frink.
Elizabeth—Dyer A Jose,
Cape
*•
F. Marriner.
o
Cumoeriand Mills—II. g. slut.
Camden—Fred Lewis.

positionm

today.
IN

Can always bo found at the
stores of:

t

lows:

horn),

/

ills of
Women

grammes, each one including a special
feature that pleases the
patrons of the
park. On the last two days of last week
there was a brass quartette, which gained
unstinted praise from all who heard it

The young ladies played with good, firm
is
that
an expression
and
execution,
A slight injury in a carriage accident
rarely heard in a combination of those
the
attention
has Drought again to public
instruments. Yesterday and today, after
name of Jay Cooke, famous a generation
the programme folnoon and evening,
house
banking
ago on the sign of the

that did so much for the government in
the days of the Civil War. The New York
Tribune says of the famous ilrm:
More than a quarter of a century ago
the financial world was startled by the
announcement that the great banking
house of Jay Cooke & Co., which had
stood behind the Government throughout
and
the trying times of the Civil War,
had put through some of the most gigantic financial deals on record, was unable
to meet its obligations, and the panio of
1873 began its career of wreck and ruin,
Jay Cooke himself is today the only
living great figure of that catastrophe.
Of all the men who were originally in
the Northern Paoitie railroad scheme,
which was Immediately responsible for
the failure of his banking firm, none are
alive today, except Mr. Cooke.
Mr. Cooke is a native of
Sandusky,
Ohio, and leaving a country grocery store
for a olerkship in a Philadelphia banking
house, became, on attaining his majority,
a partner in the firm
of W. id. Clark &
Co., and made money rapidly for himself
and his patrons.
In 1858 he retired from the
banking
business and became interested in large
in the
of
them
railroad enterprises, some
western part of Pennsylvania and some of
them in the great Northwest, destined
to become the theatre of the most fateful
event of his life—the inception of the
Northern Pacific railroad. In this time
he negotiated the sale of the Pennsylvania State Canal, which led to the completion of one of the greatest railroad
systems of the world—the Pennsylvania
railroad.
The house of Jay Cooke & Co. Is widely remembered through the work it accomplished in raising the money necessary to carry on the operations of the
government in the Civil War. Colossal
it is a fact
as the figures may appear,
that in one year, during which it was
the sole financial agent of the government, the house of Jay Cooke & Co.
transacted a business of $3,000,000,000.
This was in the year in which the great
7-30 government loans were floated.
Within less than five months of that
year Jay Cooke & Co. paid to the United
States government $830,000,000 ,in gold.
Indeed, the reputation of Mr. Cooke and
his nlsr»e in hicf-.nmr will lie lixerl hv these
enormous negotiations of the governHe may be
ment during the Civil War.
compared with Robert Morris for what
Morris did for Washington Jay Cooke He
Co, did for Lincoln and Stanton.
At the outbreak of the war the Nationand it became
al Treasury was empty,
necessary to raise at times $8,000,000 a
McCulloch
and
day. Chase, Fessenden
had exhausted all their ingenuity, and
finally Mr. Cooke was called upon and
was appointed sole fiscal agent of the
General Grant after the
government.
of
war in a letter still in the possession
Mr. Cookb, said that through his efforts
the nation was indebted for the means
that rendered military success possible.
Mr. Cooke’s vast enterprises in lloating
government loans gave him a wide foreign acquaintance, and after acquiring
in the company
a controlling
interest
organized under the old Purham charter
for a road from Lake Superior to Puget
Sound, the fight against the Union Pacific syndicate for the special act of Congress authorizing a bonded indebtedness
Then came
wa3 successfully carried out.
the celebrated meeting at Ogontz, Mr.
Cooke’s summer home, near Philadelphia, where the Northern Pacific scheme
was talked over with Baron Gerolt. then
German minister to the United States,
and a number
one of the chief figures,
of leading German bankers. On that
evening Mr. Cooke received an exchange
on Amsterdam for
$500,000 in gold as a
that
an agreement
mere guarantee for
these bankers would contribute $50,000,000 to build the Northern Pacific.
The negotiations went on, and in the
meantime the house of Jay Cooke He Co
held this $500,000 of gold in its vauit3.
Two days before the outbreak of the
Franco-Prussian war Mr. Cooke received
a cable message that the $50,000,000 would
within forty-eight hours be on deposit in
a well known banking house in London.
Thus the inception of the Northern Pacific railroad on the broad basis planned
by Mr Cooke and his friends appeared
to be assured.
Within two days war was declared between France and Prussia, and the guarantee of $50,000,000 fell through and the
$500,000 was returned by Mr. Cooke.
But Mr. Cooke and his friends still did
not lose faith in their Northwestern enterprise. A pool of $5,000,000 was formed,
and the road was built for two hundred
and fifty miles, from Duluth to the Red
river, on the credit of Jay Cooke & Co.
As a mere matter of detail it may be
stated that the firm received $600,000 in
commissions in this transaction. After
that the road was finished to Bismarck,
four hundred and fifty miles.
In the mean time a syndicate had been
formed in London to furnish $20,000,000
to continue the road and the money was
actually deposited. But just then the
dispute between the United States and
Great Britain reached a critical stage,
ana war, or
something line it, seemeu
inevitable, and for a second time the
whole brunt, of the enterprise was thrown
back upon Mr, Cooke s house. It was
these untoward circumstances which put
the house of Jay Cooke & Co. front to
front with the crisis of 1873. “Our suspension,’’ said Mr. Cooke recently, In
speaking of the disaster, “was the result
of such misfortune in the face of an inevitable stringency in the money market,
the result of the unnatural expansion
of business resulting from post
war
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Serious

UNDERWOOD SPRING.

Famous Financier of Rebellion

DAILY

THE

DRAMA.

J.

W.

bigger,

Gorman’s

Imperial

commenced
their fifth
ment at Riverton Park
noon

I ence.

minstrels 1

brighter and better than

before

ever

annual engage
yesterday after

large and appreciative audi
Mr. Robert Evans la the interlock
a

Falmouth

years.

hotel.

The

magnificent gift will 1x3 accept^

oitlzen In an appropriate manner, after which those present will have
the privilege of listening to an oration
No Discovery in
medicine has ever by
Hamilton W. Mable,
of Now York,
created one quarter
of the excitement on the
subject: “W'lmt Can We Hot Out
that has been caused by Dr. King's New
of Booksl”’
After musio by the 'oroh**Discovery for Consumption. Its severest tra there will be a banquet followed by
tests have been on hopeless victims ol
From the-banpost prandial exercises.
Consumption, Pneumonia, Hemorrhage, quet, hall W. W. Brown will be token *
and
Pleurisy
Bronohitls, thousands o his old home which Is locat«3d a m**!
whom it has restored to perfeot health
from the village, where a short stay wu
For Coughs, Colds, Asthma,
Croup, Haj be made.
Fever, Hoarseness and Whooping Cougi
The
library buildings, contentoan'
it ia the qulokest, surest
cure iu th< *
ot her features represent »n expandR'11*
lfc is sold by
H. P. S. Goold
to Mr. Brown of upwards of $80,000; an
577 Congress street, who
the people of t his place are profound,
guarantees satle
faction or refunds money. Large bottlo a
grateful for Uie most generous aud v»m'
l 50o. and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
able gift.
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TERMS.

afraid of
them because a
; large
proportion of this camp are
Manchus and the Manohu officials who
All the readers of the PRESS will be could
scatter them, end who should coninterested
in
rending the following trol their affairs, seem inclined to
let
of
life
in
glimpses
China, as seen and matters take their own course. The
lived by a particularly bright and observ- hatred
against the Catholics is most viruing young woman, who has a way of lift lent. It is appalling to her of the outing commonplace things out of their or- rages that the poor things suffer at the
dinary setting, and with a facile pen, hands of this fanatical sect.
presenting them in fascinating and grace“It is pitiful to see the poor Chinese
ful form. Aside from this fact, and the
in their terror dropping from
the faith
fact that Portland people take special ^in- and
going back to their old custom of
terest in the writer, Miss Mary S. Morrill
pasting their household gods and burnbecause she is their townswoman, these
ing incense before them as fervently as
“glimpses” will be of unusual interest
have been
to do to

j

they

the

uuu.

Lan

Amended.

meeting of the State
yesterday afternoon at

There was a
association

Bar
the

was attended by
City building which
lawyers from all parts of the state. Judge
Joseph W. Hymonds, vice president of

The purpose of
association presided.
the meeting was to consider a report of a
special committee consisting of Hon. C.
F. Libby, Col. W. H. Choate of Augusta
M. Heath
of Augusta,
and Hon, 11
which was appointed at the list meeting
of the association
to draw
up a bill

the

amending the law providing for the term
of the law court. They lawyers feel that
under the existing law which provides
that terms of the law' court shall be held
In May at Augusta, in June at Bangor
and in July at Portland the terms come
too near together.
Cases which are appealed to the law court are oftentimes delayed for over a year on aoeolmt of the
terms of the law oonrt coming so near together and the idea is to make some better arrangements so as to facilitate
the
business of the court. At the last meeting of the Htate Bar association held at
Auburn the above mentioned oommltw*
was appointed and yesterday
they reported a bill which would have the lawcourt hold sessions at Augusta in January for the entire state,In May at Bangor
for the western district and in June
at
Portland for the eastern district,
The
It wat
report was generally discussed.
believed by some of the lawyers present
that a law term at Augusta in January
the
would conflict with the sessions of
legislature and as the accommodations in
Augusta during the legislative sessions
are not
very good It was thought best to
recommend that the term at Augusta be
held in Decern ter. It was finally decided
to recommend the passage of a bill makterms in December for Auing the law
gusta for the entire state, at Bangor in
May for the eastern district and in Porthind in June for the western district. A
Hon. C. F.
committee consisting of
Libby of Portland, Col. W. B. Choate of
Augusta, F. E. Timberlake of Phillips.
Matthew Laughlin of Bangor and J ohn
Morrill of Auburn was appointed to draw
up a bill covering these provisions to be
submitted to the association for approval
at Augusta in February.
MUNICIPAL COURT.

George Fear by was the first Portland
citizen to be arrested this year for failure
He was arraigned
to license his dog.
yesterday,

pleaded guilty

and was fined

$10 and costs.
Griffin
from
Hiram
Standish, was
brought before the court by Deputy Sheriff
who arrested
Griffin on his
Stanley,
wife’s
complaint that through his over

indulgence

In old cider she was unabl3
live comfortably with him. He was
fined $5 and costs.
Three
boys of 14 years each were
charged with the larceny of three bottles
of milk belonging to Elmer Greely, a loto

>>

cal milkman.
For some time Greely’s
customers have complained that their
supply was apt to mysteriously disappear and the police finally spotted the
three boys in the act of supplementing
their rations from the contents of milk

conveniently located.They pleaded
guilty and one of them was sent to
the county jail
for 20 days, while the
ot her two got away with a fine of $5 and

bottles

oost* each,

Records

Were

Lowered.

Whitney Wins the

Miss

2.29 Trot.

Wilkes Lands 2.10 Trot

Temple

After Five Ileata.

are

impwmuw,

m mat

mey

snow ner in

use

the midst of wars and rumors of wars,
pursuing the quiet tenor of her way. It
is known that she is in the very heart of
the trouble in North China, (The latest
word that has been received concerning
her was a cablegram dated
July 5th,

Mary,

taught

lioiy

axotner.

xtererence

is

muue xo

Old Orchard, July 16.—Old Orchard’s
lirst meeting in the New England circuit
began today with two closely contested
races, in which thres individual records
lowered.
Miss Whitney, a Boston mare, which
won a race in Worcester, last week,
won
the 2 29 trot, in consecutive heats, lowering her record to 2.15 1 -4.
was split up
The 2 16 trot
into live
were

heats. „The lirst two heats went to Harry
Shedd, a gelding owned in Fort Henry,
Y., whose former mark of 2 16)4 was
reduced two seconds.
Temple Wilkes of
Boston took the next three heats and got
a new’ mark of 2.12)4Tomorrow’s programme
will include
the 2 17 trot, 2.14 pace
and
2.17 pace.
JN.

the visit of Dr. Clark of the C. E., who
with Mrs. Clark were
Miss Morrill’s
guests for several days. “The meeting
(Dr. Clark’s), was well attended and full
of practical suggestions which when our
Summary:
days ami ways are quieter, I shall util2 16 Class. Trotting. Purse $oC0.
which said that she and Key. Horace T.
ize in my work.”
Temple Wilkes, bg by KenPitkin were then at the
"yamen,” or
Miss Morrill delightfully refers to the
tucky Wilkes—Miss Pilot,
chief government office, at Pao-Ting-Fu.) tribulations of
the Chinese housekeeper
by Pilot Mumbrino (GolThe letter from which these
extracts when the cook in an
5 2 111
den)
angry lit takes to
are taken is a personal
Shedd, br g, by J. R.
letter, and
was his bed,
quite used up by the strain, and Harry
by WedgeShedd—Clio,
dated at Pao-Ting-Fu May li)th.
6ays “We did not specially enjoy his ab
w’ood (McDonald)
113 3 5
Fhe
acknowledge the rescslpt of a sence but the silver lining in the cloud Roster, b g, (Carpenter)
2 3 2 5 3
"home box" sent to her and Miss Gould that he had not
3 5 4 2 4
given out while we had Pug, gg, (Barnes)
4 4 5 4 2
and says: * We were so glad to see it that our
Wlldwind, b s, (Hyde)
guests, was so very bright that wo
we burned midnight oil in examining its
Time—2.16)4, 2.14)4, 2.12)4, 2.12)4, 2 14.
did not complain. It is supposed that
contents.
2.29 Class. 'Plotting. Purse $500.
They never examine our boxes good servants in the Celestial kingdom
at the Customs, for It
is a missionary are as
plentiful and perennial as huckle- Miss Wh itney, g m, by Edgemark
—Nettie
privilege to have household stores and berries in a New England pasture, but
by
T.,
Smuggler
111
(Porter)
clothing free of duty, since we are not they are not, with us. They may be in Leonard
2 2 2
Bell,"0 g, (Potter)
supposed to be engage in trade. But the south of the country.”
Mamie G, g m (Grady)
3 3 3
somehow that shipment got stranded in
4 4 4
In closing this letter in which there is Nina Wilkes, bin, (Rathbun)
the Customs, and we were so beautifully not one word of
fear, or anxious thought,
Time—2.19)4, 2.15)4, 2 18)4.
resigned to its non-appearance that it she says, “I have written to you quite
THEY WILL RACE AT BANGOR.
was a great surprise when we heard it
freely about affairs, thinking that you
was actually in th3
lower court.
The •would like to know what we know and
A great deal of interest is displayed in
river is so low, owing to the small rain- hear. We see no
cause to think that we local sporting circles in the sprint race
fall, that boats iind trips up and down are In special danger We do not worry between Martin J. Kelly and Johnny
the river long drawn out. The railroad, about
These men are entered in the
ourselves, anti don’t you worry Sullivan.
100
despite its higher freight rates, is un- about us.”
yards dash to be pulled off at the
questionably a rival of the junks and
picnic of the Bangor division of the A.
house boats. I do not look upon the cars
next
O. II. a week from
LETTER FROM F00 CHOW.
Wednesday.
as an
unadulterated blessing when I I
Both men came together at the outing of
thlnK of the restfulness and quiet of the
the Holy Name society recently and Kelly
long trips upon the river craft belonging Eiitnt ot Tro^ile Not Kenlized in defeated Sullivan by some two vards.
Southern Priftiices,
to the time of Noah.
This Is explained
by Sullivan’s friends
*
who claim that Kelly started before the
Have I ever written you about the queer
Mrs. H. L. S trout of Wood fords has rea lead
that
pistol and thereby secured
signs that are on the shop fronts ? A
ceived a letter from Miss Lydia S. Wil- Sullivan was unable to overcome. Sullirestaurant here in the south suburb has
kinson of the
Methodist W. F. M. S., van is
a board upon which is painted a large
training and will be in fine shape.
Eoo Chow, China, May 28th, where His friends will
tea pot.
I notice that the place is well dated
undoubtedly offer odds.
the young ladies of
Clark Memorial
Kelly on the other side is so confident
patronized, men are always sitting upon
church have supported a scholarship since of his
h.k luin /ih.lC hnf.
/I
ability to defeat Sullivan that he
1896.
Miss Wilkinson speaks very highly considers it
and children come and go with the family
unnecessary to train, and left
of Ding Ne Muoi, their
student, and last night for Boston where he has ackettle. It is easier to send out for three
of the work of the mission.
cash worth of hot water than to make a hopefully
operator writh the
espted afposifcion as
There are one hundred girls in the board- Western union Co.
fire under the big iron family kettle.
school and sixty-live in the orphan“I saw an immense black fan the other ing
FREEPORT POLITICS.
day, swinging in front of a tiny shop, age.
No reference is made to the
troubles
[SPECIAL TO THE TEESSj
and on it was painted in red characters
there seriously agitating the
northerly
Freeport, July 14 —The name of Walthe name of the firm. The Chinese stockby which it Is evident that in lace S. Mitchell is now’ being prominentings are in shape and size like men :s provinces,
Foo Chow they were not aware of the ly mentioned in connection with the Reshoes at home, excepting they are made gravity of the
situation—certainly not an- publican nomination for representative
of cloth.
I saw a shop where I inferred ticipating the dire tragedies transpiring to the legislature from this town. The
date of tne caucus is Tuesday, August 7,
that bachelors and widowers could find since that date.
and despite the fact that the town has
them ready made, because an immense
hpfin VAi-v thnr'niis'hlv RftnvAfumi hv oAVAml I
BREAK IN A CIGAR FACTORY.
aspirants for the position it is now constocking, stuffed with cotton, was swingFred Jolly's place of business on Plum ceded that Mr. Mitchell, w’ho is the latest
It
ing back and forth in the wind.
very strong
the American candidate in the field, has a
was embroidered in black silk and calcu- street over the offices of
following. Several Republicans whose
was
broken
into some names were mentioned
Express
company
lated to impress the beholder that
in
connection
the
time Friday night and about $6 worth of with the nomination, earlier in the conshop was capable of doing
very fine
now
withdrawn.
test
have
It is thought
work. The shops where shoes are sold cigars were taken away.
have, so far as I have observed, but one that the burglars effected an entrance by
FIRE AT BRADLEY.
the glass and then reaching in
sign, and that is a perpendicular board, breaking
turned the spring lock.
Oldtown, July 10,—A dis astrous fire
painted black, on which are large raised
inBradley about 2 o’ clock this
caught
gilt shoes of all the styles in
vogue—
WILL BUILD AN ARCH.
barn of Mrs. Joseph
morning, in the
men’s rubber shoes, the yamen runners’
the barn and the house.
H. M. Cast nor of the West End hotel Jackson,burning
Fire companies from Qldtown were sent,
high boots, the low shoes that chair
is considering the advisibility of building and the flames continued to spread, burnbearers wear, to say nothing of the kind
an immense arch across the foot of Coning besides the Jackson buildings the
affected by ordinary people. A tobacconist
houses of Mrs. Haley
Spencer, Perley
gress street at Railway square to welcome
has a
Buller and the latter’s meat market. Loss
One
tremendously large pipe.
the Sons and Daughters of Maine
who estimated at about
$4,000.
would think that every Celestial in Paomust pass under this arch on their way
Ting-Fu could take his turn at it and
town,
Mr.
Castner
is
much
interested
VACATION
TRIP.
SEPTEMBER
then the contents would not be exhausted. up
in the Old Home Week
idea
and unUnder the personally onnducted tourist
The street pedlars who deal In various
doubtedly will carry his plan into effect.
kinds of biscuits or cakes
system of the Pennsylvania Railroad
keep their
wares in a light frame with a cloth coverCompany, a tour to Gettysburg, Luray
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
and Washington will leave Boston, Seping such as-would probably snatch up
The Charles B. Rogers estate, trustember 14.
Kate,
covering carriage
with the tongs]and put in the stove. But
of
to
Edward
P.
Chase
of
tees,
Portland,
drives, admission to the Caverns, hotel
what is the use of a nice clean one with
$35 00. Itinerary
etc.,
accommodations,
Portland, for $1, land on the southwesdust storms blowing at the rate of ten
of 1). N. Bell, Tourist Agent, 205 Washterly side of Union street, Portland. Edington street, Boston.
knots an hour? The biscuits are round,
ward P. Chase to the Rogers
trustees, a
without yeast, square ones with it, millet
track on tho southwesterly side of Union
MR PEARSON’S BIRTHDAY.
and rice dumplings with dried dates.
street.
Rev. Samuel F. Pearson, the pastor of
“The walls of largo buildings and those
Alpheus Hyatt of Cambridge, Mass., to the
Gospel Mission, celebrated his 68th
of the gate-ways are covered with public
Charlss B. Dalton of Portland, for $1.
birthday yesterday and g received the
land on the northeasterly siie of the Cape
hearty congratulations of many friends.
Cottage road, Cape Elizabeth.
Mr. Pearson was born in Boston, came to
Elbridge and William Thompson of Portland about twenty-five years ago and
Harpswell to Alice L Thompson ofjthat soon afterWards entered upon Ills work to
town, for $1, land in Harpswell, Cun- build
up the mission which under his
day’s harbor.
become one of the most
leadership has
Mary O. Tibbetts of Portland to An- successful in the country.
nie E. Sharp of Boston for $1. land
on
Island avenue, Long island.
MOOK LIGHT SAIL.

Pond's Extract
|
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Boxers are now drilling near the south
or the city, and the
report is that
there are a good number. Their meetings
are held in an old temple.
The Chinese

ficials.

4

4

Three

stamped out i.uape would
reign of peace and,prosperity unto the Ch’ing
dynasty. The

gate

%4

A

ami

concerning

First Meet in New England Circuit.

ble ‘doctrine’

2

I

language

He would have
soldiers dispatched to
evex*y corner to drive the teachers beyond
the seas and massacre all their adherents
within the borders. With the contempti-

J

RESPIRO

IJJs

The

condemn them because they fail to l’ecognlzs and protect their best interests; and
his vituperations are because they are so
impassive and slow to devise plans to free
the land from the pests that Infest it.

4
4

Z
q

Slate liar Association Wtslua

Boxer proclama-

known’s scorn is for very different reasons
from those which might actuate us. We

mations.

4
4
4
4

ALBERT V. MOODY,
Post Office Box 117, Lawrence, Mass,

COURT

Early Appearance

4

we
A

Z

THE LAW

ORCHARD.

the first two is almost blasphemous when
one remembers the reverence inculcated
in the Chinese
classics
But the un-

a

:A
a

people alike,

a

l« a POSITIVE OURK for Asthma. It,
D n >t “something new,-’ lmt hits been
doing Its wonderful work for years. It is
lor sale
by ail wholes it druggists in
New Kngfand-any apothecary can obtain it in a few hours.
sample of REKI'J RO will be m died
I REE to any asthmatic upon request.
(
M'Pd \ FRANK
Apothecary.
by ) EJlkHHiV, 1 Lawrence, Mass,

4

a

empty,

ry S. Morrill.

«
a

my case.

garding

Copy of

AT OLD

teacher

idle words, may startle you.
writer derides Emperor,
officials,

A

My business as a carpenter and buildor was irone, as l could give h no attenTo say [ was discouraged would
lion.
be putting It mildly. Mv physician adv 1'"e 1 me fo
go to Colorado. This I
could no, ua,
After suffering nearly fhrec years, day
and night, many tunes obliged to sit or
stand up all night, i hoard cf your
itesp ro remedies. I scoured some,
and aider a few days'use I v»i much
improved, and in about a month was
about my work, Btnce that lime (uow
about seven years) I have been tree
from Asthma, and now consider myself
a well man.
You certainly have remedies of great
value, and every sufferer from Asthma
should know of them. I can and will
recommend them to nil such that f find.
1 wdl tladly answer any inquiries re-

12
T

a

My

copied last week. I made a
translation of it, but will not stop to
copy it lest what may be
words, mere

A Letter from Miss Ma-

*

f cur/.

I

points.

some

tion that he

Frank Emerson. Houtii Lawrence, Mass.,
In March, l«9l, I took a seDear Sir
vere cold, causing paemaoula,
I was
sick for several weeks and Asthma resuited.
I employed several doctors, and used
many ot the advertised remedies, all of
which afforded me no more than slight
relief—ecrtniiily nothing aimroaohing a

▼

America

brought xye

If so, this is for YOU:

*

.. ■""—

notices and proclamations in a way that
would give the advertising
fiend
in

|!

VOU

1 ASTHMA?
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

|

♦♦*

CAUTION! Refuse the weak, watery Witch Hazel
El preparations represented to be “the same as” POND’&
I EXTRACT, which easily sour and generally contain
POND'S EXTRAC I
flj “wood alcohol,” adeadly poison.
1 is sold ONLY in SEALED bottles, enclosed in buff

jf|£h gj

The steamer Alice Howard will leave
the end of Portland Pier at 7.30 o’clo ck
this evening for a moonlight sail among
the islands of Casco Bay. The moon is
just right for an excursion of this kind
and all who want an
enjoyable time

f®S§B

Sp^lSraS

jjfgyp'g
(£.«jra

4

Should go on this sail. It is all smooth
water, so there is no fear of seasickness.

HEADQUARTERS.
York, July 16.—National Demo-

DEMOCRATIC
New
cratic

headquarters will be formally
in this city tomorrow', quarters
having been secured in the St. James
building on Broadway, one block north
of the Hoffman house.

cpened

BUSINESS ANNOUNCEMENT.

Steamer Pejepscot will leave Portland even

I wish to announce that 1 have purchased the old and long established Fish
Business of Air. Chauney \V. Lombard, at No. 100 Portland street.
I further wish
to announce that the operating and preparing of the products of tho
market,
which has been so successfully carried on by Air. Philip S. Silver, will still continue in the same manner under his supervision and management, where ho will be
found by all his old friends and patrons ready for business.
1 would further beg
to announce that as 1 have been employed as
bookkeeper for the past eight years
at the old reliable aud long established wholesale house of J. W. Trofothen (which
is known all over this country, and the principal countries of tho world, as having
tho best facilities for procuring the best products which Nature affords in the fish
line) I feel confident that I have acquired as good ideas for procuring the best of
each and every kind of tlie products of the fish which the sea, the shore aud the
lake affords, and I shall be much pleased to meet all of my friends at my new
I would fiually announce that I believe my success lies principlace of business.
pally in honest and fair dealings at a 1 times aud in tho supplying of fresh stock,
when it is possible to be had in the market.
I shall endeavor to attend strictly to
business and very respectfully request the patronage of the public.

Very Truly,

W alter
ICO

T.

quarters.

m.

lor

Orr's Island and New Meadows Rivet
Return—Leave Gurnet Bridge. New Mead,
p. in.. Orr’s Island 3.30 p. m., arrive Portland about 5.15 v. m.
A first class
shore dinner can he obtaiued.
Round Trip,
50 cents. Dinner, 50 cents.
ows, at 2.80

Steamer

Percy V

leaves at 10 03 a. m. every Sundav for Mere
Point, touching at the several landings along
this route.
Beturu to Portlaud about 5.15 p. m.
Dinner at Mere Point.
Round Trip, 25 cents.
Dinner, 50 cents.
J. II. MCDONALD, Manager.
jyodtt
♦-

Hawkeye
Cameras.

STREET.

lenses

style

are

not excelled tor

and finish.

The “Weno” is
up to date.

and

the latest
3 1-2x3

style, 1900,

1-2,

4x5,
Every
have

N.
The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, lias borne tlie signature of
m and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy*
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

ea

tourist and visitor should

one.

PERKINS & C0„

M.

The Knack
Of Good Printing is
the artistic insight into the
“
art preservative of all arts.”
With us printing is not
mechanical—we treat it as an
art should be treated.
Wouldn’t it be wise for you to
place a trial order with us ?

a

goric, Drops

THE THURSTON PRINT

GENUINE

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

97 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET
’PHONE 30

PORTLAND, MAINE

MONEY LOANED.
The Kind You Have

Always Bought

In Use For Over 30 Years.
THE CENTAUR COMPANY. 77

MURRAY

STREET.

OLD

NEW YORK

Heirs and others desiring to
borrow money on REAL ES»
TATE, NOTES, household furnw
ture, pianos, etc. Business strict-

ly confidential.

CITY.

HOME WEEK.

Shawmut Loan Go.,
MEMARKET ST.,
68

may5dtf

PORTLAND,

AMERICAN DECORATING GO.

are

STEPHEN

BERRY,

Bool, m anl Carl Printer,
NO. 37

PLCM

STIiKBT.

105 A. Exchange St., Portland, Me.
Decorating in all its Branches and in Simple or
Elaborate Designs.

PRICES TO SUIT CUSTOMERS
BANNERS, Flags, Pictures,

IT. s. Engineer Office, Portsmouth, N. H.,
July 16, 1900. Sealed proposals for dredging in All

Merrimac lilver. Mass., will be received here
Aug. 16, 1900, ana then publicly
information fnruisned on applicaopereJ.
tion. \Y. L. FISK, Maj.. Engrs.
J ly 16,17,18,19,a ug15.16
until 12 rr.,

Pulldowns, Streamers,
of

Standard Woolen Ame lean Bunting.

Call

and

See

Us

Before

Placing Your Order.

jlyl2eod3w*

]

FREE ST.
Jlyildtf
/
•-.*(

harmless substitute for Castor Oil, PareIt is Pleasant. It
and Soothing Syrups.
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotie
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

Castoria is

$3.75
6.00

8

What is CASTORIA

,

corner

Thera

at lo.oo a.

Everybody knows tlio Hawkey©
Cameras; that they have the finest

Metropolitan

Life Insurance
23(1 street and Madison
22 rooms. The eastern headquarters is to be in charge of
Manley of Maine, Senator
Joseph II.
of West Virginia, Franklin MurScott
of
New
Jersey and Messrs. Bliss and
phy
Gibbs,
when opened,
Western headquarters
will be in Chicago anl under the chief
C.
of
direction
Henry
Payne of Wisconsin. Senator Hanna, the ohairman, will
headgo to and fro between the two
The formal opening of the
oflioes here will take place on July 25.
Senator Hanna will remain a month.
When he goes west Mr. Manley will aot
as his lieutenant here.

building,

Sunday

]yi5<llw

New York, July 10.—Republican national headquarters will be on the third

floor of the

Curtis,

PORTLAND

REPUBLICAN HEADQUARTERS.

avenue.

SAlC

SUNDAY

1804—HEBRON ACADEMY-1900
Coeducational,
quiet, healthful location;
al flitmg school lor Colby College) right of
certilic.vtlon at Brown, Wellesley and smith;
splendid academy building and gymnasium,
bath, steam heated and up to date in every respect; Sturtevant Home the finest girls’ dormitory in New England, steam heat, baths on
every floor, electric lights, etc.: board, rooms,
beat alia lights in this dormitory $3.50 per
week, catalogue free. Address
W. E. SARGENT, JPrln.
Hebron, Me.
Fall Term Opens Tuesday, Seplembe*
Jlyl4d2m
11,1000,
spec

THE

PRESS.

TUESDAY, JULY

17,

1900.

The value of the new office of State
Auditor which it is proposed to create,
will depend very much upon the
kind
of man that Alls it. If it is to be permit-

have to take the government practically into their own hands cannot be determined
The only thing that admits of no
now.

doubt is that by some
means and in
ted to drift into the hands of a political some way a government strong enough
TKKllSi
derelict out of a job, probably the most and civilized enough to protect all
the
the State will get out of it is the comfort people, foreigners as well as natives, must
DAILY PltESSthat may come from the reflection that be established.
By tlie year, $6 in advance or $7 at the end of
it is supporting some worthy person who
Lhe year.
The bloody repulse of the allies at Tien
has seen better days. If i t is put into
By the month, 50 cents.
Tsin not only prevents for the present
the hands of a thorough accountant with
the relief of that city where many forThe DAILY PRESS Is delivered at these rates independence enough to make a fuss when
eigners are cooped up, but also, it is to
the
bills
is
are
no
who
of
not
matter
to
subscribers
in
all
j
right,
parts
every morning
be feared, gives a new impetus to tne
and
in
South
PortWestbrook,
and
behind
of
Portland,
them, it may be the means
and may cause it to to spread to
rising
land.
saving the the State a good many thousIt is
districts not yet affected by it.
MAINE STATE PRESS (Weekly)ands of dollars, as the
platform says. the most
ominous
thing that has yet
By the year, $1 in advance, or $1.25 at the But there is considerable force in the
end of the year.
happened and is fraught with the gravest
point made by Mr. McFadden, that it
For six momh3, 60 cents; for three months,
The
Chinese
seem to have
import.
seven councillors cannot prevent the State
26 cents
with as much desperation as the
from being cheated out of thousands of fought
allies, and their aim, says the despatch,
Subscribers whose papers arb not delivered dollars yearly, it is not likely that one
was exceedingly deadly.
Day by day it
promptly are requested to notify the office of State auditor can, unless he
is a very
more
that in
is becoming
apparent
the DAILY PRESS, No. U7 Exchange street,
superior sort of person. At any rate,
China the Europeans have
Portland Me.
waking
up
there does not seem to be much sense in
wakened a sleeping lion.
The easy dehaving both. If we are going to have a feat of the Chinese
army by the Japanese
Patrons of the PRESS who are leaving town State auditor we had better abolish the
temporarily may have the addresses of their
a
few
years ago had
impressed the
papers changed as often as they may desire by council.
with the idea that the Chinese
world
notifying the office
The fact'is not generally appreciated either could not or would not fight. The
the Indians of this country, as they engagements at Ta ku and now at Tien
The circulation of national bank notes that
are becoming settled as farmers upon Tsin have
thoroughly exploded that
has risen to the highest point reached in
since the Japanese
are notion.
lands
allotted
under
them
the
Apparently
law.
out
fifteen years, and should not be left
the Chinese have learned someth ing
of the list of good things passed around becoming voters. Of course their prog- war
ress in this respect has been gradual, but
of the art of var themselves—certainly
this year
in certain States, like the State of Wash- they have stocked their country with an
Judge Van Wyck is promoting har- ington, there are considerable bodies of abundance of modern arms—and the
mony among the Democracy in New York Indians who have the franchise. But it fanaticism with which they are now filled

by explaining that David B. Hill was refused a place on the platform committee
at the earnest
request of William J.
Bryan.
Our esteemed Lewiston contemporaries
are discussing the question, Which is the
more promotive of temperance,
License
Both together, they
or
Prohibition?
seem to be proving very conclusively that
that neither promotes it very much.
New xorK

gold lfemocrats nave called
a conference to determine the advisability
of putting a new Presidential ticket in
the field; which shall
stand
against
what they call the “fallacious and unconstitutional creeds of both the old parties.”
The Navy
Department has approved
the Holland type of submarine boat, and
plans to have one for each important harbor in the United States. Portland is
not on the list yet,
but the seaport of
most strategic importance on the northeastern coast will certainly not be left
out.

K ntucky Republicans meet in convention today, and will nominate Ex-Governor Bradley for Governor.
He has
led
his party to success before, and sustained
a creditable
administration. With
the
disaffection over the silver question, there
ought to be a chance for Republican success this fall in that State,
rA son of the late General W. T. Sherman announces that he will not vote for
McKinley and Roosevelt because of the
administration’s-treatment of the regular
army m the Spanish war. But he can’t
vote for Bryan, he says. There are the
prohibition ticket and the Debs ticket
still left to choose from.

Bryan and Stevenson are to be “notified” of their nomination at Indianapolis
August 8. This process of informing the
candidates is of course entirely useless,
except for the purpose of giving an impetus to the campaign. It used to be
customary to inform a President-elect of
his election, but in the last quarter of a
century it has been assumed that the man
elected President of the United States in
November would hear of it in some way
or other before March 4.
So the official
notification has been dropped,
The Hon. Frank Jones, of Portsmouth,
has given out in an interview his reasons
for supporting McKinley instead of BryHe says that he declined to vote for
an.

is nevertheless a little startling to learn makes them
perfectly reckless of their
that the Sioux Indians in South Dakota lives. Awhile ago it was believed that a
are to vote in considerable numbers at few hundred Europen troops could open
Admiral Seymour’s
the coming election. It is probable that the the way to Pekin.
very hot contest between Pettigrew and attempt demonstrated the fallacy of that
on nnn
the Populists on the one side and the liepublicans on the other, is responsible for unable to hold their own around Tien
the idea of bringing the formerly unterri- Tsin
Every day the Chinese problem is
It is clear enough
Aed and now agricultural Sioux to the increasing in gravity.
ballot box. Schools of instruction are be- that all the powers have underestimated
°
a
task
before
What
them.
ing opened, and the Indian farmers from the
nrwxr nri f.A aloAfin-n flnir irri 11 Ko fa n rthf fKn
few hundred men were believed to be

sufficient to accomplish a few weeks ago,
20,000 have now failed to do. Meanwhi fe
the tide of fanaticism is rising higher
Governor Hazen S. Pingree has introand higher, and there is danger that the
duced many new and sensational prowhole empire will be aflame with revointo
the
ceedings
politics of Michigan, lution and revolt before the allies have
and seam to be forthcoming even up to
troops enough in the country to advance
the latest day of his power. A case is
a foot.
about to be carried to the courts of Michigan which illustrates one of the methods
CUBRKNT COMMENT.
by which Governor Pingree has held a
whip hand in Michigan. Not long ago
WEBSTER, SUMNER AND HOAR.
he appointed one David E, Burns a
(Boston Herald.)
member of the State Board of Pardons,
Mr. Hoar began by being an enthusiast
requiring Burns before the appointment
on the philanthropic side of politics,
like
was made to deliver into his hand a resHe was also a partisan,
Mr. Su inner.
The two
ignation of the office. Thus the gover- like Mr. Webster.
impelling
forces met in Mr. Hoar’s nature. He was
nor in effect would have in his hands an
almost as strong in the one direction as
instrument for the removal of
Burns
was Mr. Sumner; he was
in the
from the office at any time. It is said other direction than Mr.stronger
Webster. No
that many others of Governor Pingree’s one who had studied Mr. Hoar's character
appointees were compelled to deliver into could doubt that partisanship would triin the conflict. He believed that
his hand similar crabs to be used over umph
the course of this government was optheir heads if necessary. In due time
pressive towards the Philippine islands
the Governor used the resignation which much in the same way that Mr. Sumner
Burns had put into his hands, and filled felt that it was oppressive towards the
slaves of the South.
But Mr. Sumner’s
the vacancy thus created in the Board of
indignation had a comparitively abstract
Pardons by appointing a
new
of
aversion.
man. object
He hated slavery
he hated the slaveholders.
Burns has made a protest, contending more than
hatred of slavery also made his
Hoar’s
that the resignation extorted from him
polit ical character and fixed it for life.
before he was appointed is illegal, and But he embodied this hatred in a concerts
He identified the Democratic party
form.
to
the
courts
for a decision,
appealing
This incident raises an interesting ques- with slavery, and he has never succeeded
in separating it in his mind from slavery.
tion in law; and at the same time throws
Thus he came to abhor the Democratic
an instructive side-light upon the meth- party, to believe that there was no
good
ods by which political power is often in it, and that no good coaid come out
When he was asked, therefore, to
of
it.
wielded
accept the Democratic
party as the
to bring, freedom to the PhilipFor anything like
the situation
in agency
pinets, it was very much as if he had
Pekin for dramatic interest it is neces- been asked to
accept John C. Calhoun or
sary to go back fifteen years to the"* siege Jefferson Davis as the agent to take in
hand
the
destiny of the Southern slaves.
and fall of Khartoum. At that time the
There
could be but one course open to
revolt of the Mahdi was raging in the
Mr. Hoar, therefore. It was to adhere to
Soudan, and General Gordon was sent by his own party, whatever might be his
to
to
conduct
it, to repudiate alliance
the defense. Mean- objections
England
while Lord Wolseley led an army up the with the other party.and to refuse to continue to aid it even in an indirect way.
Nile to Gordon’s relief. The siege
of
A FAILURE IN LEADERSHIP.
Khartoum lasted three hundred
and
seventeen days, and when Lord Wolse(New York Evening Post.)

principles of our government and the
tricacies of the ballot law.

wv

nn

The death of Senator Gear will make
an interesting contest in Iowa politics.
Mr, Gear was re-elected last winter only
after a spirited contest with Mr. Cum-

mins,

a very capable
politician of that
State who maintains a camp mildly antagonistic to that of the Senators and
Congressmen from that State, who supported Mr, Gear. Whether Mr. Cummins
will figure again, or whether Senator
Gear s successor will be one of the brilliant men who now represent Iowa in the
House of Representatives, does not appear

yet.
The State assessors are now making a
valuation of the wild lands of the State,
and it is semi-officially announced that
these lands will be valued
higher this
year than ever before. The reason given
for this is that the lands have increased
greatly in value. It is also announced
that the owners of wild lands do not ob-

ject to paying for a valuation which is
just and equitable as compared with other
classes of property in the State. What is
“just and equitable” is very difficult to
determine in this, as in other classes of
property. We imagine that those words
will be beard very often in the legislature

this winter.

Mr. Ora W, Knight, in
the current
bulletin of the State Board of Agriculture, has a vigorous denunciation of the

English sparrow. He says that from the
first importations of the sparrows
into
Maine at Portland, nearly fifty years ago,
increased to
they have
“millions.
Whether there are millions in Maine may
be doubted. Ihere are not a million
men, women and children in Maine, and
it may lie doubted whether, the
State
over, the sparrows much outnumber the

people.

But there are enough sparrows
to
excite
much animadversion. Mr
Knight declares that the sparrow does
practically no good for the farmer, living
on grain rather than insects.
It
feeds
somewhat on knot-grass and other weeds
late in the fall, but this little
good fails
to compensate for its piracies towards
other

birds,

and its

noisy

conduct.

MERCANTILE TRUST CO., M’GULLUM’S
Statement of Condition At Close Of Business, June 30, 1900.

m

worse than death.
The death of Gordon
made a profound sensation throughout
the civilized world. His fate was for a
long time in some doubt, because of the
lack of
specific information. England

abandoned the Soudan until the fanatical
fury of the Mahdists should have spent
itself; and than, thirteen years after,
sent General Kitchener to take
Khartoum. This he did after the bloody campaign of 18'J8.
It cannot yet be declared that all doubt
whatever of the fate of the foreigners in
Pekin has been removed, There is yet
nothing absolutely authentic on the subject. Stories alleging massacre are offset
by ocher stories alleging that the legations were safe up to within a
very recent date. Unhappily, however, it must
be admitted that the weight of evidence
is on the side of the reports that
allege
the wholesale massacre of all the

t*

mental balance, of which many illustrations can be found in his SDeeches, although none fraught with such disastrous consequences to the cause which he
aims to serve.

PERSONAL

AND

PECULIAR.

Every German cavalry regiment is now
supplied with two boats made of waterproof canvas which, when not in use, can
be folded up. Each boat will carry from
six to eight men, and two boats bound to
gether form a raft capable of bearing
from 25 to 27 hundredweight.
For the first time in
the
history of

elopements pigeons were used in Chicago
the other day as the messengers of Cupid.
They carried advance
information to
South Haven, Mich., the newest Gretna
Green of couples on their way from Chi-

cago to be married. The Darius Cole left
the dock about 9 o'clock in the
morning
Two South Haven pigeons were liberated
when the steamer was 25 miles from
foreign shore, and it,took the birds
just 20 minresidents of the capital. The absence of utes to reach the home
cote. Rev. Martin
any direct word from them is exceeding E Fox was waiting, and four Couples
were driven to his home
and married
ominous
In
ly
itself.
Pekin
is
without delay.
to
open
communicaapparently
The late Mr.
Gladstone might have
tion
Vitli the Chinese government,
said with
Burke that
when he once
and if the
ambassadors
were
alive
crossed the threshold of his home ail the
they would not only be permitted, but
troubles outside of it would vanish. His
urged to let the world know the fact.
'life was like
his marriage—an
Their silence is, it is to be feared, the family
ideal one. The memory of all this is
silence of the grave. When the allies en- the heritage left by Mrs.
Gladstone to her
ter Pekin, as in time of course they
Similar in many rewill, countrywomen.
were
the
life
storieaof Lady Beacit is to be feared a story of massacre will spects
onslield and Lady
Salisbury. Publi c
be disclosed before which the
civilized recognition of the noble Dart
played by
world will stand aghast. Facts are now Mrs, Gladstone was
tpyified on that
wanting to determine whether the massa- memorable day in the abbey, May 29
1898, when “the last look” had been
cre, presuming one to have taken plaoe, taken at the
grave of the dead statesman
Wets committed
with
the
connivance by his aged widow, and the
prince of
of
the
government or
by revolu- Wales, approaching her, bent low and
klsed
her
hand.
reverently
That .-unpretionists too strong for the government to
meditated act of homage will be
forgotten
control. Perhaps it makes little differby none who witnessed it.
ence.
Whether the government was unwilling or unable to protect the foreigners
Notice To Wheelmen.
may be of little real consequence. In either
There’s positively no need to
case it must give way and a
endure
government
discomfort by reason of
able and willing to afford such protection
chafing, sunburn
insect stings, sore and
nerspiring feet or
must be sst up. Whether there is an accidental
bruises. You
forget these
element of the
population enlightened troubles in using Bucklen s Arnica Salve
Infallible tor Pimples,
Skin
enough and strong enough to set up such
Blotches,
Eruptions and Piles. Sold by H. P s
a government, or whether the allies
will Goold, 677 Congress street. 25
cents.

WAnlr

Demand and Time Loans on
Collaterals.
Other Loans
and Notes Dlscounted
Cash on Hand and in Banks.

306,437.33

THEATRE, “*.,£*

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock...
..®122*2?2?2
Undivided Profits (net).
38,8j8.47
Dividend No. 4, Payable July
3,1900.
Deposits. 608,40—38
..

..

3.2^222

50,469.93

$830,360.85

93,353.70

Every Evening «* 8.09 sharp. Matluees at 2.30 sharp,
P’
Matluees Every »«y El^pt Moiulay,
A Magnificent Scenic Production of the beautiful Romantic Irish Drama,
T„l^r t ti

WeeK or

COMMENCED BUSINESS MAY 6, 1898.
RESOURCES.
United States Honda.$105,000.00
and
other Bonds. .361,000.00
Municipal

AMUSEMENTS.

MANAGEMENT MR. BVRTLEY McCULLIJM.

PORTLAND, ME.

JUly

lO.

THE ENGLISH ROSE.

The Best Play or Irish Life Since ‘‘THE SHAUGI1RAUff,”
Pathos and Humor Skillfully Blended. Thrilling Situations. Esc.tlug Climax*,,
Produced Under the Personal Direction of Air. McCullum.
Round Trip tickets on tin
Cars leave in front of ibe United States Hotel every 10 minutes.
Reserved Seats 10 and 20 cents extra. Private boxes
cars admitting to theatre only 20 cents.
at
Saw
yer’s store, Mouumeni
seating -six persons, 50 cents each seat. Tickets on sale in advance
square. Telephone No. 535-2.
Secure seats early in advance. The demand is very large.
In Preparation—A Magidftcelit Production of qllO VADIS

$830*360.85

Accounts of Banks, Municipalities* Corporations, Firms and
Individuals, as well as those acting in any Oliicial or Trust
Capacity, received on the most favorable terms.
INTEREST

DEPOSITS SUBJECT TO

ALLOWED ON

HENRY P. COX. President*
EDWARD B. WINSLOW, I
JAMES F. HAWKK8,
)

,i_„.a
tce 1 resllleBW*

HUTSON B. SAUNDERS. Treasurer.
CHESTER H. PEASE, Secretary.
SETH L. LAR11ABEE, Attorney.

Henry P. Cox,
Frederick N. Dow,
Thomas P. Shaw,
Adam P. Leighton,
Ammi Whitney,
Edward B. Winslow,

Seth t. Lairaliee,
A. S. Illntis,
Ilutron B. Sounder*,
Dr. S. C. Gordon,
Henry F. Merrill,
Geo. W. York,

THE

AV. II. Milllken*
James F. Kawkes,
Dr. E. E. Holt,
John E. Burnham,
Elisha W. Conley,
John F. Ltscomb.

---=

Casco National Bank Travelers

FOREIGN

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
TIME

swan&rarrett,

LETTERS OF CREDIT AND INTERNATIONAL CHEQUES
FOR SALE.

mylldtf

—

Correspondence solicited from Ind.lBanks
and
Corporations,
others.rteslring to open accounts as well
as from those wishing to transact Bank*
lug business of any description through

LAST WINTER’S NEW YORK HIT!
Farce Comedy by Sidney Wllmcr andIWulter Vincent,
Sale of Reserved seats at the Casco Bay Steamship Co.
Seaie of price* as usual. Adult)
when buying seats for any matinee will upon request be given one free adjoining seat fur *
The Casco Bay Stemnarj
child between the ages of four and twolvo with oaeh seat purchased.
will leave Custom House Wharf at 7.30 for evening and at 2.15 for matinee performances.

RIVERTON PARK.
AFTERNOON
Fifth

Special

FOR

INVESTMENTS

5;
sj

|

Dally.
Head of Preb.’eJStreet. a All Attractions Free to Patrons of the Cars.

at

THE FADETTES

j

|

DOES A
POLICY

'£
jm

4: of Life

Insuran6e develop with the
into one of the best
and
most
reliable
investments
kndtvn.
A little money, regularly
paid, keeps it fully operative. It
remains valid under circumstances
that %>ould annul almost any other
It well repays careful
security.
nurturing, but is not wholly valueless without. From the outset, it
undertakes to give protection, and
never falters in its purpose, what-

3;
"J
s~

passing of time

'S
;;
=3

4;
;3
-5
■TE

ever

1

happens.

3:
£■

Water Works Bonds,

WOMAN’S

AUCTION nALfii.

BAILBI.

man

C.

32

febGdtf

EXCHANGE

W.

*

do all this and much

a

money.

new

ones.

Goods

entered the field.
It l« Hotter iv>tv

State

Exchange St.

fTpntn
\
|||
Ladies’

| chains'

|

€

*

<

WBl. G. DAVIS. First.
J AS. P. BAXTEil, Vice First.
11AIIRV BUTLER,
JOSHUA C. LIBBY, Aid. Trcas.
Fraukllu H. Barrett,
Sidney W. Tliaxter,
C'lius. F. Libby,
^
A. II. W alkcr,
Geo, F. Evans,
Clinton L. Baxter,
Harry Butler.

y
<
►

|
\

;

>
C

LAWS

St.

ltir,l

3

TRUE’S I
I ELIXIR
PIN WORM

>
>

}

<
>

Je8

(

PLAT1N0TYPE3,

H

S3
Sg
Sa

It
i®
W

worm remedy made.
i}16
has \’0st
been in use

47

w

w

—--

£3

g»
purely vegetable, harmless and effectual. 58
hero no worms are present it acts ns a Tonic, 53
33 and corrects the condition of the mucous mem- gg
brano of the stomach and bowels. A positive SS
for Constipation and Biliousness, and a val- §3
g§ or"
uahle remedy in all the common complaints of S3
3j children.
Price. iBo- Ask your druggist for it. B
^
»r. J. F. TRUE k CO.. Auburn, Me.
S3
ga
Ap Mpvcial treatment for TapeWorme.Write for froo pamphlet. P3
years,

Opp.

Your

Wild

LOSING, SliiTBill,

4
*

Opp.

Treble House.
eodtt

The

Building
of a
Nation.

HurtsSo Much
Illustrated
Catalogue FREE.
As the
TheLamson Studio,
Hurt of a-_
O TEMPIjE ST.
__

Hie

ISiiteifly Kook.
Insect 3-il>.
Familiar Fish.

Artistic Views of Portland,
Original Portraits of Longfellow,
Naples and Songo River Views,
Views in the White Mountains.
From Ten Cents to One Dollar

Tooth
That’s Hurt'^wisK

lloiues,

Our Native T rees,
Slow lo lumu ll»e Ferns,
Guide lo tue AViSd Flowers,
Gni-ie lo the Trees,

Absolutely Peimaiient.
No Hurt-

Are

Flowers,

«

^

Congr.'fi

Books

IIiiisUmI,
Citizen Bird,
Klrdcrnfi.
Nature’s Garden,
Iloty to
Know

y

GEO. T. SPRINGER,
513

|

4

\

::

FOR SUMMER STUDY,

y

as dainty and pretty as you could
wish, these new pins in solid col t and
heavy plate. Some in fancy shapes
artistieal y'wro ignt;
others beautif lly jeweled.

eodtr

Four Footed Americani.
ISird >('iglibois.
Birds a hat
limit
and

s

<

Agent,

Seasonable

]

»

...

TRUSTEES.

i

WE

Portland, Me.

dec21

Just Abova Shaw's

539 CONGRESS ST.,

?

•£>

Hundreds of Ohildren-and adults have worms E?
but are treated for other diseases. Tho
symp- Sj
to"»* nrB
(—indigestion, with a variable ap- §3
petite; foul touguo; offensive breath ; hard and Eg
r‘iJ1
with
belly
occasional gripings and pnius
5S
about *^e navel; heat and itching sensation in 53
gg the
rectum and about the anus; eyes heavy and 5S
33
dnil; itching of the nose; short, dry cough;
e,Tln“,n*C of the teeth; starting during sleep;
slow fever; and often in children, convulsions.

l

80 EXCHANGE STREET

Bag9

darfieodSm

«:

-—-.-i

s.

.....

m

C. F. DUNLAP,,

repaired.
Open evenings.

....AM)....

W m. G. Dari ,
Jas. F. Baxter,
Wm.W. Brown,
Waltsr G. Da is,
Chas. O. Ba.ncroft,
Frederick Itollle,
David W. Snoxv,
jlvl3 Jtf

bofore the

\\

in 5 miles cf Portland.

Portland Trust Co.,

5-[

PORTLAND, ME.

with tie
benefit

delivered

Trunks and

3:

S'

forma
PREFERRED

B

freeanywhere with-

ST.

«

§

today,
limited

Ne-irty all the other «antpuriei haw
It
beeu forced by the I*it»- fkhrrd em
| Is
petition to followithe loader—The PKEFKRRE1)
—but It stands the tnnurtmt public in han't to
Old Trunks taken patronize tbe company— The J'HFEEUREIhIn
for that made the other comjxiniee give tin
exchange
public doultic benefits and liberal contract*

save

more.

Insurance Company

of

old-time
technical

3:

| Union Hlutual Cite |

i|

policies

Reynolds’ Trunk and Bag Store

Capital Stock,
$200,000
/
« the most recent designs, plain
They g Surplus and Profits,
V and jeweled, cold, gold plated
175,000 \
protect first and always, but have
<
C and sterling stiver, for i.orgnTotal Deposits,
1,800,000 * \ ettcs and Watches: heavy
■S other values of importance.
Let us jib
«
£ waist chains in- silver plate
Your inquiry
j5 tell you about them.
\
for tlie purse o- fan. used in
#
addition to the belt as a girdle
5 will have prompt attention.
Specialties:—High Grade Hands for
•5
Investment. Interest Paid on Deposits. 4 BROOCH PINS
S

?stop

A LUIS >
rf

We give trading
stamps.

87 and 89

•

to compare the present
double benefit liberal accident

your Trunks,
Bags and Dress Suit
Cases direct ot the
manufacturer and

§

Union mutual Policies

jm

>

DSD YOU EVER

F. O. BAiLEY & CO.
Aactioiieers and Com m ission Merchant

Buy

;■

5

ORCHESTRA,

NICHOLS, Director.
Will Give Concerts in the Auditorium at 3 ami 8 p. in. aud in the
Casino at G.15 p. in. 8nn«l:i} s a( O p. in.
Superb Electric Fountain will Pl»y Twfce During the 1 veulug Concert and for

Railroad Bonds,
Bank Stock.

§?

3:

Breezy Casco Bay.

CAROLINE B.

f H. M.Payson & Co.

so

SRRINC7

A Beautiful Paik on the Shore of

grows with the dose of the season
5 into a complete and valued piece o f
S:
3 fruit

1

ORCHESTRA,

Three Grand Concerts

Commo Rous Casino with Broad and Co >1 Pi izzns
Barge and Elegant Dining Room tarnish,
in z first el .ss snore Dinneis.
Miies of travelled Walks under ttie shade of Chestnuts 0*U
Maples and Pines. An Unsuri a*sed Picnic and Pleasure Ground.

Municipal Bonds,

^

MERRIMENT,

HUJVUARIAN

ROYAL

Salesroom 46 fcx< basge Street.

|

WEEK.

_

UNDERWOOD

f. O.

;S

ORIGINALITY,

<

WE OFFER

_

feb7dtl

j JlPPle *
j Bl^som

THIS

IMPERIAL MINSTRELS

Rendering

cars

EVENING

Annual Engagement of the Favorites,

Permanent Attraction

MATUS’S
Take

AND

Forest Perfumes,

Jyl^di

STEPHEN R. SMALL President
MARSHALL H BODING. Cashier.

| J|$ ait|

STOCK COMPANY.

An Hoar Aftir the < lose o f 11; e C« n cert.
Admission free to patrons of the eiectric road.
Reserved seats for the concerts cant*
obtained at the Casluo at io cents each. Cars leave head of Elm street
every fifteen minute
afternoon aud evening.
Beautiful Twice of 35 minut s through a Charming Country atom-tie
Sho e
of the Bay.

vtd a a Is,

this Bauk

^xcePt Monday.

ANQ

An American

St.,

PORTLAND, ME.

JUI^Y 10, 1900.

5TRfl jiOf j

REFINEMENT,

MONEY

Matinees at 245.

-IN A-

GEM THEATRE-

With thirty-three years experience and exceptional iaeihties. we can afford our elients
every possible convenience for obtaining funds
in all parts of tlie world.
Descriptive booklet supplied uponjapplication.
Correspondence and interviews solicited.

DEPOSITS.

(\ STRANufcR

Matinees Every Dsy

EVERY

for immediate delivery.

on

—a—orn uinrn—island.

WEEK

CHECKS, GORMAN’S

180 Middle

k

at 8.00.

Evenings

and

CAPITAL AND SURPLUS

Interest Paid

peaks

CREDIT,

TRAVELER’S

1824.

Incorporated

of

LETTERS

MAINE.

THEATRE

(First Production Outside of the original.)

Supplied with

.....OF.

PORTLAND,

Abroad

GidM

THE

CHECK

TRUSTEE 3*

in-

ley’s army was almost in sight the famIt appears therefore
that Mr. Bryan’s
Bryan four years ago because of the
ished garrison were
overpowered by a defense of his course in urging ratificamoney issue, and for the same reason he
of the treaty of Paris is quite hollow.
tion
fierce assault of the dervishes. There was
shall decline to support him this year.
A renewal of the war was not a neoes
then six hours of massacre, during which
sary consequence of rejecting it. still less
As to imperialism, he regards that issu«
General Gorton, M. Hansel, the Austrian of amending it.
His course was, as the
as overshadowed by the
money question.
M. Nicola, the Italian consul, and Springfield Republican says, “a failure
In fact, he does not think the questions consul,
and this is a very severe
in Readership,
many others of the white people were
as to our new possessions will be in such
ensure, isince a failure of leadership on
killed. Forty-two Greek men, five Greek the most momentous
question of the day,
development as to afford well defined
and
twm
Catholic
women,
priests wei*e at the most momentous time, points
party issues for four or five years.
IU
ouioufiy
MicnjuuuiuvatlUU
also in the city at that time and were
with it at any time
It implies want of
niflinn l.'i 1 lorl
onnnlnrl
1

/

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL

FINANCIAL

substantial nourishing
a nation of intelligent, progressive people like this
great American Republic.
Takes

food^to

»

make

Gold Medal Flour

the Falmouth Hotel.

Jy3-TuTh&Sat2mos

bolds an Important position in
this building of our nation, sending forth 28,C>00 barrels every day
to add

Aching

Tooth
to be sure.

strength

and

happiness to

countless numbers, whoso work in
the world shows they are well
nourished.

Nothing brings such
comforting relief as

W. L. WILSON & CO

OBT UNDER.

DR. GEO. H. BAILEY,
State

Veterinary Surgeon

of

Maine.

(For the past twenty years.)
Fully equipped
lor the surgical and medicinal treatment of
all
domestic animals.
Residence 47 Auden Avnek. (Ward
y, Deering district)
Portland.
Tki
pnoNE No. 10*1-5. Western Union Telegraph address, Deering, Me.

Je Ddlwlcodlin

Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Blood PoUoi
Permanently Cured. You can be treated
At your druggist’s for 25c.
home under same guarantee. If you have takei
Cotton in the box.
mercury. Iodide potash, and still have ache!
und pains, Mucus Patches In Mouth. Hor,
Throat, Pimples, Copper Colored Spots Ulcer*
WANTED—For U. R. Army.
Able bodiec l on any part of tho body, Hair or
”
Eyebrowunmarried men between ages of 21 anti
falling out, write
35, citizens of the United States, of good
character ami temperate habits, who car
speak, road and write Kuulisb. Recruit* are
32K Masonio Temple.
Chicago, HU. for proof
•ueclally detirert for service in FhUippittes
of euros.
Capital
We soilclt the mo*
For -iiforntation
apply to RECRUITING OF obstinate cases. $*00,000.
We (have cured the wors 1
£05
Via
Middle
FiCElt,
St.. Tori land. Me.
cases tu 15 to 35 days,
loo-page book free.
]y3-TuTh&Sat-(osepT'
nor27dtt

; Cure Your Piles.

COOK

REMEDY CO.

FREE.

lmvo nothing to sell hut will xl.idly dlrM'
suflorers from Piles, Fistula, etc., to a P«np;;
euro.
I was ouretl without pam, and W&oij f
the use ot a knife, and without Interruption
business
duties. Heud mu vour Address »«
my
enclose stamp.
Trtflors please not apply *7
wish only to liefp those who ar > suffe«h>an?f,,
lesslv, as I once did. AddtCSS, N. B. »•, 1,1
220, Lewiston, Me,
I

FATAL INJURIES.
A Young Man of New
Dies lit Tills

Bedford, Mu**.,
City—lie* lilt of a Battling

Accident.

arrived in this city
yesterday noon, was brought Frank N.
Hatch, the 17-year-old son of William E.
On the train whioh

who
is the superintendent of
Mas*.
On
schools of New Bedford,
Tuesday of last week the young man met
with a serious accident rat Mere Point,
where he was spending the summer with
Ids family. He was in bathing with several
companions and while diving,
struck the bottom with so great force
The
ids
that
spine was fractured.
young man booame insens ible, but was

St.

at

Wedding

Hya-

cinthe’s Church.

Hatch,

rescued by his companions who pulled
him ashore.
this city young
in
After arriving
Hatch was removed to the Maine General
It was at once seen by the
hospital
physicians that the only hope left was
In an operation being performed. This
was
done, but the young man was beyond all medical skill and died at a few
minutes past 7 o'clock last evening.
The body will be sent to New Bedford.

Uiiiversalists Invited to

Higgins’

Beach.
N

Cand.

Pearson

Opens

Hetllug Is at Brunswick
Till* V.

ur,

The twenty-fifth annual meeting of the
Maine ilentai society will fce held at the
court house in Brunswick on
Tuesday
Hr. H.
and Wednesday, July 17 and 18.
A. Kelley of Portland Is secretary of the
society, Hr. A. W. Haskell of Brunswick
president, and Hr.E. Bacon, of Bar Mills,
librarian. Hr. J. M. Bombard of Brunswick is on the executive committee. A
meeting of the boai-cl of examiners for the
examination of applicants will be held at
Brunswick, at two o’clock, on Wodnesuuly

istu.

The programme of the
as follows:

meeting will be

July 17, at 12 o'clock p. m.—
order by president, etc.
Keport

Tuesday,

Cali to
of committees, treasurer, <fec. President’s
address, Dr. A. W. Haskell, Brunswick.
Paper, Magnetism, Dr. E. J, iioberts,
Augusta. Paper, Impression Devices and«
Wing Plates, illustrated by models. Dr.
W E Gorham, W'iseaaset.
Paper and
demonstration. Porcelain
Inlays, both
high and low fusing, Dr. C. H. Merritt,
Dr. Merritt will
also have
Auburn.
patients present for whom inlays were inserted over a year ago. Business.
Tuesday, July 17, at 7 JO o clock p. m.
—Paper, The Advertising Dentist; Is his
Profession?
Advent for the Good of the
Dr. Wrn. McDavid,
Augusta. Paper,
Use of the X Hay In Dentistry,” illustrated by lantern and slides, Dr. Dwight
After the eveM. Clapp, Boston, Mass.
ning session there will be a banquet at
the Casino,
Merrymeeting Park, to
which all are invited.
IS, at 9 «Yclock a. m.
July
Welnesday,
—A new method of treating protiuding
and receding jaws and new hygienifr re16x20
taining appliances, illustrated by
In. bromide prints, Dr. H. A. Baker,
Boston, Mass. Paper and demonstration
—Non-coheslve Gold foil, Dr. G. H. GerN. H.
rish, Exeter,
Demonstration,
Crown and Bridge Work, using Dr. W’.
H. Baird’s method or making
crowns,
Dr. W. F. Bisbee Camden. DemonstraDr.
Combination
tion,
Dwight
Fillings,
M. Clapp, Boston, Mass Demonstration, 1
Gold Lniays, Dr. H. A. Baker, Boston,
Mass.
A HANDSOME TALLY-HO.

Vacation

Notes

and

Personal

Items.

The Unlversalists have received an invitation from liev. and Mrs. T. B. Payne
of Boston, formerly of this city, to hold
the annual picnic of the church and
at their cottage at Higgins Beach,
where they are to enjoy a vacation during
the third week in August.
Me. Ira C. Strout has resigned nis position as clerk at the grocery store of A.
A. Morrison, and has entered the employ

parish

of the S. D. Warren paper company.
Messrs. John E. Warren and Joseph A.
Warren with their families are enjoying
vacation at the Jocelyn house,
a brief
Front’s Meek.
The marriage pf Mr. Joseph Fredette
and Miss Marie Connell was solemnized
yesterday morning at 8 o’clock at St.

Hyaeintbe’s Catholic church. The ceremony was performed by Bev. Fr. A. D.
Deeelles, the pastor of the church. Mr.
Alfred. Fredette and M13S Lucy Fredette,
brother and sister of the groom, and Miss
Nora Flannagan of Portland, stood up
Mr. and Mrs.
with the bridal couple.
Fredette left on the 11 o’clock train for a
brief trip in Massachusetts, aud on their
at 58 Valentine
return are to reside
street.
Mrs. G. G. Davi3, formerly of this city,
is the guest of Mrs. Miriam Palmer and
Miss Vina Cole, New Gorham street,
Mrs. Davis is on her way from Foxcroft
to Methuen, Mass., where she makes her
home, and although 85 years of ago, is

making the journey alone.
Mr. George IT. Raymond and wife and
Misses Mary and Fannie Raymond, have
from their two weeks’ visit at
Higgins Beach.
Kev. Samuel F. Pearson, Prohibition
candidate for sheriff, is to open the campaign iu Westbrook with a rally at Odd
Fellows' hall, West End, Thursday evening at 7.30 o'clock.
Mrs. William Lambert, who resides in
the Merrill block, Main street, fell »5aturday and broke her arm.
Mr.
Edgar Turgeon ha gone to Bar
Harbor where he is engaged in painting
on some of the summer cottages at that
returned

The handsome tally-ho which arrived
this city Sunday, was driven about place.
Mr. John A. S. Dana has returned from
the city yesterday and attracted a great
a two
weeks’ vacation spent at South
It is owned by Mr. Paris.
deal of attention,
Henry G. Hilton, son of the late Jmlge
Xavier Duchesne appeared before Judge
Hilton of New York, and formerly head Tolman last
evening on a charge of
of a leading business house of New York drunkenness and disturbance. Duchesne
city. Mr. Hilton is accompanied by his was lined
and costs.
On payment of
wife, Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Gerrish and the line and costs, Duchesne was disson of Bangor, and Mrs. A. C.
Hollins
charged.
of California.
It is stated that the eninCol. E. C. Farnsworth of

Augusta,

FACTS ABOUT FLOUR.
Slade Wlilte

by Leaving Out t!ie Part

Which

Helps

Digest.

Modern methods of milling separate the
parts of the wheat berry that contain the
diastaticf element, and furnish cniythe
white liour made up almost entirety of
starch
One of the principal elements needed
to digest this starch has been left out in
t he process, anti therefore the person who
eats much white bread is almost sure to
have in testinal troubles, for the starch
does not digest properly and must, of
necessity, decay, and cause all sorts of
trouble.

Grape-Nuts food, on the contrary, is
made up of the entire wheat and' barley,
and the processe of digestion as shown in
the human body, are copied as exactly as
possible, in a mechanical way, by the
use of moisture, time and warmth.
No
chemicals or other ingredients are used,
but the simple met heels scientifically ar-

ranged
In this way the starch of the grain is
into grape sugar, and the
Grape-Nuts footl, whicli appears in a
granular form, shows on the outside of
the little granules, glittering specks of
this grape sugar, which is not put onto
the food from the outside, but is a result of the change of the starch into
grape sugar, which works out to tha surface, very much as the sap of the hickory
or maple tree will frequently show in
the shape of white sugar on the sawed-off
ends of logs.
A handful of Grape-Nuts held to the

transformed

light

will show the little glittering particles of grape sugar. It is naturally and

scientifically predigested, therefore the
food agrees with the weakest sort of a
stomach
It must nob be used in large
quantities at one meal, for It la concenthe
trated, and over-feeding of even
choicest food is not advisable.
Being perfectly cooked at the factory,
the food can be served Instantly, either
dry or wet, cold or hot. When wanted
hob, hot water, milk or cream can be
it. There is a definite, distinct and undeniable gain in nervous energy, and vitality whtn Grape-Nuts food
is used

poured

over
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He said that he had received several communications of late from the attorney of
the wheel olub demanding the observance of the law.
The mayor said that he
had referred the matter to the street commissioner who had promised to attend to
placing the boards, but as yet he lias not
done it. The commissioner claims that
the committee on streets should attend
to the matter as they had promised to do
it. It was voted that the mayor be in-

in

Ship

MAINE’S

^

the

Lower Bay.

Jersey

Reserves

on

Board.

structed to have the boards placed by the
street commissioner or such person that
the mayor might designate.

j|

STORE.

I

A Lawn Swirvg

|

Bargain.

-■-•*«*

She Has the New

GREATEST

1
■#'

|

Basement dewill
partment

THE

sell today a lot
of Bretton Pionic Baskets
made of willow with cover
and
strong willow

bale,

sizes, at 25c
and 35c.
The right sort
of baskets to carry
things
back and forth, to and
from your
out-of-town

Among

YVOObl'OKDS.

Officers

Japanese grass baskets,
shape, five sizes,

valise

Well Known Here.

from

spector of rille practice of the National
of Maine, visited the Cleaves
Guard
Rifles at their armory in Westbrook last
evening for the purpose of giving instructo target praction in matters reL^flve
tice, upon request of Capt. Graham and
his officers. Col. Farrington found the
CDinpanv in excellent condition and says
that with
practice the company will
the
make as good a ^record as any in

It is

Thought

Slio Came In

from

After

the severe thunder storm of yesterday afternoon had cleared away a little, the people on the Eastern Promenade
in looking down the bay saw anchored
just off Cow island a large white steamThe sight of
ship with a yellow funnel.
a ship of this size in that place is so
unusual that

nac

put!

UUlIlg

IXTJU1

pvrua

III

Congress street, rear Maine General Hospital.
The members in question
are the tiniest elephants in all the world
and are scarcely as large as an ordinary
pony. They are considered to be the best
trained elephants in all the land.
Prof.
Gentry imported them from India last
winter at an enormous cost.
They are
more valuable than ordinary elephants on
account of their size.
They all possess
superb dispositions and are great friends
of the children, who will all have an oppovt anity of having a ride on them and
getting thoroughly acquainted during the
show’s stay in this city for three days beginning Monday, July 23 at 3.30 and 8 p.
on

Arrived

With

Spend

a

Ills

Few

Family and

Will

Days In Portland.

brought up.

Papers for

the com-

1A
| A

NERVES.

We've

sold

t

In iLuth Portland. July 10, Fanny, wife of
t

these

swings, the two- 5£
people kind, all the spring at $4.50 each,
They have proven so popular that the p
larger, four-people size have suffered
somewhat.
The latter have been
priced all p
along at $7.50 each. To reduce stock on ^
them we shall sell them while
they last at p
$5.50, only a dollar more than the small IP
size.
These are much larger,
stronger, and p
seat four
very comfortably.
They are made !P
of
hardwood, with either red or 3E
entirely

p

green frame.

The

backT~of

adjustable
swing may

any

angle,

to

be removed

desired and

|

and

from

are

1?

the whole

2E

frame if

p

the

seats

the

under the veranda roof,
or inside the house.
At the reduced price
the fifty now on hand should all be- sold

p

this week.

jg

hung

OREN

|

HOOPER’S
SONS.

''■«

toys,

dozen

a

Toys

things, the sort
Jap.
play with.
Also in the Basement, a
lot of grass
Slippers,

''S

babies

sizes for
en.

for

and

men

wom-

New

paper Fans
decorating. New pa-

per Lanterns for tetes
and tor the political cam-

pain.
The Basement will also

today

open

assort-

a new

ment of iron and wooden

fresh from Nurem-

Toys
burg.

MOORE & CO.

OWEN,

p

|
|

Some people work awhard at their enjoy-

fully
-—-

ments—but that

THE FRUGAL HOUSEWIFE

|

is always *
staving to get the best possible results j
*
for the least possible expenditure.
Every frugal housewife ought to use u
“Henkel’s Seal of purity” flour. It is al- ♦

|

£

the

the

Hon. Joseph McKenna, one of the justices of the United States Supreme court,
arrived in this city yesterday noon accompanied by Mrs. McKenna and their

I

and

camp

odd little

IltSA

%
1

Grass

assorted in a box for 25c
the box. Curious, quaint,

as

three daughters.
They are at the Congress Square hotel and will remain in
Portland for a few days.
Mr. Justice MceKnna has
for many
years been one of the leading mfen of the
west.
He served for several years as one
of the members from California in the
Guard can possibly make for
National
National
House
of
Representativ es.
m.
itself.
Speaker Reed appointed him a member
of the leading committee of the House,
MEETING CITY COUNCIL.
TWO OCEAN STEAMERS COME IN. that of Wavs and Means, the chairman of
The adjourned monthly meeting of the
There were two arrivals of steamers in ! this committee being the then Congressman McKinley of Ohio.
It was this comWestbrook city government was held last the
trans-Atlantic
service yesterday mittee which formulated, the
McKinley
evening at the council chamber. Presi- morning.
These were the Hemisphere
tariff bill.
dent Bailey presided. Mayor Horr was and
a
Within
few
weeks after being inauguBrecklield, both of the Thomson., line
in
attendance.
Absent, Aldermen and both from London. Neither had any rated, President McKinley appointed Mr.
as one of the justices of the suMcKenna
Frank, Speirs, Briard, Woodman and cargo but between them eight returning
preme court,
on claims to
The
committee
Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. McKenna enjoyed a carcattlemen were brought.
whom was
referred the claim of Mrs.
Tho launch
for the barge office is ex- riage drive in the suburbs last evening.
.Della Farnsworth for personal injuries
pected to arrive within a few days from
GIVES WAY TO PORTLAND.
received
on account of a defect in the
Collector Moses rePortsmouth, N. H.
Secretary, Dr. Chas’ H. Leighton, of
sidewalk at Cumberland Mills, asked for ceived notice
yesterday that it had beeu the Maine State Firemen’s
muster associinstructions in regard to the case. It was transferred from the
navy department to ate who resides in
Vi 63tbrook, but for the
voted that the committos with the city the
This launch
treasury department.
past few weeks has been at his summer
should [appoint a hearing at will be a decided
solicitor
improvement over the home in Freeport, was in this city last
best row boat which the
such time and place as they deem
have evening and announced officially for the
barge officers
for the purpose of giving the case deeper used for
association that it had been decided by
many years.
the officers and executive committee to
consideration.
“We shall hold a meeting Wednesday postpone the muster and
meeting that
from the board of
A communication
evening,” said a leading member of the was to have been held at Gardiner this
assessors of taxes announced that they
and
to
the
Old
Home
give way
Portland Yacht club yesterday. “At this year
could run their department with $500 for
Week association of Portland
and
its
the
meeting action will be taken upon
plans for a muster in this city.
a $1,000,
a 1 atement on taxes instead of
of Commodore Cummings.
With such a resignation
as recently appropriated.
Other important business is alsg. likely to
A QUESTION ANSWERED.
of the approbation the city
reduction
come up,”
There seems to
be some doubt in the
would in the opinion of the assessors be
The only arrival of llsh yesterday was minds of
many people at what age pupils
able to lix the tax rate at $19.50 on the
the Fannie Hayden with 30,000 pounds.
may enter Westbrook seminary. The fact
thousand instead of $20, as previously
It
was [another
low ^water
for is, Students attend who are from twelve
planned. The aldermen reconsidered the mackerel
arrivals, only a very small lot to thirty years old; the younger pupils
appropriation bill and amended it by
being brought In.
are given special training in the elementas
the
recomappropriation
reducting
The bark Edmund Phlnneyhas finished
ary studies and prepared to tako up the
mended.
loading and will set sail within a few advance courses. As the classes are small
It was voted that the mayor and city
days for South America.
much individual attention is given and
solicitor be empowered to settle the suit
The yacht
Adriana arrived from the
rapid progress is possible.
the
Westbrook
Manufacturing westward in the
against
morning and the revenue
company for unpaid tuxo3 on such terms
MARR AGES.
cutter Woodbury, alter being out on a
as may be deemed for the best interests
cruise for several days, got in during the
In this city. July 1G, by Rev. A. H. Wright.
for the city.
afternoon.
Albert A. Austin amt Miss Hattie M. Leavitt,
An order was introduced directing the
The steamer Cumberland arrived from both of I'oi'ilaud.
In Denuysviile, July 4, Jesse B, Crane and
committee on public grounds and bu ildBoston at a few minutes past four o'clock Miss Edna Cl. Foss, both of Wliitiner.
ings to lease rooms in the Odd Fellows’ in the
In Norway, July 3. Fairfield Lewis and Mi3s
afternoon, bringing another very
block for a term of years for use as city
Mary Lord, both of South Farts.
number
of
in
large
passengers.
Atkinson, duly 4, Carroll C. Blake of Dover
oilices.
and Miss Stella B. Trefethen of Abbot; 7th,
Harry L. Smith of Atkinson and Miss Alice CL
No further busiuess, the aldermen adCi oss of Orneviile.
journed.
In Windhnni, .Itilv 3, William J. Ranney and
Miss Etli-l M, Fre man.
MUNICIPAL ORDERS.
in Fast Dixfleld, July 5, Guy H. Virgin and
Miss Fannie C. Waite, noth of Canton.
A meeting of the municipal officers was
In Brut ton, July 8, Kov. a. H. William and
held after the adjournment of the counMiss tlattie E. Farwell, both of Denmark.
cil. Mayor Horr presided.
The question of the commitment of an
TONIC FOR
AND
DEAT HS».
insane person to the asylum at Augusta,
SURE FEMALE REMEDY
was

ese

MOIUIILLS.

BLOOD

baskets.

children, a
hundred boxes of Japan-

j

I

glove

ror

si tie,and her general appearance was that
of a man-i:’-war.
Washington avenue, Oceanvale.
Many were the guesses
luio.
xx,
v,
iv*
muuci rv
which were made as to what ship this
but the PRESS ascertained
street, has returned from Long Island, could be,
where for several days last week she was last night
that
she
is the U. S. S.
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Sawyer Prairie with 300 New Jersey naval reat Dorothy cottage.
serves on board.
The adjourned meeting of the WoodThe Prairie sailed on Thursday of last
fords Universalist
parish is to be held week from Jersey City on the annual
this evening at 7.80 o’clock in Lewis hall cruise with the Jersey naval reserves.
to listen to a report of the building comShe has been at sea since that time and
mittee,who are to present working plans has dropped into the lower bay tor a day
for the erection of the
proposed new ! or two for target practice. The cruise of
A full attendance is de- the Jersey men will end on Thursday:
church edifice.
sired as other matters of
importance in morning of this week when they will be
connection with the building proposition, all landed at Jersey City again.
are to te brought up for consideration. fc
What makes the visit of the Prairie
to this bay particularly interesting to
Portland people is the fact that the officer
who
commands
the Jersey reserves is
well known here by many people.
He is
Mr. Albert Stevens and son, Albert P.
Capt. James B. Potter, who served durSteven3
of Boston, formerly residents
ing the war on the U S. S. Montauk as
here, are on a brief visit to relatives and lieutenant and
Since
navigating officer.
friends.
that time Lieut. Potter has been proMr. Guy E. Hill, manager of the Deermoted in the Jersey Naval
Reserve sering Drug company, with his wife, are to i vice and is
today its commanding office.-,
enjoy a two weeks’ vacation at Naples, i With him is another officer who is well
having left for that place yesterday known here. That is Lieutenant Cornmorning.
man ier Albert BeUnger, who also served
Prof. John C. Hull, wife and two
on the U. S. S. Vontauk as a lieutenant.
children of Adams, Mass., are visiting
With them are many other officers and
Prof. Hull’s mother, Hartley avenue,
men who saw so much of Portland durDeering Centre.
ing th3 Spanish war when attached to the
Montauk.
TIIE SMALLEST THUNKS.
It is probable that the Prairie will not
remain at anchor in the lower bay much
Hirer Seen Will
I ■
Soon
Be
This
She was some
beyond this afternoon.
five miles and a half from Portland last
City.
evening and no boats came ashore from !
Probably the smallest practical trunks her as far as could be learned. It is
ever carried are the property of the drove doubtful
if any boats land from her toof
baby elephants members of Prof day.
Gentry’s "Famous Dog and Pony Show,
which will exhibit under canvas in this JUSTICE M’KEMA IN TOWN.

Iperuna
SIMMER CATARRH

baskets,

cottage dining table.

soon as she was sighted
many glasses were trained upon her. It
was then seen that four long three-inch

their friends

c>f

German

work

mats for the

upon this occasion.
Mrs, Page of New York is the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Pancoast at their home, 891

city

little

candy
baskets, handkerchief and

Target Practice.

his duties yesterday.
illness, returned
Mr. Charles Frank who resides at the
corner of Washington and Ocean avenues,
was with his newly made bride,
given a
rousing serenade last. Friday evening at
his home. The company were royally
entertained during the evening, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank serving refreshments. Mr.
and Mrs. Frank
were the recipients of

stock

new

dainty

Tor

to

presents

48c.

Entire

Nathan Burnham, a travelling
man, residing at Woodfords, returned to
his
home
yesterday
morning from
Bartlett, N. H where, as the result of a
runaway, he had a bone in the left hand
broken early yesterday morning.
Mr. Fred B. Estes,the Woodfords grocer,
who has been confined to the house by

numerous

two

cottage in.

Them

Mr.

in

This morning the
tire outfit cost fuOOO.
party will start for Bangor and will
then go into the wools in Aroostook
The return will be made by
county.
easy drives through this state, Vermont
and New York.

XKW

THE PRAIRIE.

satisfactory plan at the end of a month
to commit the person to the asylum.
Mayor liorr brought up the mutter of
guide boards as required by state law.

Campaign Thursday.

MAINE DENTISTS.
‘Tltclr Auuual

._ja

mitment were drawn up, but it was decided aftar some discussion to commit the
the care of the keeper of the
person to
almshouse and it this did not prove a

WESTBROOK.

ways reliable; It never makes mistakes.
You always know just how everything
made from it will turn out.
Your grocer has it.

J

COMMERCIAL MILLING CO.,

*

NOTE.—Oilier Commercial Mills products
“Henkel’s lioyal Star Pastry Flour,”
(Highest tirade);) “Henkel’s Fancy Straight
Flour,” “Henkel’s Whole Wheat Flour.” Each
brand the best iu its class on the market. Ask

a
a

$

®

J

Detroit. Mich.

^

are:

a

4
a

your grocer about them.

I CLARION

I
|ij

Are

all

make their
and
as well as in

we can to

suits

comfortable

easy, ip

use

price.

Flapnel Suits, $7.63,
$8.48 and $9.89.
Bicycle or Golf Trousers,
$1.98 to $3.38.
Duck Trousers, 98c.
Flappel Trousers, $2.89
apd $3.38.
Skeleton lined Coats, for
outing or office wear, 75c
to $5.00.

mTlOW & CO.,

FRANK

Cooking Ranges

tbeir

is

affair—We are not
We simply do
criticisipg.
own

Men's

Outfitters,

Monument Square.
jyi7dit

thoroughly reliable—war-

ranted

to give right results.
They have more valuable ^
improvements than any
other line; are made of

the best material obtainame; ana

are

GET THEM FRESH.

most econom-

ical in the use of fuel, because of the
perfect manner]
in which they are put together. If
your dealer does
have them, take no substitute, but write to

Don’t

the]

put up

Stuff that’s

a

with

misnomer.

Green
Shun

peas and withered beans.
You don’t have to take them.

dry

WOOD A BISHOP CO.. Bangor,
Allen A.
9 clays.

Health

Fettengill, aged 48 years, 10 months,

?

Here

services Tuesday at 2.30 p. m. at
the Peoples M. E. Church. Prayers at the house,
20 Preble street, at 2 p. m.
In Falmouth. July 3 6. Edith L. Cook, daughter
of L. II. aud C. J. Cook, aged 18 years, 31 mos.,
16 days.

Assurance

table

1

Jlylleodlm

really fresh,
that

we

to do with.

Vegehave

There’s

color and the coolabout Our Vege-

ing crispness
tables that
tite.

If

arouses

you

the

can’t

appecome,

telephone your order,

Thompson, Dentist, O.

Y. IV!. C. A. Building.

right

the

We have latelv added to our equipment a
Formalin sterilizer, also a duplicate set of
operating Instruments. In the future all Instruments will be thoroughly sterilized and
made intiseptically clean afler each and every
operation.
The benefits to the patient of tills method
cannot be overestimated, as it absolutely prevents the transmission of disease from one
patient to another.

Dr?

kingdom

anything

DENTISTRY.

j

they’re

like all the rest of the

IN

[Funeral

[Funeral Thursday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
In Bath, July 3 2, James F. Maulon, aged
46 years.
In Cauaa ■. July 8, Mrs. Nathan Hussey, aged
95 years; Mrs. Aaron Drew, aged 64 years.
In Bangor, .Jjtity 4. Mrs. Philander li. Austin
of North Ellsvfrorth, aged 73 years.
In Bucksport, July 4. Mrs. Kate A. Clay, aged
25 ye rs.
In Bar Harbor, July 6. Edward W. Ells, aged
23 years.
In Bi ooklin, July 6, Mrs. Mar.ha A. Freethy.
sged 54 years.

M ilfi

C.

Elwell,

794-796 Congress Street.
July 17- It
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MISCEfJLAWBdrfyd.

v
"When
Into an

a

SOUTH F0RTLAS1).

POINTING THE WAY.
brave admiral in war time goes

’s harbor he knows that
the life of every
man in the fleet

Death of Mrs. Pettengill

depends

upo®
his skill and
It is
courage.
a

tremendous

Yesterday.

re-

sponsibility ; a n d
yet he cannot feel it
any more deeply and
truly than a conscien-

Bicycle

Rider Got

Tan-

Mr.

“You have my many heart-felt thanks for
your kindly advice to me in my sickness,” writes
Mrs. Claus Nelson, of Pico Heights, I.os Angeles, Cal., Boxrtr, in a cordial letter to Dr. R. V.
Pierce, of Buffalo, N. Y, “Also for your book
which I received two years ago, and which I
could not do without.
It is all the Doctor I
I had female trouble
have had since I got it.
and Dr. Pierce’s Kavoiflte Prescription, together
with the advice given in his book, cured me of
five years’ sickness.
I thought my days would
not be long, but vour kindness and medicine
would not let me "die/’

Lamb’s Neat Residence Just
Finished.

Wanted—

Police

Various Items of Interest.

For more than thirty years Dr. Pierce
has occupied a grand and most unique
position for benefiting his fellow beings :
As chief consulting physician of the
great Invalids’ Hotel and Surgical Institute, of Buffalo. Almost countless thousands have sought his seiwices and advice both in person and by letter.
“He is one of the best men in the
world,’’ said the late President Garfield,
and he is at the head of one of the best
medical institutions in the world.”
Dr.

Mrs. Helen Pettengill the wife of the
well known employe of the People’s Ferry
company, died at her home on Preble
street, alter a somewhat protracted illness,
yesterday morning. She was a
member of the People’s M, E. church,
the Golden Cross and Pythian Sisterhood.
Besides her husband she is survived by
two daughters.

Pierce’s great thousand-page illustrated
Common Sense Medical Adviser
is sent
free for 21 one-cent stamps to pay the
bai-e cost of mailing, or for handsome
cloth-bound copy, 31 stamps. He makes
no charge for consultation by mail; he
only-requests that sufferers will state
theiw cases to him fully, freely, and in
perfect confidence. Address Dr? R. V.
Pierce, 663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

A NEAT

RESIDENCE.

The residence which has just been comJames
pleted on Pine street for Mr.
Lamb, is quite an acquisition to the
pretty, well shaped houses which line this
thoroughfare. Andrew Cooper of South
X VJJL LJ.O.JXVJ.

LI1C

UUiiUOl

OllVl

LUO

ilUUPC

is one and a half story high, with ell, its
dimensions being in the main 22x25 feet
The rooms, seven in number, are finished
in hard wood, and are equipped with all
modern improvements along the line
plumbing, lights, etc.

of

A BAD TANGLE.
A young man riding a biccyle got badnear
ly tangled up, Sunday afternoon,
the Cape Cottage grounds, in front of

Armstrong’s store. He collided with a
carriage,
breaking his handle bars,
smashing the wheel, and got so wedged
in that it was no little difficulty to separate bicycle and carriage. The rider fell
to the ground and escaped without serious personal injuries, though the wheel
was a sad-looking wreck
ADDITIONAL
In view of the

POLICE.

likelihood

that

many

“gentlemen of the road” may take it
into their heads to profit, if may be, by
the opportunities offered by Old Home
Week, it has been suggested by several
business men that the city authorities
would do well to increase the
over here during that week.

lias lived 50
or'more years, the machinery of the
body is pretty well worn out. Stop a
minute and think how many miles you
have walked in all those years—how
many thousands of pounds you have
lifted—how many hours you have stood
on your feet—how
many times your
joints have moved back and forth—bow
many times you have overdone things in
work and in pleasure.
Do you wonder
that you have pains and aches? Isn’t it
about time you did something for your
poor body? Get a bottle of Omega Oil
at once, and rub it into every spot on
your neck, shoulders, arms, back, hips,
legs, knees, and feet where there is an
ache. Rub it in good and hard, and the
first thing you know you’ll feel at least
ten years younger.
7^1
a man

or

woman

Dr. Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had asinglo
failure. The longestand most obstinate cases
are relieved in 3 days without fail.
No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence and the most complete satisfaction
guaranteediu every instance. I relievehtindreds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
further particulars.
All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a private or delicate nature. Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. K. M. TOLMAN CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
THE FIREMEN’S MUSTER.

!

police

force

A. Y. Skinner Is temporarily employed
on the ferry boat Elizabeth City during
the absence of Allen Pettengill.
There is a rumor that the government
officers will allow the men now' at work
on the fortifications one holiday during
the celebration of Old Dome Week.
A number of the men engaged in work
at Great Diamond island will spend next
Sunday in Boston, going there on Saturday’s boat.
Edward Gordon, the son of N. E. Gordon, has just returned home from a
month’s visit in the eastern part of the
State.
The three masted schooner John Rose
was on the marine railway yesterday.
Mr
Warren Merryman will w ork at
the Co-operative store while the
several
cler ks enjoy their usual vacations.
1 Mr. Vincent, manager of the Co-operative store, left for Long island yesterday
where he will spend a fortnight.
The Social ciub will take a two weeks’
outing at the cottage of the Merrimans
and Spears, at Higgins’ Beach, and will
l ave for this popular
resort the early

part of next week.
Master

Ernest
Dresser
Russell
Knightville is spending two weeks

Bi'ooklyn,

N.

of
in

X.

SUNSHINE CLUB

OUTING.

members of the sunshine Club of 1
Knightville had their first outing at
Delano Park.
Friday. The day was enwhile at 1
joyably passed with games,
o’clock they sat down to a shore dinner
prepared by the club steward, Mr. H. C
The
Woodside.
members
following
The

Chief Eldridge of the lire
department
who is the chairman of the special com- were present: President, Albert Barker;
mittee on the firemen’s muster, says that V. P., John McLaughlin; M. of C., Jack
the prospect is that the affairs will be a Laughlin; M. C., Everett Ward; M. C.,
Fi’ank Iioehe; Chef, H. C.
Woodside.
He
has
grand success.
already heard
the abfrom many engine companies which de- Letters of regret were read from
sent ones.
sire to come to Portland to
try for the
BITTEN BY A DOG.
liberal prizes which have been offered by
the city.
A little girl named
Among other machines which
Wayne was badly
intend to come to Portland are engines bitten by a large Newfoundland
dog at
from Bidcteford and Saco, from Berlin, Knigthville
Saturday. The dog knocked
New
and from
Rhode her down and bit her face severely. Dr,
Hampshire
j
Island.
Kennebunk
will also send an Rogers attended the case.
engine to Portland to try for the prize so
PLEASANTDALE.
it is said.
The Boston and Maine railMr. Joseph Hasty and daughter, Miss
road has informed the firemen that it will
Fannie, of Detroit, Mich., ai’e guests at
charge them for the transportation of the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Libby,
their apparatus to this city.
If this is Brown street.
Mrs. Nathan Cleveland has gone to
done it will knock the firemen’s muster
Bucktleld for a brief visit before returnplans sky high as far as engine companies ing to her home in Boston.
out side of Maine are concerned.
Rev. E. O
The
Thayer, D
D., occupied
firemen usually pay their own transpor- the pulpit at Elm street church. A deleof
the
Local
Union
was present at
tation but the railroads have always car- gation
the evening service
ried their apparatus free of cost.
This is
The Elm street church picnic will go
what the Maine Central will do and it
is hoped that the Boston and Maine will
do the same thing. If the railroad does
not take this course they will prevent the
fire companies in
Massachusetts, New
No waste of time or materials, for with
a small quantity of
extract, remnants
Hampshire and Western Maine from comwhich by themselves would be insipid
and useless can be made into a delicate
ing to Portland to compete for the
An effort is being made to have
prizes.
soup, or savory dish.
the railroad grant the same terms for tire
men’ < apparatus that’the Maine Central
load has granted.
M

No Waste in the Kitchen

SPLIT HOUSE OPEN.
West
Ches er, N. S., July 16.—The
house of Robert McDonald was split open
from eaves to ground by lightning Saturd y night.
The building
is a perfect
Wreck, but beyond being dazed by the
Bhock of the electrical bolt, not one member of the family of four was affected,

^

LIEBI

COMPANY’S EXTRACT
OF BEEF for
IMPROVED AND ECONOMIC COOKERY
■MVIMMIMMHBnwnMMMHHIHiM

The Great

1

Bemis, July 10.—Is it the skull of

grounds.

morning.

MISCELLANEOUS.

oppoilt’teOity Hall, only $1000 down, balance

rjtO

Congregational

Sunday

exchange with the pastor of that church.
Work is progressing finely
at
North
Gorham. The dam is to be 250 feet long.
Mr. Colley and others of Portland are repairing the boiler.
A large barn belonging to Mrs. Henry
Carles of this town, was burned at 1.30
o’clock Friday night.
The ba-n was
nearly empty, haying for this season havThe cause of
ing not been fairly begun,
the fire is unknown.
Mr. and Mrs, Sweetser,

Main
street,
few days at their cottage,
Falmouth Foreside.
Mr. Charles Sampson has left for Old
Orchard where he has accepted a position
at the Atlantic house.
It is with regret that we learn that Air.
W. W. Woodman, who is at the present
time superintendent of schools, and has
been the past eleven years the faithful
a

popular principal of the Gorham
High school, has resigned to accept a po-

and

sition much more lucrative.
Principal
Woodman leaves for Peabody, Mass., next
month where he has accepted a position
as principal of the Peabody High school.
The school committee
will lind it very
hard to fill his place.
Mr. and Mrs, A. M. Jones, Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Shaw left Sunday afternoon
for their homes in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Band and son
Ernest were yesterday the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Cyrus Abbott.
Miss Flora Plummer gave a very enjoyable party to a few of her friends
last

Friday evening.

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Wyer of Westbrook
spent Sunday “with Mrs. Olive
Bidlon,
State street.
Mr. Hiram
Woodman of Portland,
spent Sunday in Gorham.
Mr. George
Wentworth of Portland
was in Gorham yesterday on business.
LAW COURT CONVENES

TODAY.

The Law court convenes in Portland toTwo of
day for its regular July session.
the judges, Savage and Powers, will be
absent for the first part of the session.
There are a great many important cases
on the
fp be heard this town.j

rooms

neat

TO LOAN—On first and second
mortgages on real estate, life Insurance
policies, household goods or any good colat short
Notes discounted
lateral security.
notice.
AV. P. CAltR, Boom 4, Oxford BuildJlyl2d4w
ing.

MONEY

’Ll
*”

of real estate who desire a loan to complete their purchase, or owners having mortgages past due or maturing, can obtain liberal
mans at a low rale of interest by
applying at
the real estate office of FRED’iv b. VAILL,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
je2l-lm

IVATCll RRPA1RING, and all kinds of fine
jewelry work is my specially, and my 20
years’ experience with \V. F. T odd is a guarantee of best work at reasonable prices.
11 your
watch or c.ock netds cleaning or repairing,
to
me
and
I
them
will
them
in
iivstbring
put
class condition.
GEORGE \V. BARBOUR, 388
HalL
20
tf
Congress Sr., opposite City
^
VTUBWILLBUY household good a or store
T T
fixtures of any description, or will re-

WE TEST EYES
Free of charge.
Wc have the largest stock of
Eye Glasses and Spectacles in the city. Solid
Aluminum
Gold, Gold Filled,
and Nickle
Frames.
We guarantee a perfect fit.
Our
prices are the lowest, our glasses the best.

ceive the 3ame at our auction
for
room#
•ale on commission.
GOSS
& WILSON*
Auctioneers, 154 Middle street, corner Silver
street.
fets-tf

McKENNEY THE OPTICIAN, Monument
au2Cdtf
Square.
LET—Two furnished cottages to let a'
rpo
-f
Modockwando Landing.
inquire WM
GRIFFIN. Falmouth Foreside. Me.
2>-3
ritO LET—First class rent of eight rooms at
A
223 High St.
Price $25.
Inquire of GEO.
C. HOPKINS, 83 1-2 Exchange St,
jeidtf
RENT—House No. G3 Gray street. Niue
rooms beside hails, bath and s:ore rooms ;
hot ana cold water, set tubs, furnace heat; with
good yard room. All in first class order. Enquire at 44 DEER1NG ST., morning, r.onu or
night
22 if

TO LOAN on first and second mortestate; also on stocks,
gages on real
bonds or any oilier good collateral securities.
Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 l-'i Exchange
St.
jel'J-4

MONEY

__

___

S. DeLong.
contractor
and
TVTOT1CE-C.
If builder; Jobbing promptly attended to;
estimates given;
houses for sa c and to let;
mortgages negotiated, also care of proputy.
Call or
Carpenter’s shop 204 Federal St.
write 80 EXCHANGE ST. Office hours 9-11 a.
m. and from 1-6 p. m.
Telephone 434 2.

FOR

marCldtf

ICE—Goss
T^OT
Jlt

SITUATIONS.

Bllvsr

%Ir ANTED—Drug e’erk, six ye?rs experience.
prescription and manufacturing, wishes
permanent
French
and
position,
speaks
Engl sh, obliging and not afraid of work. H.
13 1
BLAIR, 9 Brook St., Watervllle, Me.

office,
live in Portland.
this office.

Address FRANK, I McKENNEY THE JEWELER Monument
Sq uare.jan26d tf
11-1

signing five years ago

on account of ill
He continued his law practice up
to within a short time and it might indeed be said that he died in the harness.
Mr. Weld’s wife died about three years
ago. He has one daughter living, Mrs.
George Ed. Smith of Everett, Mass.,
whose husband is one of Massachusetts’
brightest young attorneys, having been
president of the Massachusetts Senate a
number of terms
Mr. Weld was one of the oldest members of the Buxton lodge of Masens and
has always taken a leading part in the
His funeral will be held at his
same.
late home, Wednesday at two o’clock p.

health.

m.

fAi-datw

fichlnA

h

LOST AND

FOUND.

ND—A pair of eye glasses. IFindor can
have same by calling at this office and

paying lor this advertisement.
¥ OST—Party who
louud ladies'

14-1

umbrella

earing initial I. A. M. on bundle. left on
the steamer Eldorado, will klndlv leave it at
1

SALK—Iu East Doering, two story frame
1' suithouse,
admirably snautjed and Ithorough-

ly built for

owno 'a use; entire first story hit*
except one room; large lot with
bo
can
bought at a largo reduetton
able;
from erst cost if applied for stou.
BENJAMIN SHAW & Cu.
11-1

floor#

oak

s

171011

SALE—The only

avauaDie

tot or land

tho Western Promenade, located bethe residences of Messers. Cartland and
Conley. Also a first-class furnished cottage,
Wjiiard Beach.
stable and land at
Appiy
No. 394 Fore street.
31-tf
to TRUE BROS
on

tween

SALE—House and cottage lots for sale
at Wblard Boaoh.
Cnoice loeatirn. line
view of the ocean.
Kyr te rns ami particulars
inquire of H. E. WILLaRD. 7 Reach street,

FOB

Willard, Me.

Jlyl2d!m

RAILROAD

WATCHES.

;

The kind that will pass Inspection. We carry
the largest stock of R. R. Watches; iust tho
right kind at the lowest prices, aim we will
give you time to pay for them.
McKENNEY,
THE JEWELER. Monument Sq.
feb24dtf

Jewelry
In Our

:

repairing

Factory On the Premises,

We mare this a principal In our business.
We take the utmost pains to execute your
properly, whether that bo for a Diamond
Setting or the cheapest repair Job.
MoKENNEY, the Jeweler, Monument Square.
Jnn23dtf
order

SALE—Home lots from *100 and upwards.
Lots only short distance from tue
High school and electrics at Doering Center.
No better sun be found; the primary and giammar schools are near.
J. B. BRYANT, 2.7

FOR

Sieveus Ave.

2-2

SALE—Sloop Georcio: center-board, 4M»
feet oraught, 3i feet lou r, in good condition. full set «f good sails, all iron ballast with
Iron keel.
Wilt be sold cneap.
Inquire WM.
26-3
GRIFFIN, Falmouth Foreside, Me.

FOR

SALE—Queen Anne cottage on Brackett
street, 21 rooms, bith, lurnaee. ex ra
closet*, in excellent order, convenient and
sunny, good yar < atm fruit trees,very deshab e,
no teasouabie offer
refused.
GEO. F. J UNKINS. 270 Middle street, near
.Monument

I^OR

square.

14-1

Real

SALE—House with 11 rooms and
T?ORtwo
of land filled with fruit

about
acres
trees.
Also house lots adjoining, in Fast Deertng. at a
bat gain by GF.O. W. A I >A MH, 10ft Exchange
St.
Executor of tho estate of the late Benjaman
Adams.
3 tf

Great
Chebeague Ishnd,
house, 12 acres land, fifteen fruit trees, few
\ minutes walk from Littlefields
lauding, will be
OST—Brown
leather
book
between
sold cheap.
|
pocket
Enquire 288 COMMERCIAL ST~
XJ
Waveriy street and the Deerlng Electric Portland, Maine.
mysdt!
bight staiion, or on Irving street, crossing the
Maine Central iracks; contained
SALE—A fine cash business In live man$:, and an
opal ring. Finder please return to MISS SUSIE
ufacturing town, all fresh goods and the
PLYMPTON, 80 Irving stteet, Woodford*. 12- kind that don’t go out of stvie, no competition.
This is a tine opportunity fur one or two live
men.
Price twenty-five hundred dollars.
W,
XV ANTED.
M. STAPLES, Hrulgton. Mo.
31-4

Viliv/P V

not

w

1

o A

r, a

m l>UA

tU.

Ej'ORSALR—On

1j*OR

You will make no mistake to
inve-tpgate the
and the pr.ces will beri.ht.
Auulv to
MRS. 11. E. ALLEN. West Poland. Me.
14-t

place

A

Summer Hoard at “Highland Farm.”
Fort Hill Read. High location, tine view, new
house, large rooms, pure water, fresh berries,

WANTED

AT

kitchen foreman.

Apply

w.

yegetab

tis, eggs and nPIk, 2 miles from R. R.
Station at Gorham.
For further particulars
address MRS. MELVILLE JOHNSON,
Gor*

\VANTED—Summer

ADDRESS.

1A67.__11-1

goodhoaltb.be-)

Me.__jlyii-4

boarders at Highland
TT
Jer-ey Stock Farm; fine mountain scenery, beautiful walks and drives; plenty of fresh
eggs and rich cream; local and long distance
telephone; livery, large piazza, piano, etc.
W.
W. & F. B. PIKE, Cornish, Me.
C2

130R

nWANTED—Fancy

ing, mountain climbing, golf, vegetables, berries, milk, cream, eggs and poultry fresb from
the farm.
Address 0. E. CO.-B. East Parsonfifld,
43UN8ET
COTTAGE—Boarders
wanted;
aduits prefVrre 1; goon liome cooking; sea
food, bathing, fishing, sailing, etc., etc.; pleasant location; near steamboat
landing; quiet
place; price reasonable. Address J. P. COLE.
Chebeague Island, Me.
11-1
ANTED— At Elm Cottage, West Poland-,
\\7
»»
Me., good board at reasonable rates.

ham,_Me._Jly7d3

iTtOP.

UEFiNED

J

w

1AOK

estate for sale at south
BOUTt.AND—There never was a time
when such trades Could be bought in South
FE51ALK HELP WASTED.
Portland real estate as at present
Will sell
houses with good lots in good
Forty words Insert'd under this Head with most modern Improvements neighborhoods
at (price* far
osic week for 33 crista, casts In odviine*.
below anything ever offered before. House.Hlgh
street. *1200; nouse. Shawm ut street, $1000
Front street. *1000; house, Parker Lane
£
Protestant woman not over forty- house.lot
of land, Broadway, *to«; lot at Cash’s
live, to take charge of oaby; must be ftt/t;
Corner. 100x400 it., *150.
1 also have some of J
and
healthy, quiet, obliging
gentle in disposi- the most desirable building tots at south Port- 4k
tion; a pleasant home to one who can bring
land, the prices ranging from *100 to *200. all In
references as to above quaUtications.
Apply at best part of village where property is imnrov- -1
14 1
mjllGH ST.
lug tn value each year.
Any porsou wishing to
troners, Kiarchers
and b jy a building lot can pay one dollar per week
This is a rare opportunity for one
mantle girls.
Apply at GLOBE STEAM If desired.
LAUNDRY. 26 to 36 Temple street.
wishing to secure a lot ihnt will Increase In
jyl4-tf
value each year.
The undersigned w ill, if de4 PROTESTANT woman in
sired. give the names of parties who have withtween 25 and 40 years old. to take
entire! in the last dozen years made from one to two
charge of a year oi l cnild; a |woman wlio will hundred dollars In one year on lo;s that cost but
epprecia ea good hnine.
Apply at 196 HIGH little above one hundred dollars.
The public
ST., in day time only,
11-l
must remember that tn buying lots at South
WANTED—A dress maker. MISS LA]>L>768 Portland It is not like going out of town where
some speculator
TT
has bought up a farm and
Sprues St.
ll-l
divided the same Into budding lots at a point
■BiTANTED—Th a hand laundry one girl to removed from stores, post office, church, neigh’*
help, wash and starch. 1 fancy ironer. at bors, sidewalk, sewers and many other
privionce at the Domestic Hand
Laundry, Boothbav leges that ate enjoyed by a resident at 8outh
Harbor, Mo.
3-2
For plans, etc., call on F- H. HARPortland.
^
FORD, 31 Vi Exchange stioet.
marl-t-tf

UUMMER BOARDERS at Ossipee Farms on
Ossipee Hill, near# t.40> feet above the sea
level, dry, cool air, pure spring water and all
Hie comforts of a farm horn-. 30 miles from
Portland. Address OSSIPEE HOUSE, Waterboro Ctr., Me.
16-1
VORTH WINDHAM, ME.. Lake house no w
-a
for
ihe
season
of 1900. quiet location,
open
supplied with unexcelled mineral water, good
bass and salmon fishing, very desirable rooms,
rates reasonable, correspondence solicited.
L.
8. FREEMAN. Prop.
jelkdsw
\1TANTED—Summer boarders. In a
quiet
»»
country home, nice walks and drives,
location high, sceuery liue, piazzas, shade,
goo rooms, good table, spring water, i t-2
miles trom sebago 1 ake.
For further particulars address MRS. JaMES S. LITTLEFIELD
hebago Lake, Me._
jel 8d4w
XI APLE CREST—Well equipped hotel,
twentylive large rooim wiihclosets.
Hair mattresses and springs, bath and livery.
Extern
uni1

REPAWNS.

specialty

;

caslt^i

FrOVPR

St._

We make a
of Watcn Repairing.
We do your work In the best possible manner,
and guarantee every job.
We are prompt ami
always have a job done when promised.

VVOCDBAWN House and Farm, Fryebtirg
Ce iter, Me., always cool and breezy, near
Saco river, beautiful walks and drives, large
shady lawns, piazza on all side* of house, table
guarlfntded satisfactory. Write for circular
and terms. H. E. WALKER.
IT-1

MiVA

to

& Wilson,
auctioneers, re164 to 160 Middle St., corner n>
dtf

WATCH

Forty words Inserted under tills head
week for ;45 cents,
advance,

one

moved

l

BALK—Lodging House containing 12 fur1
ulslied rooms, located on Alyrtl* street,
nearihu City Hall; good retSOJMior sell ng.
Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42*,X Exchange
111
Ht__
SALE—Elegant site lor seas hot* cot
■:
Foreside
oonta’n
ng 15
tages at Falmouth
acre*, all of which command* extensive ocean
fee
60u
on
on
shore,
road,
views, 760 feet trout
where eleotjies pass. 4 miles from Portland,
\V.If, WALOron a- CO., tao Middle at n 1
|?Uli SALK—J u Gorham village. on anleasatit
Astreet, near excellent school* aud churches,
a cottage;
nine rooms; go -d repair; fGhafo;
furnace In cellar; barn mi premises; largo Kt;
convenient tr*m< for PortUud allow rates.
JI-1
P»KNJaM1N SHAAVI& tO.
j
BALE—A fine O. B. sloop yacht in first
I clast Munition; is welt found and finely
built; lias leau keel. Address SLOOP. Box

NEGOTIATED—Purchasers

ORTGAGES

_12

SALE—Magnificent

ITiOIt

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS,

Ke.lxJT.

street.

cottage 1 >ts and
Para, (Cliff Cotnew cottages at Ottawa
clectri?
on
line, near Cap*
Cape
tage Property)
Casino. Homo of the advantage! are
good
ear
excclleut
service, Sebago water,
streets,
electric lights, line bench, up to dale restaurant on the grounds, only desirable parties no
cheap cottage*, everj thing strictly first class.
Pr<ces and plans at our othce. DA l/TON &CO.,
63 Exchange street. _)lyl2dAw

Odd 'Fellows. Masonic, Knights of Columbus.
Knights of Golden Kag e,4 Golden Cross end
all oilier Secret Order Pins and Charms. We
make a specialty of these goods and always
h tve a stock on hand.
M’KENNEY THE
mat 13dtf
JEWELER, Mouumeut Square.

jyl0-2w_51

to

Kxcliaitja

ItllESSMAKING—In all branches; ladles'
and misses’Jackets and tailor suits; open
MBS. McLELLAN, 16
through the summer.
in
spruce sr.

Sloie Mo. 235 Middle St,
Fine
situation for grocery store; oAtias
$u<
li
for
picd
forty years by
and reOeorge C. Sliaiv &
Has
cently vacated by tbem.
large show window.
BEMJAMI'M SHAW & CO.
1-2 Exchange St.

like

13-1

Congiess and Free.

ROOMs

a store to write, or
for I think I would

TN-

or

recently occupied by Ting Lee laundry, 110 Congress Sr. Houses furnished or
unfurnished.
One at South Port'and. Four
furnished for light housekeeping. Furnished
house for board of two per-ions. Cart, hay
rack, rake, tedder and cypress wagon for* sale
9-2
cheap. S. L. CAKLETON, 118 Congress.

in

particulars.

mar

12-1

ANTED— A situation
\\7
T*
in insurance

lor

ESTEY, »3 Woodford r:r.. "Woodford's. )lyrO-3
EMOVAL-lir. S. K. Sylvester has moved
hi* office to No. 10 Ilrown St., between

.O LET—A first-class second floor rent of
eight roonws at lf>3 Cumberland Ht,, with
bath and modern conveniences and sun all day;
also a furnished cottage of six rooms, at Forest
Citv Landing, Peaks Island, with full view of
White Head. Apply to TRUE BROS., 394 Fore
St., Portland, Me.
jlyll-tf
rilO LET—Flat of seven rooms, bath and shed
A
on one fl or. and one chamber; very pleasant and convenient; sun all day; in good lepair.
at 15 Beckett St.
L. H. TOB1E. end Portland
Pier.
ll-l

WANTED

us

gram—Pup Is taken in high
TlUTOBlNG
Address KATE M.
school studies.

ri
*

FOH

to

write

PltOMOTlNa COMPANY.
(dOKPnftATOKH
No. 103 u.'isliingtoB street, Boston. Mas*. 13-1

TO

■

by the month; remember this Includes loth
0ad furniture, speak quick. DALTON,

house
63

INVEST

this ad. and

l^OB SALE—The 12 room brick house, Xo. 23
P
Myrtle St., all furniture, carpets, etc., tin*

loaatlon for boarders end lodgers, always full,

*irE want to buy your old rubbers, rags, botP* tics, metals, newspaper* and Junlt -Of all
descriptions. We pay spot cash and send atpam
for J ib or 1000 lbs, on receipt of postal. Telephone orders (1045-6) promptly attended to.
A. J, MUTtFHY, successor to Ja». White, I*, rtuuid I her._____U>-2_
your Idle cash where It ail'ca n a
substantial profit, withoni endangering It’s
We In ely auvut* on
safely or accessabtllty.
Incia'ivo Investments and piotect you from all
speculative fraud and place you in a position
where your money will he safely in' © wod. Our
pirn constitutes practical o i-oprraUoti enabling smnll ii.v -ators to open an acebtftit and
reap the frame results In proportion as the
As good lnlarge capitalist is enjoying today..
ves msoU are rare the soouor one g asps llie
opportunity ihs largtr th© ultimate gala. Save

afreets, alcove, squure
Floor adjoining batli,
sunny situation, 2oo feat from Park street.
Grass and trees in front. MRS. SKILLINGS',
14-1
5 Congress Park.
ritO LET—For business purposes, near !*1ouuA
meat Square, lafge bulkting, three floors
that can he utilized lor various kinds business,
carriage paint shop. I I&cksmlui shop, sash and
blinds, etc,; ai<o a large stable connected.
ExEnanlre of HAWKES & DELONG, 86
13-1
change St., telephone 434-2.
LET—Furnished rooms, centrally located,
at No. ll Myrtle St., opposite City liall

____

Bldg.

Agents,

BVMIYIKK HOARD.

(SPECIAL TO THE PKESSj
Bar Mills, July 16.—Hon. Charles E.
Weld, one of Buxton s highest esteemed
and most respected citizens, died at his
home in West Buxton, Monday, at ten
o'clock a. m., after a short illness.
Mr.
Weld was born in Hartford, Vermont,
October 22nd, 1815; he
came
to York

HEAliST ISSUES

SALE—To close estate, fifty

of

corner

week for 35

pear Poland Spring. This farm has
(H)ftfinest
good
State, fully
springs In

Island, furnished cottage,

LET—Furnished

CHARLES E. WELDS.

The finance committee were directed to
make an early effort to raise a suitable
in September, 1841, and was adamount of money to defray the expenses coupty
mitted to the York County bar
in 1842,
incident to the oelebratioa.
The committee who will have charge of anti commenced to practise law in Springthe arrangements for the dinner for the vale the same year," at whioh place he reinvited guests was placed in the charge mained until 1816, when he removed to
of Mrs. M. Antoinette Millett, and Mrs. W’est Buxton and has always had a large
in both York and Cumberland
Liberty Moulton, who will report at an practice
and was held in high esteem by
adjourned meeting. At the next meeting counties,
He
of the committees several young men will the courts and members of the bar.
represented the towns of Buxton and
be appointed on the committees.
The committtee adjourned to meet at Hollis in the legislature in 1865, was a
ex-Gov. Bobie's next Saturday evening member of the Maine Senate in 1866 and
1867, serving on
important committees
at 7.30 p. m.
All persons wishing
to
have
their lie was elected treasurer of York county
friends invited,
who reside out of the and held that office a number of years
state are requested to send their names to After finishing his duties as county treasHoward A.McKenney, secretary, at once. urer, he was eleoted treasurer of the Bux'
ton and Hollis Saving bank, and held
rvev.
i>ir. iviann oi wesrorooK preacnea
at the
church
in the position for twenty-seven years re-

docke^

170B SALB—Choice, piece of property, In een*ter of city, between Congress amt Cumberland St!., brick house of 12 rooms will he sold
very lows also house In best neighborhood in
Deerlng. aR modern Improvements. very low.
W. 1*. CAItR, Room 4,
cash or installment*.
12-1
Oxford Building^

EsQUlRr,

It was voted to have all the bells of the
churches and school houses in town rang
at 6 o’clock in the morning of the celebration. Capt. Wm. H. Lombard, an old
artillery man, was chosen to have charge
of firing a salute on the top of Fort Hill
and other suitable places early in the

spending

acre farm
on* of
ft*
as
the
the
or
he
sold
Poland water. This property will
For full descripvalue.
its
for
half
exchanged
tlon of property eail or atldrew W. I. CAKfw
Loom 4, Oxford Building, or P, 8. \ AIL, Leal
lb 1
Fit st Nat’i Bank
Estate

A
Park aud Congress
ai»T3 side room, second

un-

fortunate Richard Knight that Indian
Gorham, Me., July 9, 1900.
Buckskin Sam has found in the woods
To Mr.Dear Friend and Townsman—The citi- above Bemis?
zens of the town of Gorham hare made
Simply a skull—that is all that the
suitable arrangements therefor, and do
Indian found. The lower jaw was missinvite all of
and former
the natives
residents of the
town to meet together ing and there is no trace about the place
during the Old Home Waek of our state, of other bones or of anything pertaining
the 9th of August, at 10 to man.
on Thursday,
o'clock in the forenoon, at the CumberThe Indian made some search when he
land County Fair grounds, near the Buxton town line.
came across the skull,
but was able to
There will bo suitable and interesting find
nothing. So he concluded to report
exercises during the day, and we extend
the matter at once and arrive! at Bemis
a cordial invitation to you and your family to be present and participate in the Saturday, with the news of his discovmutual enjoyment and entertainment in- ery.
cidental to such a joyous occasion.
A telegram was sent to Mr. J. Edward
Please respond by letter.
Per order, Committee.
Knight of Boothbay, father of the young
Frederick Robie, president; Howard A,
and Mr.
man,
Knight arrived at
McKenney,
secretary;
George P. Bemis, Monday noon. A party was made
Mrs.
M.
Antoinette
Plaisted,
Millett,
Lewis L. Files, vice presidents; Mrs. up at once with Mr. Knight at the head
Liberty Moulton, H. Greely Parker, of it and started for the scene of the find,
exeoutive
committee; Frederick D. Buckskin Sam accompanying them. The
Scammon, treasurer.
place is about two miles from Bemis on
The general exercises of the day which
the oast shore of fhe lake going toward
are
to take
place at the County Fail- Rangeley.
It is said that in this direcgrounds on Thursday, August 9th, were tion on the day
following the disappeardiscussed and the names of several of
ance of young Knight, a rifle shot was
LVLKTKJ. lipVJJLlt
-*■ V
?» CMa
The skull was in the woods and
heard.
the opinion of the committee that opporas has been stated there was nothing else
tunity should be given to the largest in the
vicinity to indicate how it came
number that the time should be limited
there nor what sort of a disaster or accito short speeches.
dent
overtook the young man, if the
The chairman of the committee no
fragment of the body be his. There is
music, Mr. Charles B. Hinkley, made a
nothing in the nature of the locality to
partial report and recommended that show that any accident could have
hapChandler’s Band of Portland be engaged,
The ground is
pened to a sportsman.
thereupon the committee instructed the fairly open.
music committee to employ the above
A fence has been built around the
named band,
skull, where it lies, and no one will be
A committee consisting of the followallowed
to touch nor disturb it until
ing young ladies was appointed to deco- the coroner and the
party arrive on the
rate the graves of Capt. John Phinney
scene Monday afternoon.
and wife, and Col. Edmund Phinney and
The fact that there are no bones in
others of their immedi ate descendants,
the vicinity leads those who
have seen
and also to have charge of decorating the
tne ghastly object
to believe that the
dining hall and tables to be used and skull was
lugged to the spot by some anioccupied by the invited guests: Misses mal.
Gertrude
Bessie
Mary McLellan,
Merrill,
It is likely that if Knight had not been
Bradbury, Mabelle
Thompson,
Mary lost he
clung to his gun through all and
Marion
Hinkley,
Cummings, Marion that the
will be found lying
weapon
Summersides, Laura Usher, Charlotte beside some
portion of the remains.
Alice
Ethel
B.
G.
Smith.
Millett,
Bay,
The discovery of the gun or ammuniHarding was selected as the committee tion or
from the young
any articles
to see that the American llag is hoisted
man's pockets, will of course, settle the
of the old fort upon
upon the locality
matter.
Fort Hill, and also have charge of the
and
other
decorations on the fair
Hags

are

mO LET—furnished cottage on Great DiaA mond Island, finely located, good wafer
supply and drainage. Address E. L. GODING,
16-1
Sanford, Me.

Forty woitli Inserted under

T710R KENT—Office No. 9 Exchange street,
Ij M-oupd floor, remodelled a few years ngo.
large front windows and good rear light, well
adapted for insurance or brokerage business;
size about 19 by 44,
llENJ. SHAW & CO.,
611-2 Exchange street.14-2
mo LET—Over 20 pleasant convenient rents
A on
Cumberland, Congress. Ellsworth,
State, Chestnut, Park. I’lne, Boyd, Gray, Lancaster, Oxford. Woodford, Revere and Smith
streets.
Middle
GEO. F. JUNK INI?, 270
14-1
street, near Monument square.

|

COR 0.1 IE.
1

1

41ils )k*»d
cents, cash in sdrancei

TO LET—At Orr’s

Pimples, Tetter, Eczema, Sore
I Eyelids, Burns, and all Diseases of the I
53 Skin and Mucous Membranes that can 1
g be reached by an outward application. |

<r~"

one

six rooms, open fire place, stable and use
of row boats.
Possession given August 1st.
Address CHARLES E. MOULTON, Orr’s Is14-1
land, or M, F, RICKER, Auburn, Ale,

For

<A'

one

Forty words Inserted under tills Read
wtek tor 5J5 cents, cash In advance.

and

Lotion 6oap
Prevents and assists in curing

1

"

**-' *r-

P«rty w«rAi Uwtrtti] Milder this Head
oae w<*k for !13 cent*, cash iu advance,

*-

“■

Lotion I
I Palmer’s
BBA^TIFtER
|
I Skin Surer j

“THERE’S NO PLACE LIKH HOME.”

Additional

1^48.

*

f

The executive committee for Old Home
all
held a meeting last Saturday eve- I such afflictions. At
Druggists Ooly.
ning at the residence of former Governor
Robie. Mr. H. A. McKenney was secretary. Each member was present or was'
ONLY SKULL FOUND.
represented by proxy. The form of letter
of invitation Svhich is to be sent to all
Nothing to Show It Was That of Richthe natives now residing outside of
ard Knight,
State of Maine was read and accepted,
and reads as follows:

Week,

gled Up.

of those who are dependent upon his professional care and skill.
He feels that his duty demands more
than a xxiere roxitine, stereotyped interest
in his patients; he feels that his work is
a serious matter; that it is often a
question of life and death.

After

Established

GORHAM.

tious physician feels his
responsibility for the lives

p6u gJjtM.

tro LET.

to Littlefield’s Landing, Saturday, July
21st.
Mr. J. W. Devine of Boston and Master
John Barton and sister Mamie, of Plymouth, Ma&t are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. llayeG oilTriifiSf street.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cole and daughter Sadie, of
Falmouth, passed the Sabbath at the home of Mrs, Cole’s parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Wood.
Miss Aboie Rush of Carter street, is
passing a few weeks at Augusta.
&

j

ONCE.
at the

Columbia Hotel.

IIORSK WANTED—One or a pair for use
*during the months of July and August tor
keeping or low price for use during the summer
Excel,ent care, l'glit use sufficient for exerci-e
with possibility of purchase i£ price and quality
are
satisfactory. Address 1>. T. CO, No It
Exchange Sr., Boom 15,
i

Portland._ic

jr’.iuUw

WANTED $1000.00 IN G0UL
readers of the PRESS will get out their
or silver jewelry bring or send It to
us,
or express,
we will
remit Immediate.y money or check for full value, as we
use it in our factory.
McKENNET, Manufaoluring Jeweler, Monument Square*
inar&itt
If the
old gold
by mall

w'TABLE MANURE—Wanted In large
or
York, July 16.—W. R. Hearst,
or
>’ear
otherwise.
.“2?,,ll,e
president of the National Association of
(/-it
IIARLES
1 JERRY, 54SV2 Congress St. 10-1
SALE—Two lots corner DserlneaveDemocratic clubs, has issued an address
nu# and William street. Fessenden Park ;
BOARDERS~atT\Vhite Rock Farm THE Great Issues^of-the^PresldentialTcaii
to the clubs, calling on them to “publiciv fiUMMER
^
house, twelve miles from Portland; live
paign of 1000 requires an intelligent agent having highest elevation and most
sightly loratify the nomination of William Jen- Minnies waik from M. C. R. R. station, Moun- to show it to the public; either gentl-Mti n or CH'i n; owing to circumstances
price has oeen
nings
Bryan for President, and Adlal tain division; high loca’Ion, ^ood view, sprluc I lady can sell it. STANDARDS PUBLISHING reduced. anu they wilt he sold cheap
for cash.
E
Stevenson for Vice-President, and water, fresh b-rrics, vegetables, eggs and milk CO., room 17, 537 Congress St.
Apply at onca to FKEhERICK S. VAil.L,
ll-l
Agent, First Nat’l Rank BTJg.
prepare to defend the republic against the
14-1
corrupt and corrupting spirit of imperialWANTED—MALE HELP.
ism. The address arraigns the RepubliSALE—Desirable two story brick bouse
o
State street (near Gray), to rooms,
can party for its attitude toward
“imperForty words Inserted under this Lead bath,furnace and Lrundry; will he sold at a Oarialism” and trusts; and urges all patriotyahi.
one week for !45
Apply to GKO. F. JTJNKINS, 270 Middle
cents, cash In advance.
ic citizens to
organize to preserve the
street, near Monument squa e.
14 t
institutions of tiie republic.
On Cape Electric Elnc,
TIOOKKFEPEU and cashier wanted in office
of Irrge corporation.
RALE-Valuable
business lot ou Cross
Must come wit1, the I 10^®
THE NEXT CHALLENGER.
r^ow Open.
A
street (near Middle!
veiy best of relereuoes.and be able to take full
60x83, now under
c targe of books.
Accommodates too.
Must Invest $ .0) > no In 0 1 er lea'e sr?id to close an gyrate.
Hotel serNew York, July 16.—Captain Edward
Regular
Apply to GKO.
r.
.! I NKINS, 270 Middle
vice. Prices moderate.
nt,
guaranteed,
stock
of
street, near Mont*
the
last
in
comthis country as one of
jepany ar
preferred
Sycamore,
Address DALTON & CO., Willard. Me.
par value of $10.00 per sliare Company ment square.
14-1
i
the sailing masters on Lord Dunraven's
will furnish bunk and mer'anille
Valkyrie III an 1 who has been engaged _______jyiOdtf__ and will stand thorough Inve-algatlon.references
SALE—On Congress street, no if Maine
T^OR
Very
lliv
by Sir Thomas Lipton for the Mediteri oral salary with chance to advance.
Eye and Ear Infirmary, brick, throe story,
Idler* a id a
ranean next winter,
arrived today from
I curiosity seekers need not apply.
To those l- room house; bath and steam; 3700 fuetof
a
ex< el lent location for
buslne*>s
lan.i,
He
neinlng
chance
denied
that
of
Liverpool
he has been
alifeiimeis
business or for plivsiclan. GKO. F.
open
INCORPORATORS PROMOTING CO
engaged to sail the next ohallenger for
.IUNK1NBJ270 Middlesireet,
near
room
Washington
Monument
street,
Co, Boston, Mass’
14 t
the cup. Asked If the next
square.
ohallenger
New

Ij*OR

POU

CLIFF COTTAGE

MCHECKLEY

for the cup would be a ninety footer like
the
Shamrook, Valkyrie and

Captain Sycamore replied:

Thistle,

“Hardly, she is almost sure to be a
That class is now
seventy footer.
the
peer. We want no half-honors.”

Prout's

NOW

Neck,

IVSe.

apply to

What Shall We Have for Dessert P Portland & Boothbay Steamboat Go.
This question arises in the family
every
Let us answer it today.
Try Jell-o.
dellous and healthful dessert. Prepared in two minutes. No boilingl no

day.
a

baking! simply add boiling water and
set to cool.
Flavors:—Lemon, Orange,
Raspberry and Strawberry. Get a package at your grocers today, It) cts.

steamer enterprise
Boothbav at 7 a. m. Monday,

S»atrHfSnC1’
Returning,

leaves Fast

Wednesday and
“*«at *>■

leave Franklin

Wharf, Portland
Thursday and Saturday for
hLlr UaA»? llBS<lay«
touchl"K at BoHhb»y Harbor
Md So

Bristol’

ANTED—Boy,

on

{food
Stroud

^omC^'ck.Me.

jel4cl3m

1*T

_V

OPEN.

For term* ami circulars
1KA

13-1

____

Land at Five islands on signal.
octlldU
ALFRED RACE. Manager.

milker.
water. Me.

YArANTEI)—An

small
Ad r^ss
a

farm, must ho a
M. ST EVENS

ls\

able bodied man who under-

Z/$tp‘Fiz'ig?s&
mS, feu.g‘r,^i.wt>ltMAN TltVK’;S’f«1lyy
Foil uxeiiayci:
New houses and building lots in all
parts of Portland; farms, personal

property,
value.

otc.

Quick exchanges.

DALTON &

CO.,

58

___

Fair

Lxclinngo

lyiQdood tf

St.

I^OR SALE—Two story wooden house, stable

and large lot,
75x135, on Coyle street; id
rooms, bath, c imblnaiiou heater.
Can be used
lot one or t wo families.
Must be sold soon; a

bargain for Someone.
GK >. F. JUNKINH.
Middle 3ireoi, n air Monument square, ill
’L'OTt RALE—N<nv 2
story houso, 7 rooms
;tel Infinished In Whltownod, fireplace and manparlor, ell and si able, 8 acres land, high
elevation, unobstructed view of Portland mid
surrounding country. 4 miles from Monument
Hanaro, a roroed sale; price $2700. \V. H,
M A LI)RUN &
12-1
CO., 180 Middle Ht.
~

CLOCK WON’T GO.

Rend postal or bring R to us. We do only the
work, and have made a sped ilty of It
All work warranted.
MrKKNNKY
l.WELER, Monument Square. )xii2fitd

best of

J,?.r.y•<*>■*•
1 llE J

--

I

Turpentine ami Coal
Raw Linseed oii..
68®73
Boiled nuseea ©n..
70.&75
Turpentine.....
BiisiGi
Ligoma ana Centennial oil., bbi., 160 tat 10%
Retineatst Petroleum, 120 ....
10%
Pratt's Astral.
12%
Half bids lo extra.
Cumberland, coal..
@4 6o
6 50
Stove and furnace coat, retail.
7 00
Fran Klin..... ...
Pea coal.retai).
4 50

Corn—receipts 480,525 bush: exports 287,4 61
bus; sates 328,000 busli futures; 1,680.000 bu
export; spot weak; I\ro 2 at *7 Vise tol) alloat
anti 47 Vac eiev.
v>»ts—receipts 106,690 bustr. exports 60,020
bus; sales 830.000 bush snot, spot weak; No 2
at 28%c; No 3 at 28o; No 2 wane 30,a,3'>%c:
No 3 white 29%c; track mixed Western at 29
@ 30c; track white Western 30434c.
Beef q.V'H; family 10 604:12 00; mess 9 00
@9 50; i Jket 10 6041160; city extra India
mess —: beef hams —.
«.»*
Cut neats steady; lick'ed bellies 8%@9: do
shoulder* 0% ; do hams 10410%.
drain Ouoiatiouu.
Laru easy; Western steamed at 7 17% ; July
CHICAGO BOARD OF Tit AD &
closed at 7 17% nominal; -mined easy; continent
at 7 46; 8 A 8 00: compound 0V4@63/g.
Saturday’s quotations.
Fork Is easy; mess at 13 00413 7;>; xainily
WHEAT.
a 15 50; shO’-t, clear 13 00415 00.
50
14
onenlng.
Cloeinrr.
Butter is steady; creameries t6%@19c; do
July.
70% factory at I4@ldc: un erm at 15@18c; state
77
Vuir.78%
dairy 15% 418% : do erm c.
sept. 7Ova
77i/b
Eggs linn; Btatejmd Fenn at mark, average
lots 14@iGe.
CORN.
sugar— raw strong; fair refining 4 5-10c bid:
44
44%
96 lest at 4 13-16 bid; Molasses su44% Centrifugal
Sept. 4t
gar 4 l-10e; rellned strong.
OATS.
C flic AGO—Cash aoutatten*.
24%
Aug.24%
EK'ur easy.
Sept. 24%
24%
wueai—No 2 spring -c: No 3 doat71%@
71 Vac; No 2 Re« at 77@77£i/8C.
PORK.
Corn—No 2 at
40% «;4lc; No 2 vellow 40Vii@41c. Oats—No 2
12 55
Sept.
at 24i«.24Vi : No 2 white at 26%@27%c; No 8
LAUD.
white at 20@27c: No2 1tyo—c: good feecllu^t
6 00
Sept.....
barley 404 42c; fair to choice malting 4'!(«!48u:
No 1 Flaxseed and N W Flaxseed 1 80; prime
RIBS.
Timothy seed 3 16. Mess Fork at 11 25®12 16.
6 95
Sept.
Lard 0 60 40 77% : short ribs pides 0 70a7 00;
Monday’s quotations.
dry salted shoulders 6% @7; short clear sides
at libiail 46.
WH1£AT«
Butter steady—ermery 15@19c; dailies at 14
Opening.
Clostim @17e.
July.
(76
Cheese steady o%@lOVie.
7«%
Aim... 77%
Eggs stea dy —fresh 11.
Sept....
78
77%
Flour—receipts lu.ooo bblsi wheat | 55.000;
CORN
bush; corn 4«9.0O0 bush: oats 103.000 bush;
42
Aug.2..
4C% rye 4,o00 bush; barley 7.000 bush.
Shipment*—Flour 27.000 obis; wheat 198.000
41
Sept.....43
bush;1 corn 684,000 bush; oats 614,00o;oush
OATS.
rye O0.00O busn; barley 12.000 busm
23
Aug.«-..|.
23%
DETROIT—Wheat Quoted at 79 Vac for cash
Sept. 2*%
241
White; c;tsh Red 79%c; July 79Vac; Aug at
TORK.
80c; Sept 80%c.
12 05
July.
TOLEDO—Wheat quiet—cash and July 79% ;
12 26
Sept.
Aug at 79%c; Sept 803/sc.
Oils

Quotations of Staple Products in the
Leading Markets.

r

...

Vovb

New

Stool*,

Blouey

Grain

null

{llurUet Review

New

York, July

16,—The depression

caused on foreign stock exchanges hj the
sinister reports from China had no effect
in the local market and indeed did* not
i hurt the American securities in the foreign markets. The movement in Union
j, Pacific was the mainspring of this marwas also an
I kot all day and B. and O.

i
)

|

The movement In these
active feature.
based on the estlstocks was primarily
mates for the year's earnings now made
up.
Another potent influence in the market
■was the eoplo as downfall of rains in the
The amount of speculation
corn belt.
which has been based upon
supposed
damage to the corn crop, was made obvious by the violent break in the price of
that cereal and the rapid advance in the
An
stocks of corn carrying railroads.
early advance in sugar was due to the

..

the refined product
rise in the price of
and there wits some late strength in the
steel stocks on reports of new' orders being placed for iron products.
dull and
The bond market continued
prices moved both ways, Total sales par
value $930,000.
United States refunding
twos when issued, old fours, the fives
and threes registered advanced one half,
threes coupon three-fourths and new fours
one-eighth in the bid prices.

!

NEW YORK. July 16.
Money on call closed easy 1V45|1 Vs.
Prime mercantile paper 32/i &4 Va per ceut.
Sterling Exchange was firm, with actual bu ti
n.’sa in bankers bills at 4 87®4 87 Vs for deiiiand and 4 84%«g4 84% ior sixty days.’posted rates 4 85 [and 4 37Vs®4 88.
Ctimmerch.;
bill's at 4 83Va@4 83%.
Silver certlTicate-JUlVi®62%.
Bar Silver 61 Vs.
Mexican dollars 48%
Governments strong.
Htues.
The following quotations represent the paying prices In this markets
Cow and steers..6<*.p lb
Bulls and stags......5t
9
Skins—No 1 quality..
No a
.7 o
No 3
.«®TC
0 tils

25.«

....

DC

Sears. Bangor; Jernslia Baker, Calais; Nil DesSTEAJ1EHS.
perauclum. South Gardiner.
Cld 16th, soli Zaccheus Sherman, Kennebec
and Washington.
Sid ItHh, schs Robert Pettis, Boothbay; Clement, Jonesport.
Highland Light—Passed north at noon 15th,
sell Lanle Cobb.
TKI.WULTKLY SAILINGS.
BALTIMORE—Ar 15th, sell Emma F AngeU.
Bos'oii.
BANGOR—Ar 15th, sells Edward Stewart,
South Amboy; John Bracewell, Hoboken.
Cld 16th, bane Luca (Ital). Messina.
From
Sid, sells Hattie II Barbour, Philadelphia;
Post Boy, Rondout; Onward, Oyster Bay, LI;
and
Nat Ayer, Vineyard Haven for orders.
From Central Wharf, Boston, 3 ». m, From
sells
Malcolm
Baxter,
PliilaBelow,
Jr, irem
street Wharf, Philadelphia,, at 3 p. m.
Indelphla; John Twohy, from Newport News; Pine
euranoe elfocted at office.
barge Sunburv, irom Philadelphia.
for the West by the Penn. R. R. and
Freight#
BOOTHBAY—Sid 15th, sell Alaska.Rockland.
CALAIS—Ar 16ill, sell Alice T Boardman, South forwarded by connecting lino#.
Round Trip $10.00.
Passage $10.00.
Lubee.
Meals and room iuoluded.
Sid. seh E M Sawyer, Detuiysville, to load for
For
or passage apply to F. R WINQt,
freight
New York.
Central Wharf, Boston,
C11ABLKSTON—Ar 14th. schs T \V Dunn. ▲gent.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Bond, Boston; Nelson E Newbury, King, Now
SB State oh. Flake Building, Boston.
Manages.
York; Georgetta Lawrence, Rollent, do; Win Maas.
*
oct22dtf
Neely, Thompson, do.'
EASTPORT— Ar 16th, sells Orozlmbo and
Seth M Todd. New York.
FERN AN DiNA—Cld .14th, sell Susan N Pickering. Marshall. New York (and sailed 15th).
S'u.sch Win 11 Swan, Davidson, Baltimore.
GALVESTON— Ar 15tli, sell John B Coyle,
Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.
Berry. Baltimore.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 16th, sch Wm Thomas,

BOSTON id PHILADELPHIA.

From Boston

Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday.
Philadelphia Monday, Wednesday
Friday.

Calais.
NEW

LONDON-Sid 16tli, sell Northern
Light. New York for Bangor.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid lOtli, schs Fred Jackson and Mary Standtsli, Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar ICth, sens Ann Louisa
Loci wood, Hillsboro, NB; Alina E A Holmes,
Saleui; Matilda D Borda, Ella L Davenport and
Annie F Conkm, Batli; Gov Ames. Portland;
Colin C Baker. Lynn.
Cld 16th. schs Henry C Stuart, Rockland;
Sarah Wood, Hallowed.
Reedy Island—Passed down 15th, schs John
Maxwell, Philadelphia for Port Hastings, CB;
Mary F Godfrey, do for Gardiner.
KOCKLAND-Ar loth, seh Levi Hart, Belfast
for New York.

SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 14tb, shipE BSutton,
Carver. Honolulu.
TACOMA—Ar 14th, ship Standard, Getcliell.
BARD.
Honolulu.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 16tli. seh Emily,
6 72%
July..
Cotton Markets,
South Gardiner for orders.
RIBS(By Telegraph.)
Rid, schs Maggie Hurley and Winslow Morse.
6’8 5
July.
Passed, schs Sarah Potter, South Amboy for
July 16.
NEW YORK—The Cotton market to-day was Mt Desert Ferry; Regina. New York, bound
Portlniul Dally Press Stock Quotations
quiet, 3-16 decline; middling uplands at 9 13- east; Henry May, Kennebec for New York;
IGc; do gulf at 10 1-1 Gc; sales 1114 bales.
Helen, Nova Scotia for do; Nellie T Morse,
Corrected by Swan St Barrett,
Bankers, 186
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-day Rock port for Washington; Alma, bound west.
Middle streak
Ar 16th, sch Francis It Baird, Sullivan for
quiet; middlings 9%c.
;
STOCKS.
New York.
closed
Par Value
Bid. Asked GGAI.V ESTON—The Cotton Bmarxet
Description.
Passed, sells Percy BLidsall, Philadelphia for
102 closed quiet; middlings 95/sc.
Canal National Bank......... lOO
100
Portland; ,0 M Marreit, Rockland for New
110
112
Casco National Bank.... ....lOO
MEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day closed York; Marion Diaper, Kennebec for doj K
101 steady; middlings 9% c.
100
vuinoeriand National Bank. 100
Waterman, from Calais.
101
100
WASHINGTON-Cld 14th, sch F & T LupChapman National Bank.100
NEW OB LEANS—The Cotton market closed
102"
lOO
First National Bank.100
Longstreet, Baltimore.
ton,
10
3-16c.
102 aulet:middlings
Merchants’National Bank_75
101
MOBILE—Cotton market nominal; middlings
08
National Traders’Bank.100
100
Foreicn Forte.
110 9% c.
Portland National Bank.... 100
109
Cld at St John, NB, July 16, barque Louise
160
Portland Trust Co.100
145
SAVANNAH—The Cotron
market closed
85
90 aulet,
Portland Has Compauy. 60
Adelaide, Ban ry.
steaay; middlings 9%c.
Cld at Hillsboro, NB. July 13, sen Wascano,
105
Portland Water Co...100
107
160
Salem.
Portland Sr. liailroad Co. 100
100
160
Maine Central K’y. 100
155
European Markets.
61
Spoken.
60
Portland & Ogdensburg K. It. 100
(By Telegraph.)
BONDS.
June 16, lat 21 8. Ion 39 W, barque Puritan,
LONDON.
1900—Consols
for
July
98Va
16,
120
Portland 6s. 1907.118
New York for Shanghai.
and 98 9-16 for account,
108 money
Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Jtuudmg. 103
July 14, 22 miles SW of Diamond Shoal light108
Portland 4s. 1913. Funding.106
ship, sch George H Ame8, from Boston for Sa114
Bangor 6s. 1905.1 Water............112
SAILISiG DAYS OF OCEAN STEAMERS vannah.
Bath 4%s. 1907. Municipal.101
103
FROM
FOR
Bath 4s. 1921. KotnncUng.101
103
113 Cymric.New York. .Liverpool ...July 17
Belfast 4s.Municipail918.110
K M Theresa ..New York.. Bremen.July 17
RAILROADS'
Calais 4a 1901—1911 Itefundiug..-100
102
..Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool.. July 18 ..
1*111
102 Friesland
LewlstonOs,* 1901. Municipal .101
.... New York. .Antwerp
July 18
Be \v is ten 4s. 1913, Municipal ..105
107
York.. Italy.July 18
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal .......... 100
102 Sempione.Now
K Louise.New York.. Bremen.July 19
Maine Central K K7s. 1912,oons.mtgl35
137
f ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦ *♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦
.Havre ..., ..July 19
108
110 Bretagne.New York.
4VaS
Pacfic Coast
•
**
York.
19
*
.Clenfuegos. July
4s cons. mttr... .105
106; Saratoga.New
**
*•
Parisian.Montreal
.Liverpool...July 21 7 LOW
One way excursions in Can- ?
102
g6s,1900,exten’sn.l01
San
Juan.NewYork...Porto
ltico.
21
July
Portland & Ogd’g g6s.\»00, 1st ratgioo
7 KATE
adiau Pacitic Railway, mod- 7
101
Italian Prince .New York. .MontevideoJulv 21
Portland Water Co’s 48. 1927.107
7
ICO
ern, comfortable, upholstered tourist
Ethiopia.New.York. .Glasgow.. .July 21 7 cars, commencing June litn Iuipe- I.
>_
Senna.New York. .Liverpoool.July 21
rial
Limited. Montreal *o Vancouver ,,
Roitou Stock Ll|^
Mnnitou.New York.. Londons.. .July 21 J
7 100 hours. For full information call on
Sale3 of stock at the Boston Stock Exchange; Hiklur.New York. .Curacoa.. ..July 21 7 or address H. J
COLVIN,107 Wash- \ \
bid.
Spaarndam— New York. .Rotterdam..July 2i
Ington St., Iioatou.
jeeouim
,,
Atchison... 26% Lueania..... .New York..Liverpool.. .July 23 J
•♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦« ♦ »♦♦»♦♦♦♦ ♦
Boston & Maine.......189
St Louis.New Y'ork. .So’ampton July 26
American Bell.. —..
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool.. July 26
Central Massachusetts... 14% Southwark.New York. .Antwerp
July 26
do pfd,
62
F Bismarck.. ..New York. Hamburg... July 2fl
Maine Central.165
Champagne ....New York. .Havre.July 26 Portland & larmonth Electric Ity. Co
Union Pacific... 57% F der Urosse ..New York. .Bremen.luly 28
For Underwood Spring, and Yarmouth at 6.15 i
Union Pacific pfd.
75% Rotterdam... .NewYork.. Rotterdam. July 26 a.
Leave Yarra., IihIf hourly till 10.46 p. m.
Mexican Central 4s. 78
Furnessia.New York. .Glasgow... July 28 mouth
f>.40 a. m. half hourly till 9.4b p. a,
American
28
Sugar.118
Phladelphia.. .New York. .Laguayra....Tuly
}
Leave Underwood Spring for Portland 30 min
American Sugar 'pfd..
Miuuebalia— New York. .London.July 28
Additional cars between Portland
utes later.
Saale.New York. .Bremen.July 31 and Underwood
Spring every 15 minutes from
New York. .Antwerp ... Aug l
Westernland
New York Quotations of Stock* an.' lioudS
1.00 p. in. Last car from Underwood Spring at
1
New York. .Liverpool....Aug
Majestic
m.
10.10
p.
•' Qiittaine.New Y'ork..
(By Telegraph.!
Havre.Aug 2
SUNDAYS.
The following t re the closing quotations of
K FrlcuricU
New York. .Bremen.... Aug 2
For Underwood Spring and Yarmouth half
Bond”
Tunisian.Montreal. .Liverpool.. Aug 4
f-om
8.15
a. m. to 9.45 p. m., with addihourly
4
July 16.
July 14. Talisman.New York. .Demarara... Aug
New 4s. res
.liti34
Maracaibo.New York. .San Juan. ..Aug 4 tional 15 minutes service to Underwood Spring
Last car from Underwood
New 48. < oUP.134V4
Belleuuen.... New York. Montevideo Aug 11 troni 1.00 p. m.
1S4
JnelStf
New 4s.reu.115
H4% Norman 1'rinceNew York.
uenosAy's Aug 18 Spring at 9.10 p. m.
....

Sugar Alarkef.

loaf 8 ;; confecti mors
at 8c; powdered C% ■: granulated 7c; coffee
crushed 5% e ; yellow 5 Vi 0.
Portland mantel—cut

t

Import-*.

HUMACOA. PK. Sclir James A Stubbs-277
pun 5 tes 15 bbls molasses to Milliken Tomlison Co
Charters.

Behr James Slater. Fernamlina to Demerara,
lumber $11.
Ector Gov. Ames, Pliiladepliia io Bangor, coal
v85c.

Sclir John K. Souther, Newport News to ISangK'r. 0,11 8UC.
Schr John G. Schmidt. Savannah to Philadelphia. umber $ t 7f—coal out, p. t.
S.-l r John T. Williams, Sullivan to New York
j) .ring 75c and towage.
Barges Independent, A and C, Norfolk to
Portland, coal, p. t.
Schr lUar’ey Wooltey. New York to Yarmouth, coal, p. t.
Sears M >jor Mckands, Geo. E. Waleolt, and
Nathaui l Palmer,Norfolk to Portland, coal, pt.
Schr Mattie J. Alles, Sullivan to New York,

paving,

p. t.

Schr Fred'-Jackson, New York to Portland
coal, p. t.
Sclir Lizzie B bcock, Philadelphia to Kan
doiph, coal, p. t.

j

.....

New 4s. coup......116
Denver or n. «i. 1st .102
Brio gen. 4s..
6*%
Mo.:Kaii.& Tex. 2ux. 69%
Kansas si Pacific cousois... ,.
Oregon Nav.lst.107
Texas pacific. B. u. lsts.... 112
ao reg. 2d8.
55
Union Pacific lsts.-

PORTLAND. July 16.
Spot Corn unchanged, but Corn to a rive is
Central P&eiuc...
lower. At Chicago todav Co n declined al>out Che*. fa Ohio.i 2-7%
2c, sad Oats were %c off, with Provisions rath- Chicago. Bur. <£ UttunoT..... 134%
er w ak.
Wheat easy and % to *A c lower. Su- Den « muo. emnu co.*11%
Lack. 6s West.. ..175
At retail gran- Del.
gar firm and j 0 points higher.
i7s/s
uenver es K. U.
ulated Sugar is selling at 7c, Eggs firm.
il
trie, new.
The lollowing quotatiousrepreiem i.ie whole- Srieiis pin.
32%
sale prices for the mar ket;
Illinois central.JJ8
Bane Kris & West—26%
jr 10m
Bake snore.210
Fuperflne and low grades.3 35 <3 50
LOUIS <s Naso... 72%
Spring Wheat Bakers...3 75a4 oo
Mannattan Elevated.-. *—. 87%
Spriug Wheat patents.5 Ot)£5 25
Mexican central.12%
Mien, and StrLouisst. roUer.4 35£4 50
M ictugan central.
Mich, and St, Louis clear.4 00 E4 25
Minn.& St. Bouts-. 54
Winter Wheat patents.
,&4 73
Minn. « ot. corns uia. 92
Corn and Feat.
Missouri Pacific. 50%
New jersey Central.126
Corn, car lots.. ..........
£53%
New Yorkl Central——....J2S%
lots.
Corn.bag
£64
MArtham? PiirtlTlf*
OVa
£53
Meal, bag lots..
Northern Pacific nlti. 70%
32
Oats, car lots...
Va
@
Norinwesten..
36
Oats, bag lots.
Ca>
19%
Uni. & west...
Cotton need, car Jots..00 00 3 26 50
17
Keauuie.
Cotton Seed, bag lots.00 00£27 oo
itocic isianu....106%
Sacked Bran, car lots..... ,...18 00£19 00
8./ram....110%
Sacked Bran, bag lots.00 00£19 00
...170
til. Pauloto.......
Middling, car lots.18 0G£2O00
St. Paul « ..110
50
lots.....19
0O£20
Middling, bag,
bt. Paul & uiaana nxa.........
..18 50gi9 5Q
Mixed ieeu--

114Va

102
68%
69%

HlANITURK ALMANAC.JULY 17.
230
4 221Hlcrh wr-r I AMwr
r
7 i8[‘ucn
l PM... 300
Length of days.. 14 6Gi Moon rises.10 4

Sunrises.
8uu sms.

107
111 Va
5o

July

—

MARINE NEWS

14.

25%
68%

POST OF PORTLAND.

27%

MONDAY.

124

lllVa
176

Steamer Breckfield, (Br) Jellels, Shields- to
R Reford Si Co.
,
Steamer Hemisphere (Br), Jones, Shields—to
R Refol d & Co.
Steamer Cumberland. Allen, Boston for Eastport and St John, fill.
Steamer Levi Woodbury (USR), Dennett,
coastwise, cruising.

17%
10%
32%
117v*
28
210

72%
87%
12%

64%
91
51

126%
129%
AiY^/t

70%
159

19V4
17
106

110%
171
110

--

15
Texas Faeme.......
Union Pacific nta... 75
6%
waDasfi.....
18%
Wabaso two..
Bostoni & Aiame.188%
New XorK ana New itne. icf..
Old Col onv.205
.........

22,330
27J.60
33£38

Teas—Japan.

Adain»*Kxnress.116
—

Teas—Formosa.
35£)65
Molasses—Porto Rico........
36£40
Molasses—Barbadoes....
32£35
20a25
Molasses—common.
New ltajsiiis, 2 crown...2 00@2 25
8 crown.. ..... 2 26 <22 50
do
4 crown..
2 50 £2 75
do
Raisins. LooseMuaeaie. 7V*,£9
....

1

I)rr Fish and Mackerel.
Cod. large Shore.,. 4 003)4 50
Medium Shore ilsh. 3 oo d.'i 50
Pollock. 2 26.0) 3 50
Haddock-*-*. 2 r,o<« 2 75
Hake.. .... 2 28@ 2 50
3 1 ® 16
Herring, per box, scaled..
Mackerel. Shore is.22 Oo£24 00
Mackerel, Shore 2s...
Large 3s. 13 00£$16
Fork. Beef, Lard ami FoHiti-.r.
0)16 50
Fork—Heavy.
15 50
Pork—Medium.
Beef—Ueav». ..10 60,3)11 00
Beet—light.. 9 75.® to 50
Boneless, naif bbls ..
tee 6 50
Lard—tes and naitkbl. mire..,.
£8Vi
Lard—tea and hall bbi.com....
£7
Lard—Pans pure.
8T4£9V«
I.ard—Pails, compound.
7% ®8
J,ard—Pure, leaf.
9Mi£9%
Chickens. 15 to) 16
12*2 14

Fowl.

Turkovs.
Hams.
Shoulders.-.

J3o)15
liya.31 12
8Vfe

Produce.

Beans. Pea. 2 4032 50
Beans. California Pea. 2 6B®2 7o
Beans Yellow Eves.2 50£>2!60
Beans, Red Kidney.2 50£]2 55
Onions. Egyptian.
£2 50
Bermuda
nlons.
£175

Potatoes t) bus.
New Potatoes, bbl. 1
Sweet Potatoes,Connecticut.

Sweets, V inland...

racinc Mail.,... 27%
181
Pullman Palace..

Sugar, common...118

Western union.79%
southern Ky pfd.
Brooklyn Kam i Transit. 51%
Esaeial Steel common........ 32%
ao .. 65%
I 89 Vs
American iodocco.
123xd
no pia...
Tenn. umu 6{ iron... 66Vs
U. 8. nunoor.... 23%
Metropolitan Street it K........ 140
Continental fopacco.24%

£—

Cranberries........
s&m

4 75 $6 60
Lemons,Messina.
Orances.Oatlfornia nav.... 8 50£> 4 00
Oranges, Seedlings .2Y5,a)8 oo
Jtfoies, Baldwins.4 00£4 50

6%
18%
205
116
163
45

98Vb
26%

BOSTON.July 13
today’s quotations of

if 00—

78%
53Vs
33
65
92
125

65%
23

150%
24%

The following were
Corn;

Flour and

F LOU It.
Spring t>atents 4 60 45 25
Winter

I

Tug Valley Forge, Philadelphia, towing barge
Suffolk, with coal to Randall & McAllister.
Barge Aiourtis. Bath for Philadelphia.
Sch Damietta & Joanna, Wallace, Perth Ambov, with clay to Portland Stoneware Co.
Sch yachts Adrienne and Puritan, cruising.
Sch Hannah Grant, Sirout, Machias for Rhode
Island.
Sch Twilight, Drisko, Jonesport.
fJAn Hanks Rstnirm fn/ TTnrisnn.
Sell W T Emerson, Perkins. Boston.
Sell Gamecock. Crockett, Boston.
Sell Mary Willey, Williams, Boston,
Seta J S Glover, Perry. Boston.
Self Laura & Marlon, Eastman, HaipswelL
Cleared.

Sell B R Woods’.de. McLean, Clark’s Cove and
Portsmouth, Va—C F Guptiil <& Co.
Sch Mary Willey, Williams, Bangor—Doten
Graiu Co.
Sch Gamecock, Crockett, Winterport—Doten
Grain Co.
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

ROCKPOltT, July 14—Ar, schThoolene(new)
Francis, Belfast, to load ice tor Charleston.
W18CASSET, July 15—Sid, sch Francis Hodgkins, Coffin, South Gardiner.

Is1.,
117%

Boston Market.

York.

Rtoon

Glasgow July 1G. steamer Amaryntliia,
Montreal.
Notice to

By Telegraph.'
CHICAGO. July 16. 1900.—Cattle—receipts
20.000: Western range sold 4 75;good <0 prime
veers 5 00;o>5 70; mixed stoekers 2 76(5M 95;
Texas fed steers 4 15@5 00.
Hogs—receipts 34,uo0; top at 5 40; good to
jliolce heavy 5 10®6 40; bulk of sales —.
Sheep—receipts 24,000; good to choice wetliirs 4 00@4 40; fair to choice mixed 3 10:5)4 00.
bumeiiio MarKeti

(By Telegraph.'
July 16,1900.

YOliK—The Flour maricei—receipts
17,202 bbls; exports 17,213 Obis: sales 7.350
pekgs; market cheeked by the drop In Wheat,
ind r led weak all day with buyers and sellers
fully 10 to 200 apart.
Flour—W’inter dts 4 00® 4 60 jwinter straights
3 76(5)4 00; Minnesota patents 4 40f«g4 85; winter extras 2 75(5)3 15: Minnesota bakers 3 00 a)
NEW

Mariners.

Office of the Lighthouse inspector,
First District.
Portland. Me.. July 16, 1900.
From Bass Harbor Head, through Kggemoggln
Reach to East Penobscot Bay.
Notice Is hereby given that Two Bush Ledge
buoy, spar, red and black horizontal stripes, has
gone adrllt. It will he replaced as soon as practicable.
Bv order

the Light House Board.
J. K. COGSWELL,
Commander U. s. Navy.
Inspector 1st L. H. Dist.

Baltimore. July 1C—Sch Fortuua, Capt Plillpot. from Hillsboro, NB, for Baltimore, before
reported ashore on James Point, was assisted
olT by tug Seawall, after part of her cargo was
taken out and transferred to the sell Amelia
Hearn.

From Lewiston,
and 8.oo p. m.

From Island
p. m.

*0.40,

11.30

Pond, *6.40,

From Chicago, Montreal,
a. m., 5.45 p. rn.

a. m.,

YORK-Ar 15th, schs Augustus Welt,
Elliott, Charleston; Olive Branch, Gross, Stonington; Mary E Olys, Moore, Augusta via New
Rochelle; Nellie Grant, Dodge, Ellsworth for
Kddvville.
Sid, schs Abbie Bowker, Augusta: Geo Nevluger. Bangor: Georgie Berry and Chase, Rockland ; Carrie E Pickering, for an eastern port; J
V Wellington, Perth Amboy for Bucksport.
Ar 16th, steamers Bervla, Liverpool; Ethiopia.

Glasgow.

BOSTON—Ar 15tli, schs Sadie Wilcutt. Pendleton, Hoboken; Independent, Case, Norfolk;
Annie L Henderson, Barter, Brunswick, (4a: J
H Butler. Brown, Rockland; Antelope, Banks,
Bockport; ;Laura £ Chester, Beal, do; High3 50: do low grades 2 40(5,2 70.
land Queen, Dobbin, Jonesport.
Wheat—receipts 54,575 bus: exports 175,'14
Sid, schs Sarah W Lawrence and Lavinia
ins; sales 4,325.000 bush futures. 488.000 bus Campbell, coal ports; Lavolta and Wesley Abwporr: spot weak:No 2 lied 83%c fob afloat; bott, Ellsworth; C ara E Rogers, Jonesport;
No;2 Reabl%c elev; No 1 Northern Duluth Warren B Potter, southern port.
36V*c too afioat to arrive.
Ar 16th, schs Emily F Swift, Eookporti Myra

From Union Station
Falls. Hue kite Id. Canton, Dixtield, Kumtord. Fails and Be mis.
8.S0a. m. 12.50 noon and 5.15 i>. m. From Union
Station ior Mecliaulo Falls and intermediate
stations.
On Saturdays only, 5,15 p. in. train
runs to Kumtord Falls.
Through cars between Portland and Bemts.

R. C. BRADFORD, Ttaffio Manager,
Portland, Maine.
R. L. LOVKJOY, Superintendent,
Rumford Falls. Maine.
Jel8 dtf

MMi
In Effect June 35th,

1900.

TRAINS LEAVE UNION STATION. RAILWAY SQUARE AS FOLLOWS:

1, 1000.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

DOMINION
Montreal
Steamer.

LINE.

to

Liverpool.

From Montreal.

From Quebec.
Vancouver, May 1st Daylight. May 1st, 2 p.m.
Dominion,
May 12th, 9 a. m. May 12th, 6 p.m.
Oamt>roman. May mil. 9 a. m. May 19th, 6 p.m.
Vaucouver,
Juueiid, 9 a. m, June 2d. 0 p.m.

Boston to

Livsrpoo!

via.

Queenstown.

Steamer._From Boston.

New England.

Wed.. May 23d, 5 p.

RATES OF

7.20 a. m. Paper train for Bangor, Bath, aud
for Rockland except Perry Transfer at Bath
and for Bar Harbor on aud after July 8th.
7.25 p. m. Paper train for I ewiston.
9.30 a. m. Commencing July 15th for Fabyans aud intermediate stations.
12.'5 p. m. For Brunswick, Lewiston, Bath,
Augusta, Waterville, Bangor and Bar Harbor.
0.00 p, m. For Lewiston.
8.50 p. tn.
For White Mountain Division,
Montreal, Toronto and Chicago.
II. 00 p. m. Night Express tor all points.
12.55 a. m. Mt. Desert special for Rockland
Bangor and Bar Harbor.

ARRIVALS IN

ni

PASSAGE,

First

Cabin—$60.03 and up. Reiurn$114.00 and up, according to steamer and
accommodation.
Second Cabin—$37.50 to $42.59.
Return,
$71.25 to $80.75.
Steerage—To Liverpool, Derry,
London,
Queenstown, Belfast and Glasgow. $23.50 to
§25.50. Srearage ou'tit furnished free.
Apply to T. P. McGOWaN, 420 Congress
street, J. B. KEATING, room 4, First National Bank Building. CHARLES ASHTON. 9A7A
Congress street and Congress Square Hotel, or
DAVID TORRANCE & CO., Montreal.
apr27dtf

ALLAN LINE

11.30

&,

3.15, 5.45
m.,

PORTLAND.

From Montreal and Fabyans dally 0.50 a. m.;
from Bartlett, and local, 8.25 a. in.; Lewiston
and Mechanic Falls, 8.35 a. m; Waterville and
Augusta, 8.43 a. m.; Rangeley, Farmington,
Bemis. Bangoi, Augusta aud Rockland, 12.02 p.
m.; Skowhegan, Farmington and Lewiston.
12.15 p. m.; Beecher Falls,St. Johnsbury.Bridgton, 12.15 p. m.; Express, Mattawamkeag, Bar
Harbor. Bangor, 1.20 P. m.; Waterville and
Lewiston, 3.23 p.- m.; Skowhegan, Waterville,
Augusta and Rockland, 5.20 p. m., from Waterville daily; Sr. John, Bar Harbor, Aroostook
County, Moosebead Lake and Bangor, 5.30 p.
m.; Hangeley. Farmington. Rumford
Falls,
Lewiston. 5.45 p. m.; White Mountain points
and Naples, 5.55 p. m.; Chicago, Montreal,
Fabyans. 7.25; Bar Harbor, Bangor and Rockland, 1.25 a. tn, daily; Halifax. St. John, Bar
Harbor, Bangor, 4.20 a. m. dally.
Mindays —Lewiston, 9.25 a. in., 5.38 p. m.-.Bar
Harbor, 12.25 p. m.; Waterville,6.20 p. m. ; Will to
Mountains. 5.35 o. m.
GEO. F. EVANS, V. P. & O. M.
F. E, BOOTH BY, (Jr. P. & T. A.

__jneSldtf

Quebec,

Calling
From

*6.40

•Dally. Othei trains week days.
Sunday cheap excursion train leaves Portland every Sunday for Lewiston. Gorham and
Berliu at 8.39 a. m. Returning leave Berlin at
4.0) p. m., every Sunday afternoon for Lewiston and Portland.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars are run on
night trains and Parlor Cars on day trains.
Ticket Oflice,
Depot at foot of India

Liverpool.
Tliu 26 Apr
10 May

STEAM-

SHIPS.
Parisian

Tunisian
Numidian
Corinthian
Parisian
14June Tunisiau
21 *'
Numidian
28
Corinthian
5 July Parisian
*•

17
24
31

••

**

19

No cattle

Street.

In Effect

Moville.

Tunisian
carried

on

Montreal
Saturday

f

12
26
2
9
16
30
7
14
21
4

May
*•
June

July
•'
M

Quebec
Saturday
12
26
2
9
16
30
7
14
21
4

May
June
•*

July
*•

Aug
Aug
these steamers.

RATES OF PASSAGE.

Westtroot Viiitaift Naples By
SUMMER SERVICE.
Close connection with all Westbrook cars
leaving head of Prebie St., at 10 and 40
minutes past each hour from 8.10 a. m. to G.io
p.

at

5.45

m.

Before and after these hours close connection with Westbrook cars leaving 10 miuutes
past each hour.

C. M. WATERHOUSE,
Managing Director.
jly7d2m

BRIDGTON & SAGO RIVER

Cabin—$52.50 and upwards. A reduction of 5
per cent is allowea on return tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London or
Londonderry—$35.00 to $45.00.
Steerage—Liverpool, London, Glasgow,
Belfast, Londonderry or Queenstown, $23.50.
Prepaid certificates $24.
Children under 12 years, half fare.
Rates to
or from other points
on application to
T. P. MetiOWAW,
420 Congress SL,
Portland, Me.
Foreign Steamship Agency, Room 4,
First National Bank Building, Part*
land, Maine
ar27dtf

Scbago Lake, Sougo River
and Bay of Naples S. S. Co.

RAILROAD CO.
IN

EFFECT,

JUNE

On and After June

25,

1900 will

FOR

Bridgton, Harrison, North Bridgton, WcstSebajo, South Bridgton, Waterford and Sweden.
A. M. P. M. P. M.
Leave Portland Mornt._
8.50
l.<>5
5.50
Leave Bridgton Junction, lo.os 2.28
7.15
Arrive Bridgton,
ll.oo
3.23
8.10
Arrive Harrison,
11.37
3.40
8,3’
J a. Bennett, Supt7
je22dtf

THEZANTE HAIR DESTROYER
Liquid for the Removal of
Superfluous Hair.

A Harmless

25tli, 1000,

connect daily with 8.45 a. m. and 1.05 p. m.
traiu over Maine Central Railroad
(White Me.
l)iv.) touching at Naples, Bridgton, North
and
at
Harrison
Bridgton
connecting
with stage for Waterford, and at Naples with
J. W. Cook’s coach line for Jides Falls, Casco.
Otlsfiekl. etc.
Returning steamers leave Harrison every
day (except Sunday) at 7.45 a. m. and 1.3® p.
m.; North Bridgton at 8 a. IP. and 12.45 p. m.:
Bridgton at 8 30 and 2 p. m., and Naples itttt.16
a. m. and 2.45 p.
m., connecting at Sebago
Lake Station with 11.45 a. ta. and 5.25 p. m.
Steamboat Express Train for Portland and
Boston, making ihe most delightful inland trip
in New England.
Round trip excursion tickets, good for day of
date only, $2.00. Ask for our tourist’s guide
at Union Station.
C. L. GOODRIDGK.

Harrison,

Jno28dtfManager.

It not only removes the Ivair perfectly clear
NEW YORK DIRECT LINE,
In live minutes, but will, if applied every third
day, remove the hair permanently. The length
of tune it takes to entirely destroy it, depends
upon the strength of the hair.
Long Island Sound By Oaylt^ht.
This liquid contains no caustic, acid, or poisonous substance, there
is no danger of its,
3 TXIPS PER WEEK.
leaving a scar, or causing injury in any way.
The steamships Horatio Hall and ManThe Zante Hair Destroyer U sold under a written hattan
alternatively leave Franklin Wharf.
guaiantee to accomplish all that is claimed of it. Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
81.50 Express Paid at 6p. m. for New York direct. Returning, leave
Pier 38. E, R., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 p. in.
These steamers are superbly fitted and furnished for passenger travel and afford the most
between
convenient and comfortable route
Portland and New York.
1099 Washington St., Doston.
«f. F. LISCOMB.Ueneral Agent.
eodtf
THO& M. BARTLETT, Agt
ocwdU
my 19

IViaine

Lovering’s Paris Hair Store,

Steamship Co.

June 25«

1900.

WESTERN D11ISION.

Trains leave Union Station for Scarboro
Crossing, 7.10. 9.05, 10.00 a. m., 12.00 noon,
l. 15, 3.55, 5.25, 5.45, G.50 p. m.j Scnrboro
Beach. Pine Point, 7.00, 7.10, 8.20, 9.('5, 10.00
а. m., 12.00 noon. 1.15, 3.30, 3.55, 5.25, 5.45, G.20,
б. 50, 8.00, 11.22 p. m. ; Old Orchard, 7.00, 7.10,
8.20, 8.45, 9.05, U*.00 a. m., 12.00 noon. 1.15, J.40,
3.30.3.55.5.25.5.45.6.05.6.20.6.50.8.00, 11.22 p.
m. ; Saco and Htddcford, 6.00, 8 20, 8.45, 9.05,
10.00 a. 111.. 12.03 noon, 12.30, 1.15, 3.30. 3.55, 5.25,
6.45.6.20.6.50.8.00. 11.22 p. m.; Kenucbnnk.
7.00. 8.45, 10,00 a. m„ 12.30. 3.30, 5.25, 6.05, 6.20 p.
ill.; Kfiinebuukport, 7.00, 8.45, 10.00 a. m.,
12.30, 3.30, 0.05 p. m.; Wells Bench, 7.00, 8.45
Itnsford, Somers worth, 7.00, 8.45 a. m.,
12.30, 3.30, 5.25 p. m.; Rochester. Farmington, Alton Ray, Wolf boro, 8.45 a. Ill 12.30,
3.30 p. in.; I.akeport,
Laconia, Weirs,
Plymouth, 8,45 a. in.. 12,30 p. m.; Manchester, Concord and Nonlierii counetions,
7.00 a. 111., 3.30 p. m.; Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.45 a. in.,
12.30, 3.30, 6.05 p. in.; Boston J4.30, 7.00, 8.45 a.
Leave Boston
111., 12.30, 1.40, 3.30, 0.05 p. m.;
for Portland, 0.00, 8.00, 7.31, 8.30 a. 111., 1 15,
6
00
arrive
ill.;
Portland, 10.07, 10.50.
4.15,
p.
11.50 a. m., 12.10, 5.00. 7.50, 9.30 p. in.
SUNDAY TRAINS,
Leave Union Station for Searboro Crossing, 7.10, 9.35. 10 15 a. 111., 2.00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.10,
6.15, 7.15 p. m.; Searboro Beach, Pine
Point, 7.10, 8.35. 9.35, 10.15 a. in., 12.55, 2.00,
3.40,4 15,5.10,6.15,7.15 1). in.; Old Orchard,
7.10, 8.35. 9.35, 10.15 a. ill.. 12.55, 2.00, 3.40, 4.15,
5.00, 5.10, 5.30, 6.15. 7.15 p. ill.; Saco, ltlddeford< 8.35. 9.35, 10.15 a. in., 12.55, 2.00, 3.40, 4.15,
5.00, 5.10, 5,30, 6.15, 7.15 p. 111.; Kcinicbmik,
North Berwick, Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 12.55,
5.00, 5 30 p. ill.; arrive Boston, 5.18. 8.30, 9.42
p

Domestic Ports.
NEW

8.30 A. M. and 12.50 noon.
lor Poland. Mecliaulo

Lawrence Service.
Trains Arrive Portland. St.MONTREAL.
BOSTON & MAINE JR. II.
TO LIVERPOOL..

Ar at

Memoranda.
Market.

Portland

For Lewiston, 7.00, 8.15, a. m, 1.30, 5.15 *8.30
p. in.
For Island Pond, 8.15 a. m., 1.30. *8.3) p. m
For Montreal, Quebec, Chicago, 8.16 a. m.
and *8 30 p. m„ reaching Montreal at 6.50
p. m., aud 7.2) a. m.

Liverpool July 16, steamer Bovio, New

patents. 4 205.4 85

Chicago lava

Trains Leave

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Ar at

Clear amt straign 3 60»4 60
Uoru—steamer yellow 62%c.

£40

75®2 00
@3 25

Kggs, Eastern fresh.
17;«
18
tm
Eggs, western fresh.
16
field.
Eggs,
£
Butter, ranev oreamen .......
21 £ 22
Butter. V ermor.t.
19
Gq
Cheese. N. York and Ver’mr.....lO £11
Fruit,

American Express.153
U. ». Express. 46
People .. 98 Ve

14%
74

July

16.

Arrived.

•.

Teas— Cmoys.
Leas—Congous.

Arrangements, July

steaIer gorFnIaT
Direct Between Brunswick and Portland.

Di'i'cct June 35, 1900.

7 00 a. m. For Brunswick, Lewiston (Lower)
Bath. Boothbav. Fopham Beach, RocUland.Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegan and Belfast.
8.30 a. m. For Danville Jo., Rumfortl Falls.
For Forest City Landing,Peaks Island,
6.45, 6.46, 7.45, 9.00, 10.00 11.00 a. VC., 12.00, Bemls, Lewiston, Farmington, Kangelcy and
Waterville.
12.30, 1.45, 2.15, 3,00, 3.45, 4.30. 5.30, 6.15, 7.00, 7.30,
10.to a. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston,
8.00. 9.30 p. m.
lift urn, 6.20. 7.20, 8.15. 9.30, 10.20, 11.30 a. 01., Gardiner/ Augusta and Waterville.
11.00 a. m. Express for Danville Jc.. Lewis12.20. 1.00,2.15, 2,35, 3.20. 4.05, 5.00, 5.45, 6.30, 7.30,
8.20, o.oo, 10.15 u. in., or at close ot entertain- ton, Waterville, Moosehead Lake via Foxcroft,
ment.
Bangor, Washington 0 unty R. R,, Bar Harbor,
For Cushing’s Island, C.45, 7.45, 9.00. 10.00, Aroostook County and for lloulton,Woodstock.
11.00 a. ro., 12.3u, 1.45, 2.t5, 3.00, 4.30,6.15,7.00, St. Stephen, St. Andrews, St. John and Halifax via Vaneeboro.
8.00, 9.30 p. m.
12.35 p. m.
Express for Brunswick, Lisbon
Return, 7.05, 8.00, 0.15. 10.30, 11.20, a. m..
12.45. 2.00, 2.45, 3.30, 4 45, 6.40, 7.15, 8.30. 9.45 Falls, Augusta, Watervilio, Newport, Bangor,
p. m.
Bucksport, Bar Harbor, Oldtowu and GreenFor Little and Great Diamond Islands, ville.
12.50 p. m. For Danville, Jc.,Rumford Falls,
TreS'ttheu and
Evergreen Landings,
Bemls. Lewiston, Farmington. Carrabasset,
Peaks Island, 6.15. 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. in., 12.00
Kangeloy, Bingham, Waterville, Skowhegan.
m.. 2.00 3.CO, 4.20, 5,30, 6.15, 7.30 9.30 p. in.
1 00 p.iit. For Freeport,Brunswick,Rockland,
Return—Leave Little
Ulumond, 6.25,
7.20,8.15,9,15,10.15,11.45 a. m., 1.15, 3.15, 4.10. K. &. L.points, Augusta, Waterville. Skowhsgan, Belfast, Dover and Foxcroft, Greenville,
5.35, 6.40, 8.40, 10.40 p. m.
Return—Leave Great Diamond, 6.20, 7.15, Bangor, Uldtown ami Mattawamkeag, and to
8.10,9.10, 10.10, 11.40 a. m., 1.10, 3.10,4.05,5.30, Bucksport Saturdays.
5.10 p. m. For Brunswick, Bath, Augusta,
6.35, 8.35.10.35 p. m.
Return—Leave Treiethen’s, 6.15, 7.10,8.05. and Waterville and to Skowhegan Saturdays
9.05, 10.05, 11.35 a. m., 1.05, 3.05, 4.00, 5.25,6.30, only.
5.i5 p. m. For Danville Junction, Mechanic
8.30.10.30 p. m.
Return—Leave Evergreen, 6.10, 7.05, 8.00, Falls, Lewiston, and on Saturda s to Kumtord
9.00, 10.00 11.30 a. m., 1.00, 3X0, 3.55, 5.2J, 6.25, Falls, Belgrade, Waterville and Skowhegan.
11.00 p. m. Night Express for Brunswick,
8.25,10.25 p, m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 6.15, Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor,
Moosehead
8.00. 9.00, 10.30 a. ill., 12.00 m.. 2.00, 3.00, 4.20,
Lake, Aroostook County via .Oldtown, Bar Harbor, Bucksport, Vaneeboro, St.
5.30, 6.1 5, 7.30, 9.30 p. m.
Return—L, ave Ponce’s Landing, Long Stephen. St. Andrews, St. John and ail AroosIsland, 6.00, 6.55, 7.50, 8.50, 9.50, 11.20 a. m., took Oouhty via Vaneeboro, Halifax and the
PrnvinnAS
TIia
jiit
ninrht train rlntxa nnt.
12.50, 2.50, 3.45, 5.10, 6.15, 6.55, 8.15, 10.15 p. m.
connect to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and FoxSUNDAY TIME TABLE.
or
erof,
beyond Bangor, excepting to Washing
For Forest. City Landing, Peaks Is- ton County ft. R. and Bar Harbor.
12.65 a. m.. midnight. Mt. Desert special for
land, 7.00, 8.00, 9 00, 10.00. 11.00 a. in* 12,20,
Brunswick, (connecting for Rockland). Augus2.15, 3.15, 3.45, 4.45, 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
For Cushing’s Island, 8.00, 9.00, 11.00 a. ta, Waterville, Bangor, Greenville and Bar
Harbor.
m., 12.20, 2.15, 3.45, 4.45. 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
For Little aud Great Diamond Islands,
WHITE MOUNTAIN DIVISION.
Trefetheiis and Evergreen Landings,
Peaks Island, 7.00. 8.00. 9.30, 10.30 a. in., 12.15,
8.50 a. m
For Brldgtoo, Faybans. Burling
2.00, 3.15. 4.20, 5.15, 6.15, 7.30 p. Pi.
ton, Lancaster, St. Johnsbury, Sherbrooke
For Ponce’s Lauding, Long Island,
Quebec, Montreal. Chicago, St. Paul and Min
7.00. 8.00.9.30.10.30 a. in., 12.15, 2.00, 3.15, 4.20 neapolis.
I. 05 p.m. For Sebago Lake, Br dgton, Har5.5.7.30 p.m.
li.oo p. m.. for Forest City Landing, Peaks rison, via rail and Songo River, North Conway,
Island. Saturday nights only.
Fabyans, Lancaster, Colebrook, Lunenburg,
Tickets sold over tills Hue to the Gem St. Johnsbury, Newport.
Theatre.
5.50 p. m. For Sebago Lake, Cornish, BrtrtgUnavoidable delays excepted, and subject to ton. North Conway ana Bartlett.
8.50 p. m. for Sebago Lake, Fryoburg, North
change without notice.
Conway, Fabyans, Lunenburg, St. Johnsbury,
C. W. T. GODING, General Manager.
and to Toronto and Chicago daily
Montreal,
dtf
ju30
except Saturdays.

Summer

—

July 16.
Atchison.......42*%
Atcmson mu.— 69%

Smear, Coffau, Tea. Mola**®», Kaisiu*.
6 29
Sugar—Standard granulated.....
6 29
Sugar—Extra iine granulated....
5 90
Sugar—Extra C.
Coffee—llio. roasted. 12t4£lS
Coffee—Java and Mocha.
27@28

t

Without Change,

..

Quotations of stocks—

Portland Wholesale .tlarlcat.

To

WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.

WEAMEUS.

DEPARTURES

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

..

Retail Grocers’

Portland & Romford Falls Ry.
In

.ni

EASTERN

BIViSION.

Leave Union Stition for Boston and Way
Stations, 9.00 a. m.; B.'ddeford, Kittery,
Salem,
Newburyport,
Portsmouth,
Lviiu, Boston, 2.00, 9 00 il. III.. 12.45, 6.00 p. ill.;
arrive Boston 5.57 a. in 12.30, 1.00, 9.00 p. in,;
Boston Express stopping at Old Orchard,
Kittery and Portsmouth only. 1.40 p. 111.,
arrive Boston 4.20 p. m. Leave Boston for
Portlund, 7.30. 9.00 a. ni, 12.30, 7.(0, 9.45 p. tn.,
arrive Portland 11.45 a. ni., 12.03, 4.30,10.15 p,
m., 12.40 midnight.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

Leave Union Station tor Blddeford, Kittery, Pottimouth, Newburyport, Salem,
Lyun, Boston, 2.00 a. 111., 12.45 p. m., arrive
Boston 5.57 a. m., 4.00 p. in.
Leave Boston
for Portland, 9.00 fi. ill., 7.00. 9.45 p. m., arrive
12.10, 10.15 p. m., 12.40 midnight,
t— Daily.

W. N. & P. DIV.
Station foot of Preble street.

Worcester, Clinton, Ayer. Nashua,
Windham, Epplng, Manchester, Concord and Points North 7.31 ». m., 12.33 p. in.;
Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro. Saco River, 7.34 a. m., 12.33, 5.33 p. in.;
Gorham, Westbrook, Cumberland Mills
Westbrook .let., Woodford*, 7.33. 9.45 a.
m., 12.33, 3.05, 5.33, 6.20 p. IT.; Searboro
Beach, Pine Point, 6.45, 9.50, 11.46 a. HI.,
U08. 3.16, 3.45. 6.40. 11.16 P. m. ; Old Orchard,
Saco, Blddeford, 6.45, 8.35, 9.56, 11.46 a. in.,
12.25, 1.08, 3.16, 3.(5. 5.48, 6.40, 11.15 p. ill.
Trains arrive from Worcester, i.05 p. m.;
Rochester 8.25 a. ill., 1.05, 5.48 p. in.. Gorham and Way Stations, 6.40. 8.25, 10.47 a. ir...
1.05, 4.15, 5.48 p. ill.
For

SUNDAY TRAINS.
For Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Blddeford, 6.45, 9.28, 10.05 a. m.. 1.50, 3.30, 4.05. 5.00,
6.05, 7.08 p. m. Rochester and Way Stations,
6.20 p. m.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. & T. A.

je27dtf

'i.

■

■11

t

RAILROADS.

BEGINNING JUNE 1st.
Steamer will leave Simpson’s Point, Brunswick, at 7 a. m. daily. Harpsweli Center at 7.25
Birch Island at 7.40, Mere Point at 7.45, Bus tin’s
Island at 8.05, Littlejohn’s at 8.25. and Cousin’s
Island at 8.35, arriving In Portland at 9.30 a. m.
Returning, leave Long Wharf, Portland, lor the

landings,

above

je2dtf

at 3 30 p.

in.

E. A. BAKE 11,

Porllan, Mt. Desert
^OMMKNCTNG

Miuiager.

& Macliias Sib, Ca

Friday,

April 20th.

the

FRANK JONES

Will, weather
permitting, leave Portland
aud
Tuesdays
at
Fridays
11.00
p. m*
for Rockland,
Bar Harbor and Maeblasport aud intermedia e
land bars.
Returning leave Machiasport Mondays
and
Thursdays at 4 a. m. for all landings, arriving
Portland 11.00 p. m.
GKO. F. EVANS.
F. E, BOOTH BY
Gen’l Mgr.
G. P. & T. A.
aprlSdU

COT

HARPSWELI STEAMBOAT

The 365 ISLAND ROUTE.
Beginning July l, 1900, steamers wilt leave
Pier, Cortland, week days, as follows:
For Long Island, 5.50, 9,00,10.40 a.m., 1.45,

Portland

5.00 p. 111.

For Cliff Island, 5.50, 10.40

a.

m.

1.45, 5.00 p.

m.;

For Little Chebeague, Jenks, Gt. Chebeague,
So. Harpsweli, Bailey’s and Orr’s Islands,
5.50, 9.00, 10.40 a. 111., 1.45, 5.U0p. 111.
Littlefield's. Gt. Chebeague, 9.00,
0 a. m.,
l. 45, 5.00 p. ni.
RETURN FOlt PORTLAND.
Leave Orr’s Island, 5.30, 8.00, li.iOa. m„ 2.00
3.55 p. m.
Leave

Long Island. 7.10, 9.30, 12.20 a, m.
3.40,5.15 p. m.
Arrive Portland, 8.00, 10.00 a.
m. 1.10, 4.20, 6.00. p. m.
Daily excursions 22 miles down the BayFare round trip only 50c.
SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland for So. Harpsweli and Intermediate landings,
10.00, 10.40 a. m., 2.00 d. m.
Sunday sailing trip down the Bay, leave
z.io p. in.
AQLuru irom so.
narpvia above landings, arrive Portland 8.15
ni„ 1.15, 6.31 p. m.
Fare to So. Harpswell and return Sundays
3oc, oilier laddings and sailing trip 25c.
ui tianu

swell
a.

ISAIAH DANIELS,
Geu’l Mgr.

jn33dtf

MCDONALD STEAMBOAT CO
will
Beginning July 1st, 1900, steamers
leave Portland Pier at 9.3o a. m. and 5.00 p. m,
for Cousin’s, Littlejohn's, Great Ohebeague,
(Hamilton’s Landing). Bustln Island and South
Freeport.

For Mere

ing 5.00 p.

Return,

Point,

9.30 a. m., for

Porter’s Land-

m.

leave

Porter’s Landing 6.15

a. m.;

Freeport 6.30 a. m., 1,53 p. m.; Mere
Point 1.15 in m.; Bustia’s 0.46 a. m., 2.05 p. in.;
Great Chabeague, 7.05 a. nu. 2.20 p. m.; Littlejohn’s 7.20 a. in., 2.36 p. m,; Cousins 7.25 a. m.,
South

2.40 p. m.

SMALL POINT ROUTE.
Leave Tort and at 2.39 p. m. for Orr’s Island
Harpswell, Sebasco, Small Point Harbor
and Cundy’s Harbor.
Return, leave Cundy’s Harbor at 0.00 a. in.
*
via above landings.
SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland at 10 a. m. for Cou sin's
Littlejohn’s, Great Ohebeague, Bustin’s, Island
South Freeport and Mere Point,
Return, Dave Mere Point at 2.45 p. m. via
above landings.
For Orrs Island and New Meadows River at
10.00 a m.
Return leave Gurnet Bridge, New
Meadows, at 2.30 p. m.. Orrs Island 3.30 p. m.
,T. II. MCDONALD, Manager.
Oilier 158 Commercial St
Tel, 46-3
jy3dtf
East

SIEAll

PEAKS ISLAND

-AKD-

AMUSEMENT CO.
TIME

TABLE.—July 8, 1900,
WEEK DAYS.I

Steamer ALICi; HOWARD
will leave Portland Pier, at 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, II a. m.
I, 2, 3. 4, 5. 6.15 7.30 p. m.
Returning, Leavo Bay View Landing, at 6.25,
7.25, 8.30,9.30, 10.30 and 11.33, a. Ill 1.30, 2.30,
3.30. 4.30, 5.31, 6.45, 10.15 p. ffl.
SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland Pier. 8.10. 9.C0 10.00, H.03
a. m. 12, 1.00, 2.00, 3.00, 4.0J, 5.03, 6.0 >, 7.00, 8.03,
9.00 p.

in.

RETURNS.
Leave Bay View Landing,

8.30, 9.30,

10.30,

II. 30 a. in., 12.20, l.SO, 2.30, 3.30, 4.39, 5.30, 6.30.
7.30 8.30 9.30, p. m.
On Wednesday and Friday nights a boat, will
leave Portland at 11,and returning leave Peaks
Is and at 11.15.
Only line running its boats to Peaks Island

direct.

Fare 5 cents each way. All persons going by
this line will be admitted to Greenwood Garden free.
Ju2dtf

FIVE CENTS.
The fare will be

5 CENTS

each

way to

FOREST CITY
Peaks

LANDING,

Island,

.ON THE.

CASCO

BAY

LINE.

Steamer* leave Custom House wharf nearly
every hour during tne day and evening.
C. W. T. goding;
Gen. Manage* C. B. S. Co
ju2dtf

and
The I staunch
steamers
elegant
DINGnEY” and
"BAY STATE”
“GOV.
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland,
and India Wharf, Boston, at 7.00 p. m. dally,
including Sunday.
meet every
demand of
These steamers
modern steamship service in safety,
speed,
comfort ami luxury of traveling.
for
Providence, Lowell
Through tickets
Worcester, New York, etc., etc.
J. F. LT800MB. Gen. Manager
THOMAS M. BARTLETT, Age.it.
declOdtf

International Steamship Co.
..FOR

--■

Eastoort. Lubei. Calais, St. John N.B..Ha!ilan. N.s*
and all paYts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. The
lavorite route to Campobollo and St. Andrews,
N. B.
Fumiuer Arrangement.
On and alter Monday, May 14. steamers will
leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, on Monday,
ReturnWednesday and Friday at 5 30 p. m.
ing leave St. John, Eastport and Lubee Mon-

days and'Fridny.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination,
trjr-Freight received up to 4.00

p.m.
nor tickets and staterooms apply at the Pine
Ttree Ticket Office, V70 M'ct i<e street, or for
other information at Company's Office, Railroad
Wharf foot ot State street.

DAY STEAMER FOR BOSTON.
From

July 3rd to October 1st.

Steamers will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland,
for Boston, on Tuesday and Saturday. During
July the hour of leaving will be 7 a. m. During
August and September will leave at 8.30 a. m.

J. F. LISCOMB, Supt
H. P,
may tf

"i

HER8EY, Agent.

p—_

—

TITTP,

PBESS.

SEW ADVEKTISEMES TS

TODAY.

J. R. Lihhv Cc,
Frank M. Low & Co.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Oren liooDCCs Sous.

in

Caucuses

O. C. Elwell.
Auction Sale.

Dr. Thompson.
Dog and 1 ony Show,
v' estbroDk Seminary.
North Yarmouth Academy.
Moonlight Sail—Ste. Alice Howard.
Orplians’ Grand Exclusion.

Miilikeu,

HOPKINS DEFEATED.

Were

a

Deering

Surprise.

INSPECTING

Tomlinson Co.

New Wants, Eor Sale, Xo Let,
and similar advertisements will
page G under appropriate heads.

Lost, Found
he found on

Delegates Favorable to Robert B.
Low Chosen.

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
On Saturday, July
21, the Portland
Bankers’ association will hold its regular
ummer meeting and banquet at the Gem
of the Bay, Prince’s Point, Yarmouth.
The mem bers wi 11 leave the head of Elm
street on a special car of the Yarmouth
road at 2.15 p, m., and go direct to the
hotel.
in the district court yesterday was resumed the long drawn out hearing on
Hihe petition in bankruptcy by Charles H.
A mass of testiClark of Kennebunk.
mony was reviewed with important de-

Was Old Anti-Annexation

Fight Over Again.

Caucuses in the Old Seven Wards
Were

Uninteresting.

velopments.
have been
Petitions in bankruptcy
filed by Daniel E. Burgess of Caribou and
The Republican caucuses were held last
Albion H. Hindle of Bangor.
In the old seven wards which
evening.
The new turning gear at the Portland selected delegates to nominate six candibridge has been installed by the Boston dates as representatives to the legislature
R'ho
nf H 01 O
Bridge Works comp any and works satisfactorily. One man is now able to open gates was easily made up and went
the draw in about two minutes.
In fact the
through without opposition.
Mr. Joseph H. Hliort and his daugh- caucuses were very poorly attende 1 as a
ter, with the driver, were thrown from rule and as the Republicans of Portland
their carriage
by the breaking of the are well satisfied with the candidates in
forward axle on Middle street, yesterday the field for the nomination it is anticiThe horse was caught by bymorning.
pated that the convention to be held this
standers and no one was injured,
afternoon at'the Republican headquarters
Fifty-four members of the Biddeford to make the nominations will be a most
Musical union came to Portland early harmonious
gathering.
yesterday morning on a day’s outing at
In wards eight and nine forming the
Underwood park.
They left the head of old city of Deering, there was plenty
of
Elm street on the 8.45 c.ir, and returned
fun, however, though little was anticiDinner was
on the 10.10 car last night.
pated. It was thought that the opposition
served to the party at the casino and they to the nomination of
Judge Hopkins who
Fadette
concert in the
attended the
two years
of
the
afternoon.
There will be a
picnic on Diamond
the
island on
Wednesday to benefit
Boats
will
Catholic Orphan Asylum.
leave the cisy at ten o'clock and on the
o'clock boat at the
arrival of the two
island a series of athletic contests will begin, concluding witn a boat race, tub
race, greased pole and similar events.
There will be a meeting of the Fresh
Air Society at room 9, City building, at
8 p. m. today.
Mr. Henry R, Nutter of Winthrop,
Mass., a member of the firm of Dunham
& Nutter, printers and publishers at that
place, is in the city on a brief business
Mr. Nutter was for a long term of
trip.
years a resident of this city, but is now
successfully located in business in Massachusetts, where, with his family he now
resides.

; |The medical registration board of the
state will hold a session in Portland today to examine candidates for registration.
The electrical storm yesterday afternoon
was very severe, but no damage was reported in the city. The rain fall was very
small and the heat was more intense after
the shower than before it.

~PERSONALS.
Charles A. Davis of this city is spending his vacation at Elmhurst, Winthrop,
W, W. Wainwright, local manager of
the Allan line at this port during the
Winter seasons, is in the city from -Montreal on a few days’ vacation.
Mr. McCartliv. also of the Allan force is snending a fortnight In Portland and sur-

rounding
Joseph Hasty, who 40 years ago followed in this city the occupation of a
resorts

cooper, is
visiting Portland for a few
weeks. Mr. Hasty is now located at Detroit, Mich.
Arthur Bodkin of Portland, for the last
two years in Cuba and recently employed
at Cienfuegos, was in the city yesterday
on his way to Falmouth,
where he will
Mr.
pass a short time with relatives.
Bodkin will return to Cuba next
fall,
going to Santiago where he will be in the
service of the government,
Charles W,
Wells, one of the best
known members of the Kewburyport police department, is spending his annual
vacation in Portland.
Miss Auguste H. Schumacher, assistant
music
teacher
in the Portland
schools, left Sunday night for Hingham,
where she will attend the summer school
for the next two weeks, taking a course
in music.
Mr. Harold W. Loker of the Portland
High school, who has been in camp with
the Cadets at High Head, left Sunday

night for Massachusetts, where he will
spend the vacation.
The regular monthly meeting of the
committee
will be held
next
At this meeting it is probable
Monday.
that 15 pupil teachers will be elected to
the Portland
Training school. There
are about 20 applicants.
Mr. Frank McArdle, clerk in the Maine
Central offices, entertained a small party
of friends Saturday evening at McCulschool

lum’s theatre,
Mr. Harry Towle, who was injured several
weeks
ago
by an explosion of
acatyllne gas, returned on Monday to the
duties of his position as a clerk with the
T. L. Merrill hardware company.
Al-

though not fully recovered from his injuries, Mr. Towle is fast improving and

encouraged

to take up

OLD HOME WEEK.
The Maine Woman’s Suffrage association has been fortunate in securing the
studio of Mrs, Fellows in the Y. M. C.
A,

building
Wednesday

for Old Home week.

From

until Saturday the associawill keep open house.
The W. C. T. U. will keep open houses
‘"'n the State headquarters in Congres
square. Definite arrangement* will not
be completed until the arrival home of
the national and state president, Mrs, L.
M. N. Siemens, who its expected home
next week,
tion

PUBLIC

Convention

of

Boston

inspection of this building was
very thorough, but they took no action
yesterday as to making any changes in
it. ; That will come at a meeting to be
held after the buildings are all inspected.

District.

committee went from the Central
lire station up on to the
hill, and there
inspected the engine house, in which
they found a great many things to praise
Then
and nothing to find fault with.

they visited the Monument 6treet, Shailer
and Emerson school
buildings, and on
their way down stopped at the North
In the afschool and Ladder 4’s house.
ternoon they went to the High school, to
on
Centre street, the Training
school
Chestnut street, and the Manual Train-

in

price.
Probably

Portland.

Address

in

the

They

this sale.

arranged in Thres

are

great lots

offered

tvas ex)er

before

in Portland

An

Children’s
than Half

Stocking for

more

less money than

Reception at Immanuel
Church Last Night.

and

Women's

HAlLF and LESS

at

Begins Three Days’ Session

pairs Man-

Samples Stockings,

ufacturer s
Men's,

Their

The

thousand

Four

BUILDINGS.

The committee on publio
buildings
made a tour of the city yesterday and will
continue their labors today. They visited first the Central fire station, which
it has long be3n contemplated to remodel.

^

Stocking Sensation.

0

at

Sc, 16c, 29c.

Swedish

Language.

Sale

this

opens

morning

at

8.30 o'clock.,

This forenoon the committee
will go out into the Deering district and
in the afternoon will take in the public
buildings in the western part of the
city. In making these examinations the
committee jots down all that is found to
be in need of change or repairs. One of

ing school.

The annual convention of the Lutheran
church of the Boston district
is being
held this week in this city. It began last
evening in the Immanuel church on Sherman street and will continued today and
tomorrow.
There is a good representathe committee remarked yesterday after tion present from several of the Lutheran
the inspection that they were finding as
societies, a number arriving from Boston
o-raa.h nails fnr innn«v as over and he and vicinity yesterday.
Today more will
feared the appropriations would be in- arrive.
The exercises last evening were most
adequate to care for it all.
was
interesting and the little vestry
DOUBTLESS JAMES M’GKAW.
crowded with people.
A reception was
The police have come to the conclusion held from
7.30 to 8 o’clock, Rev. A.
that there is no longer any doubt of the Aaron, the pastor of the church,
introidentity of the man who was taken from ducing the visitors.
the Union station in an insensible conMiss Edith Tobin, the president of the
dition and carried to the Greeley hospital
Willing Workers’ society of the church,
where he died.
There is plenty of evi- called the meeting to order
and introdence to show that he was James McGraw duced Mr. Aaron as he chairman of the
and that he was a fisherman.
Rev. Mr. Aaron
meeting.
briefly exDeering
city
represented
On him was found a note book, on the tended welcome to all
It
present and then
ago in the legislature had died out.
front page of which was the name James after a
pleasing solo by Miss Lottie Anwas Judge Hopkins who drew up the bill
McGraw and a
memorandum that he derson, Rev. S. F. Pearson was called
for the annexation of Deering to Portwent to work for Joseph W. Foster Noupon.
land and the anti-expansionists in the old
vember 6, 1899
This morning Deputy
“I am delighted to be present with you
city of Deering had “it in for him’’ as
Frith received a letter from Charles A. on this occasion,” said Mr. Pearson. ‘‘I
the boys say.
Judge Hopkins’s friends
of Harrison, who writes that
Mc- am the flrBt
Brother
clergyman that
did not anticipate any difficulty in elect- Lang
Graw has worked in Harrison for J. W. Aaron met when he came to
Portland,
which
to
convention
the
his
delegates
ing
Foster for several winters and that it was and the
very moment that I met him I
chooses a representative this year indeunderstood that he was a fisherman. He loved him.
It affords me great pleasure
pendently of the city of Portland.
knows nothing of McGraw's antecedents,
to welcome these brethren to the city of
But the “antis” were quietly preparing
He says that
the description sent
by Portland. I am glad you are visiting one
to make a light and the result In ward
Frith tallies very closely
with of the best cities in the whole word.
Deputy
I
eight especially, was a great surprise to
McGraw.
have visited
extensively thirty-eight
the Hopkins men.
In the note book mentioned above there states of the union and also
England,
WARD EIGHT.
is a memorandum re lating to
leaving Scotland and Wales, but have never found
In ward eight there were" two tickets in Gloucester for the Cape shore May 1G, such a beautiful
oiry a3 Portland. I
There are sevei’al addresses in the riAn’f. f.hint vnn nan find a cnnt whppa a
the field. The one for Judge George C. 190).
TTnrrti nc
a lnnilg nn ac
fnllnwc?
AnF. Thurston,
book, one being Albert
pastor of a people is deserving of more
Another Is George H. credit than Mr. Aaron.
drew Hawes,
Wyer P. Ayer, George H. llockport, Mass,
He is on the go
William P. Os- Dill, 259 Washington street, Malden, and all the time. He
Wyman, Reuel Small,
always has something in
Asher
C. another is Mrs. .Sylvia Harrison (or Har- view and he
borns, Fred V. Matthews,
accomplishes what he sets
Hinds.
mon), 438 North Main street, Brockton. out for.
Whil9 the brethren are here I
B. These people will be communicated with
The other ticket, for Mr. Robert
hope they will not coniine themselves to
Lowe, was made up as follows: Frederick by the chief of police of Newburyport, these rooms but
that
will
they
Jabez who was recently here.
H Thompson, Hanson S. Clay,
But I wish to warn you to
visit about.
M. Lane, Howard Chase, Gilbert P. Harkeep sober as you are in a prohibition
A SURGICAL. TRIUMPH.
mon, James G. Johnson, Nathan L. Hileity that has four hundred saloons.
Last Tuesday morning at 10 o’clock at
dreth.
(Laughter.) To my mind there has never
Maine
General
the
Dr.
Alfred
hospital,
The caucus was not very large, as no
been a time when an earnest degree of
opera- effort should be
serious contest had been anticipated. But King successfully performed the
put forth as much as tothose who were opposed to the annexa- tion of gastrectomy upon Mr. Arthur W.
One must be short of sight and hard
day.
past 70 years of of
rallied Bradley, a arentleman
to Portland
tion of Deering
hearing who is not able to recognize
It took three'hours and 33 minutes
against Judge Hopkins, who championed age.
th9 tendency of the people today from the
and
it
is
the
the
to
operation
perform
the annexation bill which was passed two
one of a
similar na- churcheg.”
second successful
years ago.
After an excellent solo and declaration
The friends of Judge Hopkins had not 1 ture ever performed in the state,
by Miss Hilda MeUrum, and a ilne recitafrom
Mr,
suffered
cancer
of
the
a
Bradley
dead
much
in
issue
vitality
expected so
tion of “Sheridan's Kid3,:’ by Miss Lulu
and were fairly beaten by the still-hunt stomach and it was decided that the danLeighton, Rev O. A. Henry of FitchFor the gerous operation was the only thing that
of the antis. The vote stood:
burg, Mass spoke a few words in praise
Sheared of medical
Low ticket, 53 votes; for the Hopkins could be resorted to.
of the great work that Mr. Aaron had acis nothing more
verlbage,
gastrectomy
48
votes.
ticket,
complished in building the church and of
nor less than
removing the stomach the standard that it had attained.
WARD NINE.
entirely
leaving the intestines to perE. Thareau of j Brockton,
Rev. V.
In ward nine there were two tickets in form the duties of food
digestion.
delivered
an
address
in the
Here the Hopkins men antici- An operation of a similar nature once per- Mass.,
the field.
Swedish language and was followed by
in
pated a light and prepared for it. The re- formed
was
successfully
Germany,
of
Rev. F. A. Engstrand
Worcester,
sult was a very large caucus and consid- largely exploited.
who urged that all
ths
Mass.,
people
The Low men were
erable excitement.
At the Maine General
hospital yester- should attend church more
frequently.
very active and pulled out a large num- day it was learned that the aged patient
These exercises concluded, refreshments
ber of voters,
is holding his own in good shape.
His
were served by the ladiss of the church.
The Judge Hopkins’ ticket was as fol- condition is no worse than it has b9en
Today the visitors will enjoy a sail in
lows: Ira S. Locke, C. Emery Knight, during the
and his
past few days
the harbor. This will be followed by exHarry I, Nelson, D. W. Heseltine, Wm. strength does not seeni to lessen.
ercises at the "church"in” the
evening.
W. Merrill, Arthur C. Noyes and GranGOOD ROADS.
There will be a mission sermon by Rev.
ville M. Stevens.
There will be a meeting for the purpose H. Jacobson of Cambridge, Mass.
Rev.
The Lowe
ticket
was
as
follows:
of
considering the matter of good Villi Lejung of Waltham, Mass., will alCharles H. Carter, Bradbury S. Hawkes,
office
of
roadsat
the
board so speak.
the
William W. Edwards, Edward F. Fassett,
in
of
the
State
Tomorrow forenoon a conference meetagriculture
Frank E. True and Charles F. Mills.
House, Augusta, Wednesday,
August ing of the district will be held. A dinner
The Low ticket
was successful by a
for Ken- will be served at noon and in the after22d. This meeting is intended
vote of 115 to 07.
nebec county, and is directly under the noon there will be a discussion on “MisThe delegates selected in wards eight
N. Douglass of Chelsea, sions,” which will be
care of Arthur
oTvr? ninn too ro/oF of. 7
r\' hi Ahlr f Ioip /irroninr*
opened by Rev.
member for that county. It is proposed to John Alfred Anderson of Orange,
Mass.,
at the ward nine ward room to nominate
secure the attendance of the road com- and which will be
in 1^
participated
a candidate for the legislature.
missioners of the county as far as possi- several
others, both clergymen and layRobert
13. Low, the choice of the
short papers on
ble, and they wul give
men.
Republicans of the Deering district for
such branches of l’oad
construction as
their
representative to the legislature,
SALE OF STOCKINGS.
be the most familiar with, and
resides at 502 Stevens avenue and is one they may
which have proven of greatest benefit in
More
at less money than was
stockings
of the most popular and best known of
their towns. The county commissioners ever offered before at Portland is the i nthe citizens of the annexed district.
He
will be present and one or more of them teresting item of the J. R.
Libby comwas born in North Yarmouth in 1861 and
will give papers. J. A. Roberts of Nor- pany’s advt. this
has been a resident of Deering for 18
They have
morning.
way, the Oxford
county member of the bought 4000 pairs of manufacturer’s
years, where he has engaged in the conboard will speak.
samples and have arranged them in three
tracting and building business. He was
There is to be a full meeting of the great lots at 8, 16 and 29 cents.
building inspector of the city of Deering
board on the 21st, and it is expected that
for several years, but beyond this has
if not all, of the members will be
never held public office.
He has, how- most,
commispresent. E. C. Buzzell, road
ever, always taken an active
part in sioner of Fryeburg, will deliver a paper
politics and has served on the Republican on Avinter road breaking, giving the ex
Ladies’
6*
of that town for the past 18 years
city committee of Deering and later of pcrience
with snow rollers.
Portland for 14 years.
<r
Chatelaine
Mr. Low is a high degree Mason,having E XCTJRSION TO DIAMOND ISLAND.
taken all the York and Scottish rite deEveryone is going to the excursion to
Watches.
grees. He is a member of Casco lodge of Little Diamond island tomorrow. Prizes
Mt,
Vernon
Port- will be
Yarmouth,
chapter,
The diminutive chatelaine watch
given to the winner of the races, *
land Commandery and Maine Consistory.
is not a fad; it lias come to
and $5 Avill be at the top of the greased
stay,
To the well dressed woman of •
He is also a member of Kora Temple of
it.
pole to invite everybody up to get
a today it is
«
the Mystic Shrine.
when
indispensable
The boat and tub races, to say nothing
A
The delegates chosen in the old wards
I> traveling, or for street wear.
of the tug of war,
the base ball games
*8 ornamental and convenient.
4
()
were as follows:
and
the
There
sack
are
by picked nines,
race, will <g
many styles of cases 4
Ward 1—Frederick J. Illsley, Harry M. tend to give sufficient amusement to the .k an<^ prices range from low cost 5
ones at a
few
Bigelow, Richard K. Gatley, James A. great crowd that is going.
dollars to those v
Bee adv. in
Connellan, Thomas A. Bowen, Percy R. another
\ having enameled cases set with ▼
column.
# gems.
Ho^ojj, Gharles P. Covell.
#
Ward 2—Horatio K. Colesworthy, Beni
Every watch wo soli is fully 4
NEW CORPORATIONS.
Jabez
Isaiah
DanTrue,
jamin Gribbin,
f guaranteed.
iels, Sanford A. Maddox, Charles Baker,
The Trolley Shoe Polish'oompany, to
Hugh F. McDonough.
*——♦
manufacture and deal in shoo dressings.
Ward 8—Wilbur C. Whelden, John T.
at
Certificate
Capitalized
Geo.
$10,000.
A.
apEdwin
E,
Palmer, Jr.,
Dow,
Brown, Edgar E. Rounds, George E. proved July 10
Macgowan, Walter L. Lefavor.
The L. F. Straw company to manufacWard 4—Frank I. Moore, Henry A.
GOO Cougreia St.
ture contractors’
supplies and do conGeo,
C.
Fred
N.
Elliott,
Jose,,
Mayberry,
8, Major Hammett, T. Ernest Harmon, tracting. Capitalized at $10,000. CertiJohn F. Woodbury.
ficate approved July 12.
.rrn n

feels sufllciently
his work again.

Ward 5—James H.
Hall, Frank H,
Fred B, Kelsey,
Little, Eben P, True,
Robert W, Jackson, David T. Bines, Arthur W. Merrill.
Ward 6—Frederick N. Dow, Franklin
T. Whitehouse,
Robert
C.
Payson,
Charles J. Pennell, Wilford G. Chapman.
Richard
H. Ball,
George W. Simon ton,
Ward 7—Henry P. Cox, Fred E. Richards, George W. Gray, Edmund A. DeGarmo, Geo. M Seiderp, Fred P. Whittaker, Josiah H. Drummond, Jr.

12

^
p|

For 8c.

t
;[ Geo.H.Griffen

5
t

Chamber

thousand pairs of
Manufacturer’s Samples of Stockings
for men, women and children.
The 18, 10, 12>aC kind.
This sale price,
£q
More than

a

to one

customer,

than

none

to

cover

Hoys* Go-Carts.

with

pail

and bail.

32 quart size

Japanned

Price

For 16 c.
About Two Thousand pairs Stockfor women and children.
Extra fine gauge, colors and black.
Regular 39, 33 and 25c kind.
This sale at

ings

Tub,
Japanned,

Foot

16c\

25c kind.
This sale at

For 29c.
For men, women and children.
Black and colored stockings, ordinarily selling at 60 and 50c.

This sale price

Entire

15 c

29c

carriages.

J. R. LIBBY CO.
p. s.

Baby Go-Carts.
Rubber tires.
Prices to close out:
Wore 1*5.39, 12.19, 13.09, 16.50, 19.49
Now $4.23, 8.00, 8.00, 11.00, 13.00

Baby carriage, only
$17.49, now

J. R. LIBBY CO.

Rear

Maine

General

left,

one

were

i

LOOK

the

best trained

world’s
animal

“The best show of its kind-ever seen

England.”—Boston Transcript.

Admission—Auaur8ru’ 3^:
jlylTdlw

J. R. LIBBY CO

Received
todav per
tlie
“Empress
of
China” and C. r. R. It., the first Invoice of
Breakfast
ana
Consron
Teas.
English
Tins is the first lot of New Season’s Tea9 to arrive in this section. and lame buyer* would
consult their Interests to Iook at these Teas
MilliUen, Tomlinson Co. are direct importers of Choice Formosa, .Japan. English
Breakfasts, Ceylon and India teas. Go to the
founiain head for all Kinds of

-TEAS,Send for samples of the pure,
appetizing teas
you cannot get elsewhere at any price.
It

AUCTION SALE
FURNITURE

AT •..,

23 Myrtle St.,
WEDNES1HY, JULY IStli,
at IO o’cloch.
Owner leaving city, will sell contents of
12 room3-

jlyl7d2t

k

j

than to

j

spend years of regret after your
property is destroyed, and you can’t col*
]ect your insurance.
While you are looking, investigate the
companies represented by us.
They are

conflagration proof.

5

DOW

cfc

Come One!
Come AH!

The Steamer ALICE HOWARD will leave
Portland Pier at 7.U0 o'clock, leave Teaks Island at 7.45,

Tuesday Evening, July 17,

fer a moonlight sail among the islands.

jlylTtUt

FARE

25c.

McFADWEN,

101 Clark St.

J

Ths 87tVi year opens Sept. 11th. Full courses
and improved methods oflnstructlop. fcUftlt
Prepaiatlon for Bowdoin and other lea,itngeat
lent s, ill. hiding Welleslev. R.nlth and Ml. HotIt*-'t
Hawl ducauou.
Expenses notably modsslte.
For any desired In tor mat oa, address Me 1‘nucmal.
HKV. it. I». HNOW, A. M,
He.

Jlyi7d&w4wIsrnontk.

♦♦♦♦♦♦

I WEDDING AND

I

ENGAGEMENT RINGS.

<1
< >

PRACTICAL EDUCATION.
Westbrook

n
**

Seminary

oilers special courses In Sciences
(laboratory')
Languages (conversation in Fren h and tier-’
mm). Mathematics (solid gaomeirv, trig, no notry. etc.). Metliois of Teaching! Elocution,
1 hyslcal Cu.tu e.
Music and
Art.
These
courses are exeel ent tor High school
graduates and other advanced
pupils. The Seminary
certllicate a imlts to college. Special attention
is given to
lna’th and moral training
Piementary studies, such as Arithmetic. Spelling
Heading, Penmanship, etc., aro not ncclecied
Address

O. H. Berry,
President,
POHTLAIM), ME.
Jlyl7eod2vv,lorlop

thousand of them, all styles *nd
prices. Womako rings in ourownfaclory on the premises. Can make you auy
kind ol a King you may wish iu our own
factory on the premises. We have over
200 Diamond Kings at the old prices,
*10.00 to 93.50. We make a specialty
cf Jewelry Hepalrlng, and do the best
oi v.ork at lowest prices.
A

*'t

o
< >

j,

THE

|

!VIonumerit

*

mar 28,1

JEWELER,

r.thorSthptf

GRAND EXCURSION
The
for the hknf.fit of

tho

’

Suitable

will l>0 flven. Sports
h '^'
on
of 2 o'clock boat
ol<
on the grounds.
Boats leave
ustom
House
wharf on Casco Bav
Siaainimat Coy Bl*amt,oat
*
regulat
time table.

Tickets: Adults 50c;

! A"
r?.Jm £nl.
f luid's

ox?!Sio*Lf0r 8al® at the wharI th*

Of' tin

j
|}

♦
I

I
▼

X
+
»
*

|| McKenney, I
:

Square.}

S^*0*00***0 ♦ *♦♦♦♦♦♦ »*♦«

vfr5
f

apr30d!3w*

|l
(I

NORTH YARMOUTH ACADEMY.

♦

Sn,r»y,-.,a^.^rr6c^i,.RVarr^',ll ffoTSasi’-anS"?.0'
arrivalprizes
A. W.

il

ness

GRA.3NTD

July 18, 1900.

^

a

I-

AMMONIA RUINS VARNISH
ALSO.

|l

DIKTELHAM,

Island,

sepai a ted irom horse room by air space,

f
a

I1
I1

We due's day,

TEAMS

j

Don’t pay out a penny until you are
It’s a thousand times bettor to
sure.
spend a little time in finding the best

orphans
Eittie Diamond

LIVERY

mar

Don’t be persuaded by plausible argumeuts.
Don't buy for friendship's sake,

"co. MOONLIGHT SAIL

TOMLINSON

::

your Photos with you.

When you take out an insurance pol
icy, look every where and get the best

daily

DOG AND PONY
SHOW.

HOUSEHOLD

Crayon Portait, reproPhotograph Free,

from

EVERYWHERE.

Gentrys’ Famous

MILIIKEN,

amountweek is

Ho&pifal.

at 2.30 and 8 p. in.
rain or shine.

in New

Bring

J. R. LIBBY GO.

MONDAY, July 23,

Unquestionably

duced

$1.75

THREE DAYS BEGINNING

largest and
exhibition.

Every purchaser of goods
ing to One Dollar this

was

$10.00

Croquet Sets, Professional,
$2.25, now

89C

CONGRESS ST.

4

Crayon Portraits Free.

entitled to a

IX Charcoal Tin, Copper bottom.
No. 8, 98c kind for
79c

line; also wagons,
Dolly Go-Carta and

$1.12, 1.25, 1.39, 2.25,2.50

now

No. 9, $1.19 kind for

new

wheel barrows.

Palmer Hammocks. Out of a stock
of nearly 300 Hammocks we have 39
left this morning.
Each has pillow,
valance and spreader.
Prices
were $1.49, 1.59, 1.69, 2.89, .3.25

Wash TSoilers.

J

^

pair

more

dealers.

J

|

of Sale: JVot

Terms

|

Trolley

CARS all stop near our
office. How handy to
bring that work to be

dyed

or

cleansed.

WE DO OUR WORK

FOSTER'S
K3

RICHT.

DYE HOUSE,

Preble St«

